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ed i tor ’s
thing
Yes, that really was Baby
Katlyn’s bottom on the in-
side cover last month, not

mine.
OK, that’s out of the way.
Now, it gives me great pleasure to present one
of the most challenging issues I’ve ever put
together.
In an effort to demonstrate the point that the
sharing of knowledge by the tube audio com-
munity is as important as the finished prod-
ucts we build,  I present to you this month
something which I have tagged a deep design.
Deep design is my effort to explain in some
depth the logic behind the selection of each
component in a circuit design.
Too many circuits shown in this mag and
others gloss over the small points in an effort
to explain one element of a design, or they
just plain throw up a schematic with no ex-
planation at all.
This design, which I call the Blues Master,
attempts to address to the logic behind the
topology chosen for each stage, the math re-
quired to derive component values, and part
numbers and sources for each component.
You should be able to throw all these parts
together and have a beautiful sounding pro-
ject. But don’t blow this issue off just because
you don’t want a SE 300B amp!
Many of the ideas, the math, that basic theory,
can be applied to any design you wish to
tackle.
One thing I may take some heat for is the fact
that this is not the simplest design to derive, it
is direct coupled, uses a very special active
load on the driver stage, and has a parallel
feed output stage.
But I have included these concepts because I
feel they are the way of the future in compe-
tent SE design, and are worth learning.
So let me know what you think. I know that
one article filling the whole issue will turn
some folks off, but I suggest that you consider
the quality of the subject matter before the
format. I know that VALVE seems to be filling
up with ads, too. Without delving into the
economics of paper and postage, I want you
to know that are working on this situation,
and hope to have some solution soon.
What are you waiting for? Get readin’!

Doc B.
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advanced amplifier
design class

We haven’t done a very good job of
promoting this class, and so I’d like to move
the date to April 17 through 19, to give folks
time to make travel plans.
This advanced class will be taught by John
Tucker, John Camille, and myself, with a
likely appearance by Paul Joppa as well.
This class will be different than the basic class
we teach after VSAC. In that class, students
are taught the basic skills necessary to build
our standard kits, like proper soldering and
wiring techniques. They are presented with
the basic theory of operation, and they are
exposed to various modifications to the kits,
with the idea that they can take this
knowledge and apply it to future projects,
whether mods to the kits, or perhaps mods to
other equipment they own.
The advanced class will place much more
emphasis on theory, with the idea of giving
you the tools to do your own designs from
scratch. In this class, the textbook, the
chalkboard and the notepad will dominate.
The student will be shown the logical
progression of equipment design much like
the design development detailed in this issue,
but with the added help of one-on-one
discussion with the instructors, so that all this
theory may be tailored to the students
individual design ideas.
Price will be $350 for three days, which
includes lunch and a textbook. The day
lectures will most likely turn into freeform
evening solder sessions, and students are
encouraged to bring projects to work on
during these after class “listening and lie
swapping” sessions.
Basic electronic assembly and test equipment
is available, as is an HP 35665A dynamic
signal analyzer and a reference system for
equipment audition.
There are two nearby motels, and we can
most likely offer rides to and from the class.
If you are interested, please call soon, as class
space will be limited.

C4S loads available

The John Camille designed active load
described in the Blues Master article is
available from Electronic Tonalities for $25
the pair, which includes the stuffed boards
and instructions for use - 360-697-1936 to
order.

Back Issues

Back issues are printed to order - please allow two weeks
for delivery - add $5 postage for orders outside the US

Volume 1 - 1994 issues - $20
a Williamson amp; Dyna Stereo 70 mod bakeoff; convert-
ing the Stereo 70 to 6GH8's; a QUAD system; triode input
Dyna MkIII; MkIII vertical tasting; smoothing impedance
curves; Altec A7; Ampexes Nagras and ribbon mikes;
Triophoni, a 6CK4 amp; audio at the 1939 World's Fair;
books for collectors and builders; V.T. vs. R.M.A. cross
reference; FM tuner tube substitutions; Big Mac attack -
the MI200; 6L6 shootout; a vintage "audessey"; more FM
tuner mods; vintage radio mods; Heathkit rectifiers; PAS
heater mod.

Volume 2 - 1995 issues - $20
Rectifier shootout, tube vs. solid; FM 1000 recap and
meters; single ended 10 amp; triode output W-4; Optimus
990 - speaker for SE?; star grounds; tuner shootout;
Living Stereo, vinyl or CD?; World Audio SE integrated;
firin' up - smoke checking; Brook 12A schematic; 6C33 vs.
3C33; Heathkit power transformers; 6B4's + MagneQuest
= SEcstasy; W5 mods; triode operating points; Dyna
restorations; Marantz 7,8 and Scott LK150 impressions;
hackable vintage gear; Quasimodo - PP 805 amp; restor-
ing a Scott 340 in 75 minutes; a dream system for 78's;
cartridges and styli for 78's; Restoring a Lowther, Part
1&2; easy tube CD output hack; 6ER5 phono preamp;
304TL & 450TH SE operating points; hypothetical DC ESL
amps.

Volume 3 - 1996  - $25:
Single Watt, Single Tube, Single Ended, an amp for
Lowthers; the Vintage Speaker Shootout of 1996, QUAD
vs. Lowther, vs. A7; the Voigt Loudspeaker, the Single
Ended eXperimenter's kit; cathode coupled SE 6AS7
amp; how to build the Superwhamodyne; refoaming AR
woofers; mesh plate tubes; rebuilding QUADS; QUAD
amp filter surgery; single gain stage amps; the Brooklet,
and Brookson, choke loaded PP 6080 amps; transformer
coupled PP 6DN7 amp; the Iron Maiden; Building the
Lowther Club Medallion; the TQWT, a tapered pipe enclo-
sure; IT 300B amp.

Volume 4 - 1997  - $25:
the Whampipe/Hyperwhamodyne; weird interconnects;
winding your own SE output transformer; Tapered Quarter
Wave Tubes; battery bias; onetuber 417A and 437A amps;
DAC attack; 6BL7/211 SE amp; pro sound speakers at
AES; 46 plate curves; what’s all this about parallel feed?;
parafeed line stage; C.W. horn divided by two; Svetlana
meets Brooklyn; parallel feed SE 811A amp; parafeed 2A3
amp; Lowther fixes; Altec vs. the competition; VSAC 97
program guide; VSAC 97 photos; Andy Bartha’s cool
speaker cables; Paul Joppa’s 6DN7 driver stage; S.E.X. kit
schematic revealed; an Edgarhorn builder’s story; direct
coupled active loaded parafeed 45 amp;  Brainiac’s S.E.X.
changes; VSAC 97 seminar notes; tweaking the one tube
6DN7 amp, Lowther drivers, and the Wright preamp; 300B
S.E.X. amp conversion; mini monitor for 300B amps,
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put on yo’put on yo’put on yo’put on yo’
pinstripes,pinstripes,pinstripes,pinstripes,
git loaded ,git loaded ,git loaded ,git loaded ,

git fed ,git fed ,git fed ,git fed ,
andandandand

git da’ bluesgit da’ bluesgit da’ bluesgit da’ blues

Doc B. gets let out of theDoc B. gets let out of theDoc B. gets let out of theDoc B. gets let out of the
home just long enough tohome just long enough tohome just long enough tohome just long enough to
share some of his designshare some of his designshare some of his designshare some of his design
methods in this two partmethods in this two partmethods in this two partmethods in this two part

thought piece on thethought piece on thethought piece on thethought piece on the
development of an amp withdevelopment of an amp withdevelopment of an amp withdevelopment of an amp with

the soul of athe soul of athe soul of athe soul of a
Blues MasterBlues MasterBlues MasterBlues Master

-

T his is an attempt to combine a bunch
of ideas that have been getting kicked
around by the editorial staff the past
year-

♦ We’ve felt the need to do another article
where we describe some of the logic
behind the values and types of compo-
nents chosen for the given circuit

♦ We also need to give folks a 300B type
circuit that uses the sexy Pinstripe
parafeed output transformer.

♦ Many folks have asked me for circuits
using the KR Enterprises tubes.

♦ This will also give me a chance to ex-
plain the new active load boards we are
selling, and how to tailor them to your
specific applications.

Leap of faith
OK, here’s the gamble that comes with the
program - this amp hasn’t been built yet. To
be sure, the basic building blocks, the active
loaded driver, the parafeed output, have all
been done. I use a VV52 amp that’s a kissing
cousin to this design. But there is no operat-
ing prototype exactly like this amp. Either we
are very confident of our results, or we are
quite insane. Maybe both. Are you willing to
take the gamble?

Rationale
There are several things this circuit is not:
It isn’t guaranteed to be the best amp in the
world (but it should be one of the best)
It isn’t cheap (but you get what you pay for)
It isn’t an application that runs the tubes to
the limit in the interest of saving you from
going out and buying some decent efficient
speakers to replace your current hogging,
undynamic 87 dB tree trunks (but it should
have a level of finesse below 1 watt that will
stir your soul, and put out an easy 8 watts
when you want some sledgehammer in that
soul).
OK, consider that as some basic philosophical
stuff out of the way.
Now here’s some things I know work well,
that I want to try to fit together in this project.
• Parallel feed output. Look, I don’t care if

you’re sick of this. It’s mo’ betta. I for
one am never going back to convetional
airgapped SE. Bass articulation, band-
width, natural voices, detailed recovery
of harmonic structures, lack of edge, it
all adds up to superior sound. So put on
your pinstripes, and we’ll git fed.

• Active loaded driver stage. I was skepti-
cal about this concept when Tucker in-
troduced this John “Buddha” Camille
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design to me. I mean hey, we been fight-
ing to get rid of sand in our amps for all
these years, right? Well, that was a bias
based on ignorance. The best sounding
amps come from those with open minds.
The load gives us essentially all the mu
available from the driver tube, an impor-
tant consideration, because I believe in
two stage amp circuits. The load  also
helps the driver stage to match the bass
articulation and super low distortion of
the KR tube/parafeed output stage, and
voila, that soft butt SE bass sound is gone,
replaced with tight controlled bass and a
dead quiet background that whups both
traditional tube and solid state for natu-
ral, open presentation. The tube sound is
still there, more of the good parts, less of
the bad. So we’ll git loaded.

• Direct coupling. Since we’re going to the
trouble of using parallel feed and active
loading to increase the circuit’s resolu-
tion and decrease it’s noise floor, and
since we already have a coupling capaci-
tor at our output transformer, let’s keep
as much stuff as possible out of the signal
path and direct couple this amp. Those of
you who have built the 45 parafeed amp
we published last year should be nodding
your heads in agreement with what
we’ve said so far. That 45 is one stunning
little amp, if you have Exemplars. But
you know me, I need more like 8 watts to
get the sledgehammer in the soul with
my 98 dB speaks. And so the quest be-
comes one for that extra 6.5 watts, with-
out losing too much of the 45’s goods in
the process.

• KR tubes. There are a few tubes that
stand out when it comes that certain
magic in their presentation. Single plate
2A3s, 45s, 845s, 10Ys, WE 300Bs, name
your favorite here. One of my faves is the
KR series of tubes. I can walk into a room
using amps with KR tubes at a show, and
no matter what speaker is being used,
immediately identify that KR sound and
revel in its low distortion, liquidity and
clarity. I roll all the different models to-
gether here, because they carry a strong
family resemblance in their presentation.
A personal favorite is the VV52, with its
ballsy bass, but its rather insatiable de-
mand for plate current makes it a rather
difficult tube to work into a parafeed
arrangement without going to mon-
strous custom made plate loading
chokes. In order to keep this project
doable on a broader scale, we’ll design
around the very sexy looking VV32BC,
with it’s flat topped cylindrical envelope

and gorgeous blue glass. Yeah, that’s
how we git the blues...

OK, so there’s some basic parameters to start
our design process with.
Now let’s see what we can do to integrate these
bits to their best effect.

Finding an operating point

Let’s start with the output tube. We could just
as easily start with the output transformer, but
they don’t call ‘em FS-030 amps, they call ‘em
300B amps, right?
To figure out how we’re going to run this
VV32BC amp, we need to look at some operat-
ing curves.

HEY!
Don’t start noddin’ off on me here. You keep
horses, you shovel some poop. You design
amps,  you do a little math. It’s just the facts,
homes.
The plate curves for a VV32 are on page 10
OK, what the heck are we looking at?

Plate dissipation

Well first off, we need to know what the plate
dissipation of the tube is. Plate dissipation is
measured in watts, and is quoted as a maxi-
mum wattage beyond which your tube goes
bye-bye in an accelerated fashion. Maximum
plate dissipation is 70Watts for the standard
VV32 and the BC version can handle a bit
more, due to it’s ultra cool blue glass flat top
envelope. But even at the special price Wel-
borne Labs is offering to VALVE readers on
VV32BCs for this project, I’m enough of a
tightwad to run a bit down from maximum
overdrive on the old plate dissipation to get
maximum life expectancy instead.
OK, we know we have 70 watts dissipation
possible from this tube, and now we need to
see what the plate’s voltage and current limita-
tions are. The maximum voltage we can run is
550 volts. The maximum current we can run
is 160 mA.
Next step - some math. Calm down, take a
swig of that Jack Daniels. This is an easy for-
mula.

power = voltage X current

The first thing you might notice is that, if you
plug in the maximum voltage times the maxi-
mum current,

550V X 0.160A

(Continued on page 9)
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The soul of the Blues Mas-
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you get 88 watts. No, that’s not a mistake. It
means that you can’t run at maximum voltage
and maximum current ratings at the same
time.
Great, this is no effing help at all. How do we
decide what voltage and current to use?
Well, this is where experience, recommended
operating points, the plate curves, and a blind
faith in the right to eXperiment comes in.

The Juggling Act

The KR book gives a suggested operating point,
and I will say that these people know how to
run their tubes. This point is 350V and 110
mA. Interestingly, they are not shooting for
anything remotely resembling maximum dissi-
pation, as

350V X 0.110A = a mere 38.5 watts.

And so we see that maximum dissipation may
not be necessary to give the best sound with
this particular tube.
OK, let’s assume that this plate dissipation is a
ballpark figure for what sounds best. This may
be a naive assumption, but we have to start
somewhere.
What are the other determining factors when
it comes to choosing an operating point?
Well, the current capacity of the inductor
loading the plate of the VV32BC comes to
mind. In our parafeed case this will be the
current rating of the plate loading choke we
use. At this time the biggest production plate
loading choke available is the MagneQuest
B.A.C., rated for 80 mA.
Well that makes this choice easy, let’s choose
80 mA as our plate current.
So, we get

38.5W/ 0.08A = 481.25V

So, we run at 481.25V, right?

Well, there’s still more to the story. Have an-
other sip of that J.D., flip that Elmore James
over on the box, and bear with me.

Matching to the output load

Another consideration of our tube’s operating
point is how well the tube’s plate resistance
will match the impedance of our output trans-
former’s primary. You will see standard plate
resistance numbers thrown around for various
tubes, like 800 ohms for a 2A3, but it’s not that

simple.
Plate resistance is a function of the tube’s plate
voltage and current. Paul Joppa has made a
marvelous contribution to us homebrewers
with simplified math for calculating plate re-
sistance. It goes something like this:

(Plate Voltage/ Plate Current)/5=
plate resistance

So, for our suggested operating point we get

(480V/0.08A)/5 = 1200 ohms.

Now, the rule of thumb for SE amps is that the
the impedance of the output transformer pri-
mary should be a minimum of 3 times the
output tube’s plate resistance
The primary impedance of the Pinstripe is
3000 ohms.

3000/1200 = 2.5, oops. This isn’t really close
enough to 3.

OK, we’re kinda stuck with our current, we
can’t raise it any higher, which would lower
the plate resistance of the tube, so let’s lower
the plate voltage instead, which will give us
the same resistance lowering effect.
This is the part where Mr. Wizard  sits on the
perfect point to balance the see-saw on the
fulcrum the first time, and Julia Child pulls a
finished roast out of the oven that she popped
a raw piece of meat into 20 seconds before.

Let’s try 410V, just for the sake of argument
(See? Like I don’t already know this works)

(410/.08A) /5 = 1025 ohms

Hey,  3000 / 1025 = 2.93 - pretty damned
close to 3.

Power Output

OK, so what kind of output power are we
talking here?
This is a point of some contention, because KR
rates their tubes for a much higher output
ability at a given plate dissipation than other
manufacturers. The rule of thumb is 20 to 25
per cent efficiency for a single ended triode,
but KR tends to rate their tubes at more like
35-38% efficiency. So, according to KR, the
tube should be worth as much as 12 watts in
this operating condition. I will conservatively
estimate the amp’s output at 8+ watts. This is
in part due to the drive swing of the driver
stage, which we will address in a bit.

(Continued from page 7)

(Continued on page 11)
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But that is running ahead of ourselves. Now
that we have an operating point, and an out-
put load, what else do we need to calculate?

Grid Bias

Let’s get our relative voltages straight for
starters.
The plate of the tube needs to be 410V above
the filament. Now that we have moved our
operating point to 410V and 80 mA, look back
at the plate curves. For a given voltage (use
our newly found 410V) and given plate cur-
rent, there is a given grid voltage that the grid
of the tube needs to be set at. These voltages
are shown next to the sweeping curves run-
ning across the graph, and are negative values.
Why? Because the grid is made negative rela-
tive to the filament of the tube. This sets the
current draw for a given plate voltage.
Note here that by plate voltage, we mean the
voltage of the plate relative to the voltage of
the filament, not necessarily the voltage of the
plate relative to ground. This is particularly
important to remember in light of the fact that
we will be direct coupling this circuit.

OK, looking at the curves and plotting some
lines, at 410V and 80 mA I get around -80V
grid bias. Easy number to remember.
So let’s use this as our operating point, and see
how it fits the rest of the program.
80V grid bias means that the grid of the tube
needs to be about -80V relative to, or 80V
below, the filament.
Sooo, we need to get 410V+80V from our
power supply, plus what we need to operate
our driver tube, if we use cathode bias.
Which is what we shall do. Cathode bias
sounds better to me in this kind of circuit, and
that’s all the reason I need to try something.
Cool. That means we get to calculate the next
part of the puzzle.

What’s next?

At this point in the design of a capacitor cou-
pled (between driver and output) amplifier we
could calculate the value of the cathode resis-
tor and the cathode bypass cap for the
VV32BC.
But, since we are direct coupling our driver
stage, we must raise the grid of our output
tube to a potential above ground that is equal
to our driver’s plate voltage relative to ground,
while maintaining the grid to plate to filament
relationship we have already established for
the output tube.
Whew! I had to read that a few times after I
wrote it!
 And so we need to know the driver’s operat-

ing conditions before we can figure these val-
ues out.
We’ll come back to the problems of calculat-
ing the cathode resistor and bypass capacitor
after we work out the driver stage details.

The driver

I mentioned before that I like a single tube
driver stage. My philosophy is “keep the num-
ber of stages down, and you have fewer oppor-
tunities to screw up the music”.
But this means we have to get all of our gain to
drive that big ol’ VV32BC in one shot. OK, so
how do we figure out what kind of tube we
need?

How much drive?

Let’s start by assuming that we don’t want to
drive the grid of our VV32BC positive. So we
will take the maximum signal we need to drive
the grid of our VV32 as 80V, the grid bias.

How much gain?

Now let’s consider how much drive our
preamp may offer us. I use a parafeed line
stage, and the practical output limit is around
3V from this unit.
Let’s be a bit more conservative, no sense hav-
ing our preamp limiting out just as our amp
does, and figure we want to get to maximum
signal swing with an input more like 2V.
OK, now we calculate the gain of the tube we
need:

80V/2V = 40.

Enter Mr. Wizard again.
Let’s look at the specs of a 6BN4A, one of those
neat little 7-pin RF tubes from the late 50’s/
early 60’s.

The 6BN4A has a mu of around 43, so that
works out.
The next question is, can it swing 80V?
We need to check that our tube’s plate can
operate at at least twice this voltage - check,
the 6BN4A can run as high as 250V on the
plate.
Cool.
OK, like we did with the VV32, how do we
determine the operating point?

First let’s look at the maximum dissipation.
Hell man, this is a cheap little tube, don’t care
if we turn it and burn it, and they sound great
running hot.
Max dissipation is 2.2watts.

(Continued on page 14)
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Let’s be just slightly conservative and run at 2
watts. An easy point to pick on the plate curves
is 200V on the plate, 10 mA, and -3V grid bias.
At this point we should be able to easily handle
the 80V grid swing we need, as long as we are
getting enough gain from the tube.

Normally at this point you have to calculate
how much gain you really get from the tube,
given the particular plate load resistor you use.
But we decided to use our active load, which
presents such high impedance (Buddha has
measured at least 22 megohms) to the tube’s
plate, that for all intents and purposes, our mu
is 43.
So we can take 2V of
input signal and eas-
ily see 80+ volts out,
if we set the supply to
our active load high
enough.

OK, we have a good
driver tube and an
operating point. Let’s
get to work on this
active load biz.

The active load we
are using is rather
different than the
load we presented in
the 45 parafeed amp circuit last year. This one
uses a couple of LEDs to increase the
impedance, and this circuit is more durable
than the last one as well.

The two transistors and the two LEDs stay the
same no matter what operating point we use.
In fact the neat little boards we had made will
come stuffed with these components, you will
only need to add to resistors which set the
current and the bias.

The active load creates a Constant Current
Source (CCS) for the plate of the 6BN4A. To set
what that constant current is, we use the for-
mula :

0.95Volts/ I =R

to calculate the value of the current set resis-
tor. In other words, we use Ohm’s law again,
always wanting a .95 volt drop across this
resistor, regardless of the current we set to go
through it.

For our 6BN4A running at 10 mA we get

0.95 V /0.01 A = 95 ohms

So we have our first resistor value. But don’t
forget to figure out what power rating you
need, P=VI.
We get 0.0095W. Use a 1% 95.3 ohm Holco
here, PN 279-95.3 from Mouser.

The next resistor sets the bias of the load, in
other words, how much voltage drop occurs
across the load from the input to the output.
We said we wanted the plate of our 6BN4A to
be at 200V, so that’s the voltage we want at the
output of our active load.
The voltage we want at the input, above that
current set resistor, is at least the swing we
want to see from the plate of our driver tube,

plus the plate volt-
age.
Sooo, we have 200V
plus, what did we
say we need to swing
the grid of the
VV32BC?  80V? OK,
we need a 280V (or
if you wish to be
picayune 283V, in-
cluding the -3V grid
voltage of the
6BN4A here) supply.
Keep this in mind,
and we’ll discuss
where to find that
280V in a little

while.

By the way, the MJE 350 transistor we are
using has a collector-emitter breakdown rat-
ing of 300V. That means we don’t want to set
the voltage at the top of the load any higher
than 300V above the output, or plate voltage,
or poof, no more load. Not critical at all with
the 80V differential we are dealing with here,
but something to keep in mind for your future
active load projects.

OK now we need to calculate the bias resistor
value. The bias side of the active load, which
runs through the LEDs and down through the
bias resistor to ground, draws 2mA.
Ohm’s law again.

The resistor needs to be

V/I =R

280V/0.002A = 140Kohms.

(Continued from page 11)

(Continued on page 17)

The C4S active load circuit boards
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The heart of the Blues Master
◊ 3,000 ohm primary impedance, 4,8 and 16 ohm secondaries.
◊ the legendary midrange quality of the TFA-204, now with phenome-

nal bass and treble speed and texture
◊ measured frequency response of -1dB at 2 Hz and 26 kHz
◊ perfect for SE 2A3, SE 300B, PSE 50s, SE VV300B, SE VV32B,

even works with the VV52B!
◊ alternating laminations of M4 steel and nickel - pinstripes!
◊ stunning polished solid brass bell ends
◊ use with 2A3/300B and the new, larger EXO 04 60 mA 50H plate

loading choke and B.A.C. 50H  80 mA choke -VV32Bs!
Perhaps the most beautiful transformer ever made

special price - $225 each.
Hyperpinstripe version, shown above, with nickel

“sandwich”, $250. All nickel TFA-2004 also available ,
$275 each with solid brass bell ends
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A new way to enjoy the clarity of
Lowther drivers

The Herald
speaker cabinet kit

A new speaker, designed for modest rooms at a modest price. The
cabinet is 32”H x 18”W x 15-1/2”D, ideal for apartment dwellers and
those with smaller listening rooms. The Herald is capable of providing
a full range of music using the PM6A drive unit, having just a bit less
low frequency capability compared to the larger Medallion II. The kit
comes with all wood pre-cut, internal wiring, terminal cups with
binding posts, and pre-mounted grill cloth. Only assembly, finishing,
and driver installation are required.

Electronic Tonalities is offering the S.E.X. kit and Foreplay preamp
kits in a special package with the Herald loudspeaker kit, including a
pair of 16 ohm Lowther PM6A drivers, for only $1849, plus shipping

($150 in the continental U.S.)
(wood base kit for SEX and Foreplay optional, $45)

For more information contact

Lowther America
PO Box 4758, Salem OR 97302

voice 503-370-9115 fax 503-365-7327
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This time we really need to check that power
rating requirement.

P=VI = 280Vx .002A =  0.56 watts.

We’d better use two 1/2W 280K Xicon 1%
metal film caps in parallel for this, Mouser PN
29MF500-280K. The board is setup for just
such a combination, as well as series connec-
tions, so you can tweak a couple values to-
gether to get just what you need for various
applications.

OK the plate of the tube is taken care of. How
about the cathode?
Because of the active load setting the current,
this is a cakewalk. Just figure out what value
resistor you need for the 3 volts bias and 10
mA plate current we already determined for
our 200V operating point:

V/I=R=3V/0.01A=300 ohms.

Power rating?

VI=P=3V x 0.01A = 0.03watts.

How about something cool here, a Vishay/
Dale wirewound 3 watt (total overkill) 300
ohm resistor, Mouser PN 71-RS2B-300.
Bypass cap?
The load does such nice things for us in terms
of creating so much higher impedance than
the plate impedance, and in giving us so much
gain, that we can skip the bypass cap here, and
reap the benefits of no cap sound.

Cathode Resistor

Better pour one more shot from that bottle of
Jack D., and put on some Little Sonny - here
comes more math.

OHM’s Law- remember this, and you can do
75% of the electronic calculations you’ll run
across in amp design:

V=IR,

or as we rewrote this before

V/I=R

So, to calculate the cathode resistor we need to
consider our plate current, .08A, and the volt-
age drop across the cathode resistor. OK, now
brace yourself. We will think this direct cou-
pled situation through, step by step, to figure

the voltage drop we really see from the fila-
ment of the VV32 to ground

Let’s start at the filament and work down:
First we know we need 80V drop between the
filament and the grid of the VV32.
Next, we know the grid of the VV32 and the
plate of the 6BN4A need to be at the same
potential.
The 6BN4A plate needs to be at 200V (203V
for you nitpickers) above ground.
And so we see that the filament of the VV32
needs to be 80V+200V=280V above ground.

OK, remember how we figured we needed
280V at the top of our active load? Yes, as
bizzare as it sounds, the perfect place to put
the top of the active load is at the top of the
VV32s cathode resistor. We’ll connect it there.
Some of you will complain that the driver
should be able to swing well past the 0V grid
point. Please trust me, this is worth sacrificing
the extra drive for.

 This means that the load will draw off 12 mA
of our 80 mA current draw through the VV32.
And so our cathode resistor must drop the
remaining current, 80-12=68 mA, across
280V.

We plug this voltage and current into Ohm’s
law and get

V/I=R    or   280V/0.68A = 4118 ohms.

Easy. But we’re not done yet. That resistor is
dissipating some serious power, and we need
to calc what kind of wattage it needs to handle.
Power is easy, we already did this one when we
calc’d the plate dissipation of the VV32:

Power = VI   or 280V x 0.068A = 19 watts.

OK,  it’s pretty obvious that a 4118 ohm cap is
not going to be an off the shelf item. One fairly
easy solution would be to use an adjustable
wirewound. How about an Ohmite 5K 50W
unit, PN 588-AR50-5K. Just use your ohmme-
ter to set the adjustable slide to the proper
value before firing up.
Or if you prefer,  you could put a 4K 25Watt
Ohmite wirewound (DigiKey L25J4K-ND),
and  100 ohm 3 Watt Ohmite wirewound
(DigiKey 43F100-ND) in series, remembering
to calculate the power ratings and being a bit
conservative.

Cathode Bypass Capacitor

In a “normal” amp we need to figure the value
of the cathode bypass capacitor that will keep

(Continued from page 14)
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us from losing power to degenerative feed-
back, and  more importantly, to keep our
tube’s plate impedance low, preserving the
output stage’s bandwidth.

For this we can use a conservative rule of
thumb formula that will get us through an-
other few percent of the calculations we need
to do when designing an amp:

Ck (microfarads)= 1,600,000/FRk

Ck is the value of the capacitor we are looking
to find, in microfarads, and Rk is the value of
our cathode resistor. F is the frequency we
wish this cap to function as a bypass down to,
e.g., the low frequency roll off. Let’s use 10Hz
here to get well below the lowest frequency
that supposedly matters, 20Hz.

1,600,000/(10)(4118)=38.9mfd
Ah, quite a convenient value, awfully close to
40 mfd.

You could try a Black Gate, Nichicon,  Pana-
sonic, or maybe even a Cerafine, rated for
350V or higher. I’d probably be unconven-
tional and pick a CDE 40 mfd 370VAC oil and
polypropylene motor start cap from Mouser,
PN 5987-370V40.
But, we shouldn’t need this cap at all if we
hook our parafeed output up right, we can just
forget it. More on this in a minute.

Parafeed Coupling Capacitor

Problem the next:
Calculating the coupling capacitor for our
parallel feed output transformer.
This one we solve by looking at the reactance
frequency chart published in the Audio Cyclo-
pedia.
The chart tells us that for a 50H choke like the
B.A.C., we will need at least a 4 mfd coupling
capacitor to get down to 10Hz. The voltage
rating should be based on the voltage the plate
is sitting at (in the worst case,
280V+410V=690V, but we will show a work
around for this that makes the differential only
410V in a sec) plus the peak positive swing
that the AC signal  coming off the plate will go
through. In our case, let’s figure about 80V
grid bias times the tube’s mu of about 3.9, or
312V. At 1012V peak, we’d be talking oily cap
here, folks, or two 630VDC film caps, at least
8 mfd each,  in series.
My choice would be the CDE 5 mfd, 660 VAC
(that’s good for at least 1000VDC, so we can
probably get away with one) oil and
polypropylene motor start capacitors from
Mouser, part number 5987-660V5.0.

If you have some cool old oil caps (use PCBs at
your own risk), or want to stack Solens or
Black Gates,  go for it. My best luck has been
with the oils. Parafeed changes a lot of the old
rules about what sounds fast and what sounds
clean when it comes to caps. Oils loose that
slow, dull sound when used with parafeed,
and even premium film caps can get an upper
midrange “shine” to them through the
parafeed setup. Sure glad I hung on to my old
Vitamin Qs and them big ol’ transmitter caps.

But wait, we have to work around a couple of
potential problems. First let me spout that the
circuit will sound best when that cap goes
below the bottom end of the OT primary and
the top end of the OT primary connects di-
rectly to the plate of the output tube. Hell, I
don’t know why, but it always sounds better
with the cap in the lower leg.
BUT, Mike LaFevre and I will not guarantee the
Pinstripe for operation at such high voltages,
as the core, the secondary and the case will be
at ground potential, and the coil will be at
690V, so if you try this, you are completely on
your own! If you are willing to void your
warantee and take the risk, put the cap below
the OT and enjoy the music. If you want to
play it safe, put the cap between the plate of
the VV32BC and the top leg of the OT primary.
This way the coil is at roughly the same
ground potential as the case and the sec-
ondary.
OK, we still have a potential problem. Either
way, if we take the cap all the way to ground
either below or through the Pinstripe, we need
a cap with a 1012 V rating.
Well here’s a good way to reduce the voltage
rating demand on the cap.
There’s no real reason we need to tie the bot-
tom leg of this OT/coupling cap combination
to ground. We could instead tie it to the top of
the cathode resistor.
Ahh, now we have just reduced the DC com-
ponent of the voltage requirement on our cou-
pling capacitor to the 410 V between the plate
and the filament, so our voltage requirement
has reduced to 410V+312V=722V, a bit safer
level for a 1000V rated cap, and our OT pri-
mary is only 280V above ground. Remember
that the cap is floating in this condition, and
insulate the case accordingly!

Now, remember the discussion about not
needing a bypass on the VV32’s cathode resis-
tor?
Since we just tied the primary of our output
transformer across only the coupling cap and
plate and the cathode of the VV32BC, the

(Continued on page 21)
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WRIGHT Sound Company
The WLA10 line amp with 4 inputs for
those who don’t need the phono section.
Dubbed by those that  have listened, as the
best sounding line amp they have ever
heard, tube or solid state. All this for
$399.00 plus $17.50 shipping and handling
in the continental U.S.,  WA  res. please
add 8.2% sales tax.

The WPP100B phono preamp, the most natural sounding unit on the market today, is
available at $599 plus $17.50 shipping and handling in the continental U.S., WA
residents please add 8.2% sales tax. The WPP100B has gold RCA connectors, and a
new WPS02 power supply with a power switch and plate and filament indicators. The
performance is better than the original version, which beat all the competition in
listening tests by members of VALVE and other audiophiles who have had the pleasure
of reviewing this product.

Now available to VALVE mem-
bers, and those who have tried
S.E.X. amps,  the WPL10V com-
plete line amp/ phono stage
component. This basic model has
the quality of the WPP100A, with
the additions of a selector switch
with phono plus three other line
inputs and volume controls to

make this the center of that great new S.E.Xy sound system. No longer do you need to
wait for a great sounding addition  to have great S.E.X., and at just $749 U.S. funds
plus $17.50 shipping and handling, you can get this fully assembled preamp/line amp
delivered to your door in the continental U.S., WA residents add 8.2%. The WPL10V
is designed to be a cost effective basic chassis type, constructed with all the great stuff
that goes into the WPP100B. We made it especially for you S.E.X. owners and VALVE
members who want the most out of your system for the least out of your pocket. I must
add that this product will work with almost any power amp you now have or may
purchase, so with or without S.E.X. this is a great addition to the WRIGHT line. Stay
tuned for future models.

Please send your order and payment to:
WRIGHT Sound Company

3516 So. 262nd, Kent WA 98032-7047
For further information, please leave a message at (253) 859-3592

or check out
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ABA Whatchamacallits
Original  Whatchamacallits (shown above)
small - $10.00 - Make great feet for CD players, preamps, small amps.
medium- $14.50 - Use these on small transformers, under smaller speakers, and under turntables.
large- $40.00 - These are the ultimate for damping transformers, cabinets, turntable plinths and speakers.
Turntable weights
medium  $20.00 - for lightly suspended turntables, like late Thorens
large - $45.00 for big dog direct drive turntables and belt drive tables with beefy bearings and strong suspensions
Tonearm counterweight -  Put this on your tonearm instead of the stock weight -  $15.00
Also - tube dampers for everything from 12AX7s to VV52’s, and a ‘pancake’ version of the large Whatchamacallit for
those big cabinets..
Prices do not include shipping or sales tax.

Andy Bartha Audio
954-583-7866 EST

Did you know every CD/Laser Disc you purchase has a “filmy coating” that was used to keep the
polycarbonate disc from sticking to its metal mold during manufacture?

No matter how sophisticated your CD/Laser playback system is, it cannot
correctly read the music beneath this film.

This loss of focus is destroying the very heart and soul of your music-
it’s no wonder the purists have

preferred analog!
Only REVEAL removes this film, plus, it cleans and seals the surface, protecting against scratches,

smudges,
fingerprints, glare and magnetic dust.

Now your CD Laser Disc player will read the music correctly.

MARTIN DEWOLF,
Bound for Sound
“ Best sounding and easiest to use CD cleaner”

DOUG BLACKBURN,
Positive Feedback, Soundstage
“Cannot reproduce what REVEAL does on CD’s with anything else”

 Satisfaction 100% guaranteed.
An 18 oz. can is $34.95, plus shipping

(that’s about 4 cents per disc)
You’ll be hearing your music for the first time.
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cathode resistor no longer contributes to the
plate resistance feeding into the output trans-
former’s impedance. Only the plate resistance
of the VV32BC figures into the picture, and so
we no longer require a bypass cap on the
cathode resistor to maintain our 1:3
impedance match. Cool, huh.

VV32 Grid Resistor

Well, that just about covers our output stage
setup. Oh, how about a grid resistor on the
grid of the VV32? I have heard some rumors
that lower value grid resistors, like 50K, work
well with the KR tubes. A value this low
doesn’t make a lot of sense to me. In general,
the only good reason for a low grid resistance
in front of triodes is to to leak off the space
charge which collects on the grid. This collec-
tion of charge can change the bias of the grid,
roughly .25 to 2 V.
On a 417A biased at 1.56V, this can be a real
problem, and 417As like low value grid resis-
tors in front of them.
But we are talking about a tube biased to -80V,
and on top of that, we are using cathode bias,
which tends to adjust the bias voltage as the
plate current changes anyway, pulling it back
to where it belongs. One factor which can
cause plate current to creep is the presence of
gas in the tube, but the KR tubes claim to be
the hardest in the world, so this should not be
an issue.
And so, except for the consideration of  space
charge build up, seems to me the best grid
resistor is the highest value you can get away
with, as this will loose the least gain, and put
the least strain on our direct coupled driver
stage.
The rule of thumb grid resistor value at which
space charge begins to build up seems to be
around 250K, so something in the 100K to
250K region should work well. I have tried
values ranging from 540K down to 135K in
my VV52 amps, 270K seems to give the best
top end extension without an noticable de-
crease in gain. So let’s use that value.

6BN4A Grid resistor

Now that we are dealing with a tube that only
has -3V of grid bias, let’s be a little more
conservative and use 100K ohms to help avoid
that space charge. This should still be plenty
load for most preamp’s output impedances,
except maybe a PAS, but what the hell would
you be doing using a PAS with an amp this
nice,  right?

Don’t despair, we’ll have a parafeed preamp
design in a future issue that can keep up with
this amp quite nicely, as would Bill Petrowski’s
6J5/76/56 parafeed preamp from last year’s
issues.

On to the Power Supply

OK, that covers all the little bits and pieces of
the amp circuit, save for the stuff like tube
sockets, binding posts, RCA jacks, etc. I leave
these decisions to you. And of course I’ll tell
you to wire the amp with Jena Labs wire and
use our cool new Big Stud binding posts...

Now we move on to another philosophical
discussion. There are nearly as many ways to
design a power supply as there are to design
an amp. That’s what we’ll do next month. -B.

(Continued from page 18)
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(aw’-de-o-jen’-ik): Originating in sound.

Audiogenic
23785 Jennings-Delphos Road

Delphos, Ohio 45833
(419)692-6026
Chadd Moore

L. Dean Moore

$695

In troducin g T h e  
A m plifier

 Igu a n a

M on oblock P air

P u sh  P u ll D esign  -

D C  C ou pled - 

A ll Triod e, Z ero F eed back

Vacu u m  T u be R ectified

B rooklyn  Tran sform er U pgrade R eady

L aser C u t A lu m in u m  Top P lates

M on oblock D esign

D rive “real” speakers.

E lim in ates cou plin g capacitors

Fully Assembled
at a Kit Price.
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Parallel Feeders,Get Busy!
For 45, 71A, 417A/5842, 6CK4, 6DN7
• Brooklyn BCP 15 40H 50mA plate load-

ing choke, $50
• MagneQuest EXO-45 (5K:8ohm) or

EXO-46 (5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer,  Permalloy version,
$135 (as used in last month’s 45 parallel
feed article)

• 2 watts maximum output

For 2A3, 6A3, 6B4
• MagneQuest EXO-03 30H 60mA plate

loading choke, $65
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• MagneQuest EXO-36 (2.5K:8 ohm) or

EXO-35 (2.5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer, Permalloy version $135

• 3 watts maximum output

For 300B, VV300B, VV32B
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• NEW - MagneQuest B.A.C. 50H 80mA

plate loading choke, $149
• MagneQuest TFA-2004 (3K:4,8,16

ohms) parallel feed output transformer,
M15 version $99, special edition Pin-
stripe M6/Permalloy/solid brass bell ends
version, $225, Permalloy/ solid brass
ends version $275

• 12 watts maximum output.

And don’t forget the Brooklyn B7 parallel feed
line stage transformer, now available in 5K,
8K, and 15K primary, to 500 ohm secondary
versions - $99 all Permalloy version, and
matching BCP 14 plate load choke, 100H,
10mA, $45.

Call 360-697-1936 and ask for Doc B. for
more info.

ELECTRONIC TONALITIES
THE PARALLEL FEED

AUTHORITY

P.O.Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370

now available from
ELECTRONIC TONALITIES

Big Stud Binding Posts
Here’s the story-

While looking for a quality binding
post for the Afterglow kit, we
stumbled across a gorgeous no-
name binding post, distributed by a
major electronics house. These
babies are a beefy 9/16” thick, gold
plated with a knurled ‘set screw’ type
clamping action and they take spade
lugs, BIG wire, and banana plugs
beautifully, far better than the
spendy posts we were using on our
prototypes. Unfortunately, the
mounting hardware that comes with
these big posts just plain won’t work,
the posts will just spin in the
mounting holes. So we redesigned
the mounting setup with some new
parts, and made these into the
nicest posts we’ve ever used.

Big Studs - $16.00 the pair
Jena Hook-Up 18 ga.

Ultra-copper 127 strand ultra-high
purity linear crystal super annealed
wire. Low-loss polyethylene
insulator with excellent mechanical
damping.

We sold out our stock of this neat
wire the first month, but more is on
it’s way! Just 4-6 feet will
completely redo a pair of S.E.X.
amps. Great for preamps, speakers,
even power cords.
Jena 18ga. wire - $6.00 per foot
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Triode umber 1,
 a $1600 hand built output tube from Japan



ed i tor ’s
thing
This month’s guest edito-
rial is by John Wyckoff.
O.K. Dr. Bottlehead, and all

you pediatric Bottleheads, everything you
know is wrong. Not only are you wrong, so is
everyone who writes for or reads Vacuum
Tube Valley, Sound Practices, Glass Audio, or
any other publication which worships at the
satanic Altar of the Vacuum Tube.
How do I know this? I’ve been told by no less
an authority (and no more) than David Aczel,
publisher and chief ranter of The Audio
Critic. You see Mr. Aczel learned on the Inter-
net that “Tubes are for Boobs.” Yet on the very
next page of issue #24, Mr. Aczel’s journal
for the audio paranoid states, “A man’s ambi-
tions must be mighty small to write his name
on a toilet wall. A tweak’s ambition is smaller
yet to post a dumb message on the Internet.”
Right, let’s get this straight, “Tubes are for
Boobs” is something profound on the Inter-
net, anything to the contrary is bad graffitti,
got it?
It is obvious to me that Mr. Aczel suffers from
a HUGE Napoloenic complex, (is that an oxy-
moron?) free will does not figure into Mr.
Aczel’s world. Either you believe he is the
ultimate authority, or you’re a boob. Is that
clear? Actually I think the whole debate about
Which is better, Tubes or Transistors?, is silly.
If you like the sound of solid state devices,
listen to them; if you like single-ended tube
sound then listen to those. It’s your money,
spend it how you want. After all, you’re
nearly a grown-up.
 Home Hi-Fi is supposed to be for entertain-
ment, entertainment is supposed to be for fun.
Mr. Aczel seems to be bent on kicking the f
out of fun, rendering it completely un
If you think that the wee minions of Stan’s
Tubedom are receiving the main thrusts from
Mr. Aczel’s righteous sword, you are wrong.
Satan, and therefore Mr. Aczel’s wrath reside
in the un-holy halls of Stereophile magazine.
Stereophile, and the Demons who lurk there,
are all involved in an Evil conspiracy to fool
you, dupe you, and steal your money. What
Mr. Aczel doesn’t realize is that you can’t
have a real conspiracy unless Oliver Stone has
made a movie about it.
According to The Audio Critic, “You can’t
hear the difference if I can’t measure the
difference.” The polar opposite is Stereophile,
with their philosophy of, “I can hear the
difference, can’t you?”
What neither The Audio Critic , nor
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sively pursued to the full extent of interna-
tional law.
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Stereophile address is that I don’t care what
either can measure or hear. That is why they
can stir up all the dust they want. I’ll still be
building exactly what I like the sound of long
after the dust has settled.
As far as I’m concerned, the battle line audio
press can do horrible Darwinian things to
each other and my ears will not be swayed. I’ll
stick with my warm and cozy tubes. This is
not an opinion, it’s a preference. Another
preference on my part is an Aragon 2004
sandy amp for my sub-woofers. Good, now
everyone can hate me.
While I do believe a distortion meter can help
in dialing in a circuit, it is my ears that will
ultimately decide whether or not the design
will remain in my system. Not your ears, Mr.
Aczel, my ears.
If test equipment could tell the whole story,
the California wine industry would have HP
gas analyzers picking apart good wines so
they would know what chemicals to add.
Every cardboard box red could then taste like
a 1929 Rothschilde at dumpster prices. Test
equipment can’t tell the whole story as our
senses can, so cardboard box wine is still
cardboard box wine, and a clock radio is still
a clock radio. No meter shall ever be my
master! No flowery words shall sway me!
Mr Aczel believes himself a consumer advo-
cate. In this case that means he thinks you’re
stupid. Without him to lead you, you’d be at
best, lost, at worst, duped. The fact is Mr.
Aczel is not a consumer advocate, he is a very
negative man with an axe to hone. He should
be grateful that Stereophile exists. If it did not
he would have little to say about audio.
I don’t know how many VALVE readers have
been involved in audio long enough to re-
member the original Stereophile. That was a
very different publication from the “Santa Fe
Slick” magazine of today. In the old days it
was the J. Gordon Holt show, always interest-
ing, usually funny and perpetually at least a
year late, (except for the late part, a lot like
VALVE) and jammed with typos.
If you like insight into disturbed minds, read
The Audio Critic. If you want to spend huge
amounts of money, (or just like purple prose)
read Stereophile. But if you just like audio,
read whatever you want, think whatever you
want and build what you like.
Most of all, remember the first rule of elec-
tronics:
Don’t pee on wall sockets.

Back Issues

Back issues are printed to order - please allow two weeks
for delivery - add $5 postage for orders outside the US

Volume 1 - 1994 issues - $20
a Williamson amp; Dyna Stereo 70 mod bakeoff; convert-
ing the Stereo 70 to 6GH8's; a QUAD system; triode input
Dyna MkIII; MkIII vertical tasting; smoothing impedance
curves; Altec A7; Ampexes Nagras and ribbon mikes;
Triophoni, a 6CK4 amp; audio at the 1939 World's Fair;
books for collectors and builders; V.T. vs. R.M.A. cross
reference; FM tuner tube substitutions; Big Mac attack -
the MI200; 6L6 shootout; a vintage "audessey"; more FM
tuner mods; vintage radio mods; Heathkit rectifiers; PAS
heater mod.

Volume 2 - 1995 issues - $20
Rectifier shootout, tube vs. solid; FM 1000 recap and
meters; single ended 10 amp; triode output W-4; Optimus
990 - speaker for SE?; star grounds; tuner shootout;
Living Stereo, vinyl or CD?; World Audio SE integrated;
firin' up - smoke checking; Brook 12A schematic; 6C33 vs.
3C33; Heathkit power transformers; 6B4's + MagneQuest
= SEcstasy; W5 mods; triode operating points; Dyna
restorations; Marantz 7,8 and Scott LK150 impressions;
hackable vintage gear; Quasimodo - PP 805 amp; restor-
ing a Scott 340 in 75 minutes; a dream system for 78's;
cartridges and styli for 78's; Restoring a Lowther, Part
1&2; easy tube CD output hack; 6ER5 phono preamp;
304TL & 450TH SE operating points; hypothetical DC ESL
amps.

Volume 3 - 1996  - $25:
Single Watt, Single Tube, Single Ended, an amp for
Lowthers; the Vintage Speaker Shootout of 1996, QUAD
vs. Lowther, vs. A7; the Voigt Loudspeaker, the Single
Ended eXperimenter's kit; cathode coupled SE 6AS7
amp; how to build the Superwhamodyne; refoaming AR
woofers; mesh plate tubes; rebuilding QUADS; QUAD
amp filter surgery; single gain stage amps; the Brooklet,
and Brookson, choke loaded PP 6080 amps; transformer
coupled PP 6DN7 amp; the Iron Maiden; Building the
Lowther Club Medallion; the TQWT, a tapered pipe enclo-
sure; IT 300B amp.

Volume 4 - 1997  - $25:
the Whampipe/Hyperwhamodyne; weird interconnects;
winding your own SE output transformer; Tapered Quarter
Wave Tubes; battery bias; onetuber 417A and 437A amps;
DAC attack; 6BL7/211 SE amp; pro sound speakers at
AES; 46 plate curves; what’s all this about parallel feed?;
parafeed line stage; C.W. horn divided by two; Svetlana
meets Brooklyn; parallel feed SE 811A amp; parafeed 2A3
amp; Lowther fixes; Altec vs. the competition; VSAC 97
program guide; VSAC 97 photos; Andy Bartha’s cool
speaker cables; Paul Joppa’s 6DN7 driver stage; S.E.X. kit
schematic revealed; an Edgarhorn builder’s story; direct
coupled active loaded parafeed 45 amp;  Brainiac’s S.E.X.
changes; VSAC 97 seminar notes; tweaking the one tube
6DN7 amp, Lowther drivers, and the Wright preamp; 300B
S.E.X. amp conversion; mini monitor for 300B amps,
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on driving the t o
channels of a SE
amp out of phase

by Bascom H. King
Senior Contributing Editor, Audio

Think of this idea.  Each channel of a
stereo or pair of mono single ended
amplifiers has a similar second order
nonlinearity characteristic caused

mainly by the single ended operation of the
output tube and the DC magnetization of the
output transformer core.  Now, if one could
drive two such channels with the same input
signal but out of phase, and take the difference
of the outputs, in principle, most of the even
order distortions would cancel.  This is not
really a new idea as such as it has been done
with some solid state amplifiers to get greater
power output.  The two channels of a stereo
power amp are set up as described above in
what is called bridged mode.  I first became
aware of this idea in the context of tube cir-
cuits from an article in Glass Audio Volume 8,
Number 3, entitled "Dual Single-ended Ampli-
fier" written by Graeme J. Cohen.   In this
article, the author shows some input/output
curves indicating greater linearity in such a
connection.

Why consider such an idea?  Several reasons.
First,  Whatever good sonic characteristic that
the SE amp design would have aside from it's
intrinsic second order distortion would be
hopefully retained.  Second, greater power at
lower amounts of distortion would be pro-
duced.  Third, it would be interesting to see if
the first and second considerations would lead
to yet better sound.  For the record, I should
mention an alternate idea that would be to
merely parallel the outputs and drive both
inputs in phase to get double the power out-
put.  In such a arrangement, one would con-
nect the output taps together that are half of
the load impedance, i.e the 4 ohm taps for an 8
ohm load.  In this case,  however, distortion
wouldn't be reduced in the same way.

As I had recently started to look into SE amps
myself, I had the thought of trying out this idea
on two different stereo SE amps on the test
bench.  Unfortunately, I didn't have two such
specimens of each type to listen to after testing
them in this new mode.  My intention here is
to show the test results for the two amplifiers
and encourage others to try this out and see
what the sonic results might be.  The two units
tested were a Audio Note (AN) Conqueror and

an Esoteric Audio Research (EAR) 859.  The
curves to follow show the distortion vs power
for a 1 kHz signal into a 8 ohm load on the 8
ohm output taps for each channel.  Addition-
ally a third curve shows the power output vs
distortion for the unit driven with each chan-
nel out of phase and for a 16 ohm load con-
nected between the hot outputs of each chan-
nel.  This presents a 8 ohm load to each chan-
nel.  To be more realistic in terms of what one
would actually do with a particular load, I
could have connected the same 8 ohm load
between the hot 4 ohm tap.  Nonetheless, the
results should be more or less the same.  Fig. 1
is for the AN Conqueror and Fig. 2 is for the
EAR 859.  As can be seen, the EAR 859 has
somewhat lower distortion but, I presume, has
some overall negative feedback whereas the
AN Conqueror doesn't.  In both cases, the
overall distortion is reduced and the power
output is doubled.

In practice, to listen to amplifiers connected
this way, it is almost mandatory to have a
preamp or volume controlled source with a
balanced output.  Otherwise, some sort of a
phase inverter will have to be employed.  If the
balanced source has phono plug outputs,
merely connect the two phases of the output to
the two inputs of each equivelent channel.  If
the balanced source has XLR outputs, make up
two XLR line female to two male phono plug
adapters where pin 2 of the XLR goes to the
center pin of one of the phono plugs and pin 3
of the XLR goes to the center pin of the other
phono plug.  Pin 1 of the XLR is wired to both
the outside or shell connections of the phono
plugs.  These can be made with one's favorite
hookup wire twisted together and with the
overall length of wires perhaps 4-6 inches
long.  The preceding assumes that one uses
balanced cables with XLR connectors on both
ends to connect the preamp output to the
amplifier inputs.  In order to preserve overall
absolute phase for the setup, when conecting
up the inputs of the pairs of amplifiers to be an
equivelent channel, associate the phono plug
from pin 2 of the XLR with the hot output of
that channel of the amplifier being the plus
lead to connect to the speaker.  The other
speaker lead, of course, is connected to the hot
output of the other channel of the amplifier
pair.  It is also necessary to connect the low
sides of the speaker outputs of each amplifier
channel together.

ig. 1   Audio ote Conqueror, at 1W level from
top to bottom

         ch, Lch tested separately, difference
between hot
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         output terminals
ig. 2   Esoteric Audio esearch 8 9, at 1W level from top to

         bottom  Lch, ch tested separately, difference between

         not output terminals
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An interesting e mail e change
bet een Brainiac and VALVE
photographer om Vetromile

Listen, I need some direction on this SE 6DN7
Para Feed Topology...You know the Dyna SCA-
35 Output Transformers Primary Impedance
might be as high as 8000 Henrys. In push pull
with EL-84's, I think they are 4000 Henry's....?
These Transformer numbers are Z-
565's....Anyway, I would like to learn the
"Methodology" ( a linear order of steps to figure
what a combination of Driver vs. Output)  of 3
possible schematics... 1-  6DN7 "Driver" w/
6DN7 Output,  2- 6DN7 "Driver" w/ 6S4A
Output, and some "Driver" and KT-90 Output---
-all SE Para Feed Topology.

TV

Tom,

Your email came at an opportune time; I've just
been putting together something on parafeed
component values. I'll put something at the end
of this to outline a "Methodology". I've cc:'d Dan
because we've talked about me doing a bit for the
amp class in April. I'm thinking of doing some-
thing like this, with my article on operating
points as the textbook, which can be published
at or after the class (benefitting fromfeedback
from people who try to use it!)

I'll do this in the form of an example for a single
6DN7; then you can try to do it for other output
tubes & see how it works. This is just the
output stage right now; we'll worry about the
driver later. Let me know how it works!

-Paul

Parafeed output stage design for 6DN7 and 8000
ohm transformer ============

Step 1: We'll start with the operating point, by
which I mean the plate-to-cathode voltage, the
plate current, and the load impedance.
First, some definitions: R0 is the DC operating
resistance, or plate voltage divided by plate cur-
rent (Eb/Ib). RL is the load impedance (8000
ohms in this case). rp is the plate resistance as
specified for the output tube (2000 ohms for a
6DN7). A good operating point, which we are
looking for, will have

    R0 = RL + 2*rp,     4*rp < R0 < 10*rp

 Step 1A: Given RL, find R0:  rp for the 6DN7
power triode is 2000 ohms, so R0 = 8000 +

Parallel Feeders,Get Busy!
For 45, 71A, 417A/5842, 6CK4, 6DN7
• Brooklyn BCP 15 40H 50mA plate load-

ing choke, $50
• MagneQuest EXO-45 (5K:8ohm) or

EXO-46 (5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer,  Permalloy version,
$135 (as used in last month’s 45 parallel
feed article)

• 2 watts maximum output

For 2A3, 6A3, 6B4
• MagneQuest EXO-03 30H 60mA plate

loading choke, $65
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• MagneQuest EXO-36 (2.5K:8 ohm) or

EXO-35 (2.5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer, Permalloy version $135

• 3 watts maximum output

For 300B, VV300B, VV32B
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• NEW - MagneQuest B.A.C. 50H 80mA

plate loading choke, $149
• MagneQuest TFA-2004 (3K:4,8,16

ohms) parallel feed output transformer,
M15 version $99, special edition Pin-
stripe M6/Permalloy/solid brass bell ends
version, $225, Permalloy/ solid brass
ends version $275

• 12 watts maximum output.

And don’t forget the Brooklyn B7 parallel feed
line stage transformer, now available in 5K,
8K, and 15K primary, to 500 ohm secondary
versions - $99 all Permalloy version, and
matching BCP 14 plate load choke, 100H,
10mA, $45.

Call 360-697-1936 and ask for Doc B. for
more info.

ELECTRONIC TONALITIES
THE PARALLEL FEED

AUTHORITY

P.O.Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370
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2*2000 = 12000. This is 6*rp, so this is a good
point.
Then find Eb, Ib such that Eb/Ib = 12000 and
the power dissipation PD = Eb*Ib is no more
than 10 watts (max according to the tube specs).
The formula is

        Eb = sqrt (R0*PD)     Ib = PD/Eb

 or Eb = 346.4 volts, Ib = 28.9mA.
 Note: you should check at this point that Eb does
not exceed the maximum  plate voltage for the
tube; the 6DN7 is good for 550 volts so we're
fine.

Step 1B, 1C: There would be a different proce-
dure if we started with Eb or R0 instead of RL; I'll
have to fill those in later.

Step 2: Now we'll design the rest of the output
circuit, the cathode resistor Rk, bypass capacitor
Ck, and grid resistor Rg. If you have tube curves
available you can look up grid voltage Ec for the
given Eb and Ib; then Rk = Ec/Ib. Otherwise this
formula is a reasonable approximation

    Rk = (R0/mu)(R0/(R0+2*rp))

or Rk = 584 ohms (mu is 15.4 for the 6DN7). If
you have Rk, then Ck can be found from

    Ck = 65000/Rk in uF

or Ck = 111 uF. Of course you'll round these to
standard values, maybe 560 ohms and 120 uF.
Check the power dissipation of Rk, power =
Ib*Ib*Rk or 0.488 watts. I'd use at least a 1-w
resistor and preferably a 2-w resistor because
tube amps are hot and resistors won't handle
their rated power at high ambient temperatures.
Also at this point check the bias voltage Ec =
Ib*Rk, 16.9 volts in this case. Then Ck must be
rated 20 volts or more. For the grid resistor, first
look up the tube specs if you can. Often they will
specify a maximum value. Otherwise you have
to guess. Often the max value is 500kohms; I like
to use no more than half of the maximum for a
safety margin so 250kohms is it. (Round to a
nearby standard value, say 270kohms). Power
tubes, especially pentodes/beam tubes often
have a smaller value like 100kohms specified; if
it's that small you can't afford to have the safety
margin. This value is important in driver design;
you want it to be at least 20 times the driver tube
plate resistance.

Step 3: Finally, we can design the output part.
The low frequency power limit determines the
plate choke ("retard coil") inductance. For a

(Continued on page 18)

now available from
ELECTRONIC TONALITIES

Big Stud Binding Posts
Here’s the story-

While looking for a quality binding
post for the Afterglow kit, we
stumbled across a gorgeous no-
name binding post, distributed by a
major electronics house. These
babies are a beefy 9/16” thick, gold
plated with a knurled ‘set screw’ type
clamping action and they take spade
lugs, BIG wire, and banana plugs
beautifully, far better than the
spendy posts we were using on our
prototypes. Unfortunately, the
mounting hardware that comes with
these big posts just plain won’t work,
the posts will just spin in the
mounting holes. So we redesigned
the mounting setup with some new
parts, and made these into the
nicest posts we’ve ever used.

Big Studs - $16.00 the pair
Jena Hook-Up 18 ga.

Ultra-copper 127 strand ultra-high
purity linear crystal super annealed
wire. Low-loss polyethylene
insulator with excellent mechanical
damping.

We sold out our stock of this neat
wire the first month, but more is on
it’s way! Just 4-6 feet will
completely redo a pair of S.E.X.
amps. Great for preamps, speakers,
even power cords.
Jena 18ga. wire - $6.00 per foot
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powerin’up thepowerin’up thepowerin’up thepowerin’up the
Blues MasterBlues MasterBlues MasterBlues Master

a basic power supply
design for getting

the VV32BC
parafeed amp up

and running

On to the Power Supply

There are nearly as many ways to design a
power supply as there are to design an amp.

A power supply needs to do two things well.
It needs to supply volts and current with
alacrity, and it needs to be very quiet in the
process. Herein we’ll design a very basic sup-
ply, with the hopes that some of our talented
readers will offer refinements (you listenin’
Buddha?).

Let’s look at the first part of the problem.
We need to get about 700 volts to the plate of
our VV32BC. What we need to get from the
high voltage secondary of our power trans-
former in order to eventually hit this number
is determined by several factors.

First, whether we use a capacitor input or
choke input supply. Secondly, the voltage
drop across the rectifier and any “slow start”
device we may employ.
Thirdly, the voltage drop across any filter
chokes.
Fourthly , the voltage drop across the B.A.C.
plate loading choke.

OK, I’m going to arbitrarily decide a few
factors here, and then see what commercial
power trans might work for us.

How much raw voltage?

We have already calculated that we need
about 200V for the driver stage, plus 80V bias
between the grid and the filament of the
VV32BC, plus 410V between the filament and
plate of the VV32BC, so our total voltage
requirement to that point is 690V.

The MagneQuest B.A.C. has a DC resistance of
214 ohms, so, at 80mA, we’ll see a drop of
about 17 volts across it. 690+17=707V, so
we need to see 707V at the output of our
power supply filter.

The Filter

Let’s see if we can design a choke input filter
for this amp, which should give us the best
sound short of designing a complex shunt
regulated supply, and protect our spendy
VV32BCs a bit from the kind of slammin’
voltage that hits the plates when a cap input
filter charges on startup.

For a filter choke, low DC resistance is a good
thing,  the lower the resistance is the quicker
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power supply may react to changing demands
of the amplifier stage .
How about a Brooklyn BCM 19, rated 10H at
200mA with a low 109 ohms of resistance,
which would give us a voltage drop of 109
ohms X 0.08 amps = 8.72 volts.
That puts our secondary voltage requirement
up to 707V+8.72V=716V
A good choke input filter requires two chokes
(don’t these guys who design choke input fil-
ters with only one choke ever read the ARRL
Handbook?) so let’s figure another drop of
equivalent magnitude , 716V+8.72V=725V.

Now we need some filter caps after each
choke.
Arguments continue to rage on about big caps
vs. little caps. I don’t have a definitive standing
on this, but remembering that this sucker is
going to swing up to at least 725 volts as that
first capacitor charges up, we have our
choices narrowed quite a bit by the voltage
rating requirement. I like oily filter caps, and
Mouser has a 30 mfd CDE oil cap rated for
660VAC, part number 5987-660V30. Use one
or more of these after each  choke, to taste.
As usual, choose your own poison if you don’t
like my ideas.

Save them filaments!

One problem we create for ourselves when we
use solid state rectifiers is that at turn on the
B+ slams the plate of the output tube while the
filament warms up, stripping the filament and
wearing the tube out.
So we shall borrow and idea most often cred-
ited to J.C. Morrison, and insert a damper
diode in between the rectifiers and the first
filter choke, which warms up slowly and de-
lays the passage of B+ to the output tube for
10 or so seconds, preserving our investment in
VV32BCs.
I haven’t used this idea myself, so I’ll take a
guess that a 6AU4 will do the job nicely, most
of the available tubes seem pretty close in spec,
and I know the 6AU4 is a fairly common type.
I couldn’t find much definitive info on exact
voltage drop for a given current draw, but it
would seem they range around 20-30V. Let’s
figure 25V to play the averages, and add this to
our required raw voltage, 725V+25V=750V

Rectifier

I guess I already played my hand on this, we’re
using solid state rectifiers.
Here’s one of those areas where I will rely on
my ears. Solid state rectifiers can really ruin
the music.
Except the super fast recovery soft start recifier

diodes. They seem to have all the musicality of
tube rectifiers, with quicker attack and faster
bass. Running into a choke input filter, they
seem to sound their best.
My eXperiments with rectifiers always bring
me back to this conclusion, so I’ll pick a soft
start fast recovery diode to use in a full wave
bridge configuration.
How about HexFreds - we’ll use the TO-
247AC/MOD units from Digikey, PN
HFA16PB120-ND.
OK, so now we know the voltage drop across
the rectifiers will be negligible, probably
around .7V each.

Choosing a power transformer

OK, we need to examine our power trans-
former requirements.

First off, we need to find about 750VDC.

Remembering that we are using a choke input
filter, we need to find a high voltage secondary
that can supply voltage based on the rule of
thumb formula of

V choke input filter = .9 Vsecondary

or Vchoke input filter/0.9 = Vsecondary

so we get 750/0.9 = 833V

Sooo, we need secondary voltage of about
850V center-tapped, a.k.a. 425-0-425, rated
for 2 x  80 mA = 160 mA, since are using a full
wave bridge.

For the five volt filament we need a 5V center-
tapped winding, rated for 2 amps.

For our 6.3V winding we have the demand of
the 6BN4A heater, 0.2 amps, plus the demand
of the 6AU4 dampr diode, 1.8 amps, for a total
demand of 2 amps.

Well, there is a Hammond power transformer,
number P-T279X, that will easily meet our
specs,

425-0-425V, 150 mA
5VCT, 3A,
6.3VCT, 5A

The secondary current rating is a bit low, but
we have so much current headroom in the two
filament windings, this shouldn’t be a prob-
lem.

Hooking it all together
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The Blues Master -
basic power supply

The Blues Master -
basic power supply

Hammond P-T279X
power transformer

425V-0-425V
150mA

5VCT
3A

to top of VV32BC
cathode resistor, top of
active load, primary of

Pinstripe output
transformer

to VV32BC filament

to VV32BC filament

6.3VCT
5A

to 6BN4A, 6AU4 heaters

to 6BN4A, 6AU4 heaters

120VAC

1A

Brooklyn BCM 19
10H 200mA
109W DCR

CDE 30 mfd
660VAC

Brooklyn BCM 19
10H 200mA
109W DCR

CDE 30 mfd
660VAC

four
 TO-247AC/MOD

HexFreds

critical (minimum)
inductance value for

choke input
L=E/I(mA)= 9.375H

6AU4

~710-725VDC

to plate
loading choke

copyright 1998, Electronic Tonalities.
One copy only of this circuit may be constructed for non-commercial purposes.
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The secondary hookup is a pretty straightfor-
ward  full wave bridge setup. Mind ther diode
polarity!

The VV52 filament should connect to each end
of the 5V secondary, and the center tap of the
secondary ties to the top of the VV32’s cathode
resistor. Here’s a little trick from Lynn Olson:
twist the filament leads going to the tube, and
run that twisted pair inside a shield. Tie the
shield to the centertap, and then tie the center-
tap to your star ground. This will do a mar-
velous job of killing stray hum.

The 6.3 volt winding is a little tricky, because
both the 6BN4A and the 6AU4 need to have
their heaters within a certain range of poten-
tial relative to their cathodes.
The 6BN4A cathode is sitting at about 3V, and
the 6AU4 cathode is sitting at about 735V.
Luckily the tube manual says we can stand up
to a 900V average differential between the
heater and the cathode of the 6AU4 (most
tubes allow about 100V), so we should be OK
with both tubes if we tie the 6.3V centertap to
ground. If you are skittish about this, by all
means add another 6.3VCT transformer to
power the 6AU4, and float its centertap at B+.

lipsch do nunda
Just thrown another shrimp on the barbie on
this 95 degree downunder day! Chistmas and
New Year Wellwishings to you and your team
from this contented subscriber. Long may your
filaments glow. Yeek! Shock-horror.Hair
wrenching all around! My October copy of
'Valve' never arrived, an absence highlighted
by the November copy chirping joyfully from
my mailbox the other day. Please, Doctor B., I
know its probably not your fault,but could you
see to popping another #10 in the mail? I kiss
your little nickel-plated anode connector in
anticipation! [my other, pre-SET, amp is a pair
of Tim de Paravicini's 549's, using PL509/519s
, so I know all about keeping flesh, moist or
otherwise, from cute little bottle-heads like
yours when they are hot! The above 549s
were the Pinnacle of my power hungry phase
[following the other sheep] using Martin Lo-
gan SL2s. They were pretty good but had a
very low fiddle factor [I can't resist fiddling] as
MAJOR devaluation ie. unsaleable, would fol-
low any worth while tweaks. I had heard
about the low-power route so bought an old
pair of Klipsch Cornwalls to keep my itchy
fingers happy. Wow!. Some things were really
good. I loved the new dynamism and vowed to
tweak my way to heaven down this new road.
I swapped the Logans for a really good CD
player and was on my way.  I stripped out the

drive units, building a tight box around the
mid-range with the compression driver stuck
out in fresh air. The box is sand filled. The 15
inch K33 driver is front-mounted on a  rear-
horn loaded box with a snail-shell mouth [23
inch square]. It resembles a less tortuous
Lowther box, as the rear load just goes down
up, down and out.This 40 inch high box has a
low wife-acceptance-factor, especially as the
sand-damped midhorn is then mounted verti-
cally in a time-aligned position on top! The
existing cross-over has the bass section dis-
sected out for bi-amping and is externally
mounted. As is, the bass\mid section still bene-
fits from the mid-horn having a baffle. The
tweet is on this and the whole slides fore and
aft to give the best cross-over effect. Yes, this
means the tweet is not time aligned at present.
The speakers are bi-amped at the moment with
paralleled 2a3 SET. monos on the mid-highs.
the plan is to eventually tri-amp and to elimi-
nate the passive x-over by using internal cir-
cuit mods in the amps to limit various band-
widts. Maybe then I can get rid of the midhorn
baffle and time align the tweet.  Hoping this is
of interest to you. By the way, anxiety over the
quality of my efforts led me to buy a pair of
1982 metal-mid La Scalas. My tweaked
Cornies thrashed them! I built sand filled
boxes for the La Scalas mids and plopped them
atop my bass-bins. Time aligning is an untried
engineering nightmare but a poor midrange
blend [overfull, whichever x-over I tried]
stopped that attempt. The La Scalas now sit in
my TV system, newspaper and sand filling the
upper chamber with the x-over mounted ex-
ternally. A push pull 2a3 whets their whistles.
Yes, Klipsch owners, do remove the bug-
screen from your midrange drivers but leave
the tweeter screen untouched. If harshness still
troubles you, dont use anything but SETs. on
the mids and highs.  All the best to your kith
and kin.

Phil Nelson
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Brainiac on the VV52

Paul and I had a phone conversation about the
power output claims by KR Enterprise in their
published curves for the VV52 (24 watts at
450 volts and 150 mA into 2K with less than
0.1% THD). I have been getting about 12-17
watts at 5% THD  into 3K and less than 0.1%
TD at 1 watt at various operating points
around 400-480V and 130-160 mA with my
own VV52s. Here’s what Paul ended up calcu-
lating for a 3K load-

Dan-

Attached is the calculation I promised. This
shows power, distortion, and quiescent cur-
rent as a function of plate-to-filament voltage
for a low-distortion triode (NLF=0.05) of 600
ohms plate resistance, running 65 watts plate

dissipation, into a 3000 ohm load.
Note that at 475 volts / 137mA you get 13.5
watts at 3% second harmonic - very clean,
though not very efficient at 21% (this agrees
pretty well with my own findings - B.). You
could get 17.5 watts at 5% (525v) or even 22
watts at 10% maximum second harmonic with
~585v.
I wonder if the low-distortion operating point
might be a good part of why this amp sounds
so good, rather than the parafeed output? You
could try running 480v/91mA to get more
tube distortion & see...

-Paul

I think it’s the combination of both. The low
distortion certainly contributes to the clean
sound, but the parafeed adds a great deal to the
sense of  bandwidth and resolution as well
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a single tube
parafeed amp

or
I anna gro  up to be a
VV52BX driver stage

by Ron Welborne
Welborne Labs
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After listening  to the KR Enterprise
VV52B and Vacuum Transistor am-
plifiers again at the ‘98 winter CES
show I was really motivated to build

a 52B amp and besides that, I continue to get
at least one phone call per day from individu-
als interested in taking the SE amplifier plunge
yet they don’t want to give up their favorite 86
dB speakers. So I decided now is the time to
build an SE product with some power!
This design is intended to be a driver stage for
my new SE 25 watt VV52BX (or possibly Vac-
uum Transistor) power amp. While waiting
for Electra print to wind the high current
output transformers I decided to prototype the
driver circuit and take measurements. Then, I
remembered I just happened to have a pair of
Mikey’s TFA-2004 Pinstripes laying around as
well as a pair of his EXO-03 plate loading
chokes, so I said “What the hell, I’ll make a
single tube flea powered parafeed out’a the
thing and see what this circuit sounds like.”
The driver tube is a 6EM7/6EA7 which is a
glass octal dual triode originally designed for
use as a combined vertical deflection amplifier
and oscillator in televesion receivers. Unit No.
1 is spec’d with a mu of 64 at 1.5 watts and
Unit No. 2 with a mu of 5.4 at 10 watts. With
these specs the tube looked like a good candi-
date for both voltage swing and current drive.
The second setion of the tube has a plate resis-
tance of 750 ohms which is perfect because I
plan to use an interstage transforner between
the driver stage and the VV52BX output tube
so the low plate resistance will help out in the
bandwidth department.
As designed, this parafeed amp produces 3
watts of output power with frequency re-
sponse measurements that are down 3 dB at 2
Hz and 42 kHz. Plenty of power for my Medal-
lion II speakers. I used Motorola ultrfast recti-
fiers in the power supply because this same
supply will eventually be required to power
the VV52BX tube which is capable of current
peaks approaching 8 amps.I didn’t want a
tube rectifier squelching this power capability.
I also rectified the filaments for the 6EM7.
With AC filaments I measured 1.5mV of hum
on the outputs which is unacceptable for me,
so in went the DC circuit. With DC filaments
the measured output hum is less than 0.4mV.
Now the only noise heard through my Lowther
PM2As is tube hiss.
Sonically this circuit is awesome. In fact, it
gave my Moondog 2A3 amps a run for their
money. It really added more life to vocals and
the midrange might actually be a little sweeter
then the 2A3s. The Moondoggy amps help up
better under heavy demands though, with the
bass being more solid and better defined. All in

all this turned out to be a great little amplifier
and with a little massaging it should easily
blossom into a nice sounding driver stage too.
While not prototyped at the time I’m writing
this (waiting for the Electra Print OPTs) the
plan is to replace the TFA-2004s with an inter-
stage transformer. Nothing concrete yet on the
interstage transformers, but I will be audition-
ing units from Magnequest, Electraprint and
Lundahl. The interstage transformer will di-
rectly drive the KR enterprise VV52BX tube,
which will be driving the Electra Print VT2KB
output transformer. The VV52BX will be oper-
ating at approximately 150-170 mA with a
plate potential of 400V which should provide
a power output in the neighborhood of 20 to
25 watts. If I’m able to lay my hands on a pair
of the Vacuum transistors the above current
would be doubled and I would have to step up
to Electra Print’s big bruiser E48B output
transforemr. But I’ll cross that bridge if and
when I get to it.
While messing around with this circuit, I tried
direct coupling the two halves of the 6EM7,
but lost too much voltage swing to get any
kind of output power from the parafeed amp.
A direct coupled design might provide enough
swing to drive the 52BX so I will most likely
revisit this configuration, however I fear I will
need all the voltage swing I can get in order to
obtain 25 watts. If necessary I can live with
one capacitor in the signal path... they some-
times make a nice tone control if you know
what I mean. I’ll also be able to back off on the
current through the No. 2 half of the 6EM7
from 40 mA to 30 mA or maybe even 20 mA
since once again I will be driving a tube in-
stead of a speaker.
I’m pumped up now and can’t wait until I get
the new OPTs. The only problem I forsee is I
dan’t have any inefficient speakers to try these
amplifiers on. I guess I’ll have to tuck them
under me armpits and carry ’em down to the
local audio salon for a test.
You know, I’ve had those Pinstripes sitting on
the shelf since VSAC wondering what I was
going to do with them. Now I know. This little
parafeed amp might make a killer headphone
amplifier too....hmmmm.
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power capability down to 40 Hz, the formula
is:

    Lc = RL / 250.

In this case, Lc = 32 Henries. (Fortunately this
is about the inductance of the S.E.X. kit output
transformer...) (Incidentally, I think you will
get better sound with more inductance here,
but this is the minimum) The choke has to
handle AC as well as DC current, so if you are
using a choke rated for power supply use then
its rated current should be 2*Ib, in this case
you need a 32H choke rated for about 60mA
(fortunately again, the S.E.X. output is good for
about 65mA according to my measurements).
Note that a choke properly rated for plate load
use will generally be rated for a given Ib,
already having made allowance for the AC
current. If the choke was not originally de-
signed for plate load service, you should check
its leakage capacitance; the self-resonance
should be above 800 Hz. (The S.E.X. output
resonates at 4300 Hz, so it's fine.)

Finally, the coupling capacitor depends on the
inductance of the choke Lc and the output

transformer Lo. I don't know the Dyna, so I'll
guess it's 500 Henries. There are two capaci-
tance values, associated with the two induc-
tances. You can usually get away with any
capacitor between these two limits. The for-
mula is

    C = L/(RL*RL)

so for the example, C is from 0.5 uF to 7.8 uF.

OK, now the output stage is designed. Now
you can build it and start eXperimenting ...

Paul

(Continued from page 8)
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The heart of the Blues Master
◊ 3,000 ohm primary impedance, 4,8 and 16 ohm secondaries.
◊ the legendary midrange quality of the TFA-204, now with phenome-

nal bass and treble speed and texture
◊ measured frequency response of -1dB at 2 Hz and 26 kHz
◊ perfect for SE 2A3, SE 300B, PSE 50s, SE VV300B, SE VV32B,

even works with the VV52B!
◊ alternating laminations of M4 steel and nickel - pinstripes!
◊ stunning polished solid brass bell ends
◊ use with 2A3/300B and the new, larger EXO 04 60 mA 50H plate

loading choke and B.A.C. 50H  80 mA choke -VV32Bs!
Perhaps the most beautiful transformer ever made

special price - $225 each.
Hyperpinstripe version, shown above, with nickel

“sandwich”, $250. All nickel TFA-2004 also available ,
$275 each with solid brass bell ends
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A new way to enjoy the clarity of
Lowther drivers

The Herald
speaker cabinet kit

A new speaker, designed for modest rooms at a modest price. The
cabinet is 32”H x 18”W x 15-1/2”D, ideal for apartment dwellers and
those with smaller listening rooms. The Herald is capable of providing
a full range of music using the PM6A drive unit, having just a bit less
low frequency capability compared to the larger Medallion II. The kit
comes with all wood pre-cut, internal wiring, terminal cups with
binding posts, and pre-mounted grill cloth. Only assembly, finishing,
and driver installation are required.

Electronic Tonalities is offering the S.E.X. kit and Foreplay preamp
kits in a special package with the Herald loudspeaker kit, including a
pair of 16 ohm Lowther PM6A drivers, for only $1849, plus shipping

($150 in the continental U.S.)
(wood base kit for SEX and Foreplay optional, $45)

For more information contact

Lowther America
PO Box 4758, Salem OR 97302

voice 503-370-9115 fax 503-365-7327
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(aw’-de-o-jen’-ik): Originating in sound.

Audiogenic
23785 Jennings-Delphos Road

Delphos, Ohio 45833
(419)692-6026
Chadd Moore
L. Dean Moore

$695

Introducin g T he  
A m plifier

 Igu an a

M on oblock P air

P u sh  P u ll D esign  - 

D C  C ou pled -

A ll Triod e, Z ero F eedback

Vacu u m  T u be R ectified

B rook lyn  Tran sform er U pgrade R eady

L aser C u t A lu m in u m  Top P lates

M on oblock  D esign

D rive “real” speakers.

E lim in ates cou plin g capacitors

Fully Assembled
at a Kit Price.
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ABA Whatchamacallits
Original  Whatchamacallits (shown above)
small - $10.00 - Make great feet for CD players, preamps, small amps.
medium- $14.50 - Use these on small transformers, under smaller speakers, and under turntables.
large- $40.00 - These are the ultimate for damping transformers, cabinets, turntable plinths and speakers.
Turntable weights
medium  $20.00 - for lightly suspended turntables, like late Thorens
large - $45.00 for big dog direct drive turntables and belt drive tables with beefy bearings and strong suspensions
Tonearm counterweight -  Put this on your tonearm instead of the stock weight -  $15.00
Also - tube dampers for everything from 12AX7s to VV52’s, and a ‘pancake’ version of the large Whatchamacallit for
those big cabinets..
Prices do not include shipping or sales tax.

Andy Bartha Audio
954-583-7866 EST

Did you know every CD/Laser Disc you purchase has a “filmy coating” that was used to keep the
polycarbonate disc from sticking to its metal mold during manufacture?

No matter how sophisticated your CD/Laser playback system is, it cannot
correctly read the music beneath this film.

This loss of focus is destroying the very heart and soul of your music-
it’s no wonder the purists have

preferred analog!
Only REVEAL removes this film, plus, it cleans and seals the surface, protecting against scratches,

smudges,
fingerprints, glare and magnetic dust.

Now your CD Laser Disc player will read the music correctly.

MARTIN DEWOLF,
Bound for Sound
“ Best sounding and easiest to use CD cleaner”

DOUG BLACKBURN,
Positive Feedback, Soundstage
“Cannot reproduce what REVEAL does on CD’s with anything else”

 Satisfaction 100% guaranteed.
An 18 oz. can is $34.95, plus shipping

(that’s about 4 cents per disc)
You’ll be hearing your music for the first time.
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WRIGHT Sound
Company

The WLA10 line amp with 4 inputs for
those who don’t need the phono section.
Dubbed by those that  have listened, as the
best sounding line amp they have ever
heard, tube or solid state. All this for
$365.00 plus $17.50 shipping and handling
in the continental U.S.,  WA  res. please

add 8.2% sales tax.

The WPP100A phono preamp, the most natural sounding unit on the market today, is
available at $529 plus $17.50 shipping and handling in the continental U.S., WA
residents please add 8.2% sales tax. The WPP100A has gold RCA connectors, and a
new WPS02 power supply with a power switch and plate and filament indicators. The
performance is better than the original version, which beat all the competition in

listening tests by members of
VALVE and other audiophiles
who have had the pleasure of
reviewing this product.

Now available to VALVE mem-
bers, and those who have tried
S.E.X. amps,  the WPL10V com-
plete line amp/ phono stage
component. This basic model has

the quality of the WPP100A, with the additions of a selector switch with phono plus
three other line inputs and volume controls to make this the center of that great new
S.E.Xy sound system. No longer do you need to wait for a great sounding addition  to
have great S.E.X., and at just $649 U.S. funds plus $17.50 shipping and handling, you
can get this fully assembled preamp/line amp delivered to your door in the continental
U.S., WA residents add 8.2%. The WPL10V is designed to be a cost effective basic
chassis type, constructed with all the great stuff that goes into the WPP100A. We made
it especially for you S.E.X. owners and VALVE members who want the most out of
your system for the least out of your pocket. I must add that this product will work with
almost any power amp you now have or may purchase, so with or without S.E.X. this is
a great addition to the WRIGHT line. Stay tuned for future models.

Please send your order and payment to:
WRIGHT Sound Company

3516 So. 262nd, Kent WA 98032-7047
For further information, please leave a message at (253) 859-3592
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Brainiac on load impedance
and triode operating points

Blues aster corrections

eatloaf  an ineXpensive
94dB speaker recipe

hotrodding the 3

a visit ith Brian So ter
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Cra y Eric’s plan for vintage Xtasy - a pair of Western Electric 60A PP 20 D amps and complementary
WE meter panel, in a custom built mahogany console which hides the CD player and preamp. Speakers

are 600 ohm Jensen coax units, in vintage Altec cabinets. Photo by Tom Vetromile.
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S.E.X. or
Afterglow?
Lately it’s been brought to our attention
that we really haven’t described the
virtues of Afterglow, e.g., why buy it
when you can get S.E.X. for half as
much?

S.E.X. was designed to give a basic taste
of SE to folks who have never heard it.
The fact that it has replaced kit amps
costing twice as much in many lis-
tener’s systems suggests that it may in
fact be a bit more than the “hor’s
d’ouvre” we intended to design two
years ago.

And thus we had created a fine entry level amp for those contemplating the change to Single
Ended. So, when we set out to design Afterglow, it was decided to create an amp kit
incorporating our proven “bang for the buck” construction techniques, using existing tooling
from the S.E.X. kit, to make an amp that would take on not only the kits, but all those chi-chi
boutique “hand built” amps you read about in other publications, at a fraction of the price. We
achieved this and then some, with a brilliant, elegant direct coupled 2A3 design by John
Tucker that incorporates constant current sources from John Camille, components with names
like Vishay/Dale and Ohmite, and at it’s heart, Mike LaFevre’s MagneQuest power and output
transformers, all for a price that gets you mere bargain line components from other manufac-
turers.

The value of that design expertise alone should make these amps worth three times the price -
but each of these brilliant designers wanted to work on a project which would show that
knowledge can always beat money when it comes to creating arresting transients, stunning
midrange, and emotive realism, so they enthusiastically brought us elegant, economical
solutions.

You’re going to see a lot of new amps come in from the boutique manufacturers in the next few
months, at price points obviously intended to compete with Afterglow. We suggest you look
closely at their design - some will try to dazzle with a fancy chassis and fall short on the parts
quality. Some may try to copy us, maybe even using parts that we introduced with the help of
MagneQuest. But frankly, even with that effort to ‘borrow’ our sound, they will still be eating
our dust. None of them will copy the experience that went into the design, none will copy the
sound.

An impression from one of Afterglow’s toughest critics - contributing designer Mike LaFevre:
“While at the VSAC 97 conference I recall how awesomely struck I was with the sound quality
of Schmalle's Afterglow amp. This was an amp that uses our MagneQuest TFA 204 airgapped
output trans, so it is a thoroughly conventional politically correct output stage morphology-
but the front end had the first generation active loading. The subjective result was I never,
never , never, knew (or even suspected) that my TFA 204 could play the kind of quality deep
bass that I was hearing. There's gotta be something to the active loading- I too was suspicious
when first hearing about the "active load" and thought, aw great, more of that mid eighties
constipated overly regulated sterile sounding shit - instead, I ate my cigar!!!  It's good- really
good.
I'm intrigued with the "active loading" concepts and developments based on the quality of what
I heard out at VSAC. Truth be told Schmalle's Afterglow and his VV52 parafeed were the sonic
winners by far, nothing else came close.”

ElectronicTonalities
P.O. Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370    360-697-1936

Afterglow kit, pair of monoblocks, $850
coming soon - Paraglow -  parafeed Afterglow!
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Decisions, decisions...
When offered the opportunity to remaster Jazz at the Pawnshop, one of the
most well recorded jazz albums ever, we decided to use the highest quality
techniques available.

We decided to put the information from the
master tape onto the glass stamper used to
replicate the CD in a single generation. Most
engineers use up to five generations.

We decided to demand the lowest Block Error
Rate (a measure of the accuracy of the digital
information) ever produced when we
replicated it on CD, 1/20 the error of a typical
CD.

And we decided to do all this in two
exceptional formats:

XRCD with 20 bit K2 super coding
JVC’s revolutionary Extended Resolution
format, which draws the ultimate performance
from a CD player using the current CD
standard.

gold SUPER HDCD (24 bit 88.2kHz)
Mastered in the superb 24 bit 88.2kHz
configuration, by one of the world’s best
mastering engineers, Paul Stubblebine.

Which one should you buy?
We’ll leave that decision up to you.

Jazz at the Pawnshop, Vol. 1&2
FIM XRCD 012 - 013

Jazz at the Pawnshop, Vol. 1&2
gold SUPER HDCD format

FIM CD 014 - 015

#189 16149 Redmond Way
Redmond, WA 98052
Tel: 425-868-5326
Fax: 425-836-9061
http://www.fimpression.com

ordering online? Gill Loring, The Cellaret, toring@gte.net (888-877-9192)

XRCD is a registered trademark of JVC
HDCD is a registered trademark of Pacific Microsonic, Inc.



ed i tor ’s
thing
Thanks to all of you who
offered kinds words re-
garding the Blues Master

project. I won’t lie and say that was an easy
article to write!
Now of course, we find ourselves at the
“errors and omissions” stage of the project.
This month we start the process of design
refinement that I hope will continue in the
form of submissions by our readers.
Several brave souls have already begun col-
lecting parts for the project, so we hope to see
a few of these babies at VSAC 98.
Please read our first set of corrections (to the
more glaring errors, sheesh!) in this issue.
 I was taken to task by many folks for my
shoddy treatment of the calculation of the
VV32BC operating point, and so I thought
this would be a great time to start Paul’s three
part series on the subject. I was also trounced
soundly for accidentally leaving a grid resis-
tor on the output tube of the direct coupled
amplifier. As someone told me a while back,
you need a thick skin if you want to publish a
magazine.
Oh well, the most important part of my job is
to get you guys thinking. Judging by your
response, I got a rise, so I don’t feel so bad...
(sniff)

On to another topic, this is truly a sad one.
Lynn Olson forwarded a message to me from
Takuji Yamamoto a few weeks ago:
On his way home from a party given by MJ
magazine, Nobu Shiseido collapsed and
quickly slipped away from us.
Along with designing the radical, elegant
Wavac amplifiers, Shiseido san was revered
by the Japanese audio community for sharing
his efforts to make “non audio approved”
DHT’s like 808s sound beautiful.
Shiseido san was also one of the Japanese
audiophiles who pioneered in efforts to share
the concepts of the Japanese audiophile
movement with Americans. I am told by
Takuji Yamamoto that only an hour before his
passing, Shiseido san was discussing with
Sakuma san plans for many more concerts
and demonstrations in the U.S.
Our heartfelt condolences go out to the family
and friends of Shiseido san. He will be sorely
missed.

Doc B.
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Blues aster
erratica

Output tube grid resistor
OK, OK you can all stop telling me I don’t
need a grid resistor on a direct coupled out-
put grid.
I really do know that, but I had designed the
Blues Master as an RC coupled amp origi-
nally, and somehow that grid resistor man-
aged to stay in the circuit after it got changed
to direct coupled. Leave it out if you build this
puppy.

Paul nicely summed up the errors we’ve
found so far-

“Dear Dan-
I'm sure you knew, I would not be able to
resist picking some nits on the Blues Master
circuit. First, though, I want to say "Thanks!"
for putting so much detail on the line. And it
looks like a very promising circuit, incorpo-
rating many new features that have been
demonstrated recently to be of value. Hope
someone builds one for VSAC!

OK, now for the nitpicking:

1) Let me clarify my rules of thumb (in the
"matching to the output load" section). The
plate resistance does not change much with
operating point (one-third power of plate
current). My recommendation was that plate
voltage / plate current = 5 times plate resis-
tance. Here I meant to calculate the plate
voltage and/or current (which you can
choose)as a function of plate resistance
(relatively fixed), not the other way around.
In the end, that's what you did, but your
words suggested that plate resistance might
be an effect, not a cause.
According to the spec sheet, the VV32 has
600 ohms plate resistance at 110 mA. Taking
the cube root of 110/80 and multiplying by
600, I estimate 667 ohms at 80mA. Five times
that is 3336 which should be volts/amps.
Since current is 80mA, the voltage should be
3336*0.08 = 267v, and the load should be
3*667 = 2000 ohms.
Fortunately, my newer rule of thumb is that, if
R0 is volts/amps then load should be R0-
2*plate resistance. Skipping the arithmetic, I
get 350v which is not too awful far from the
410v you have.
(OK, gosh darn it, I’m publishing your oper-
ating point article in this issue!)

(Continued on page 17)

Back Issues

Back issues are printed to order - please allow two weeks
for delivery - add $5 postage for orders outside the US

Volume 1 - 1994 issues - $20
a Williamson amp; Dyna Stereo 70 mod bakeoff; convert-
ing the Stereo 70 to 6GH8's; a QUAD system; triode input
Dyna MkIII; MkIII vertical tasting; smoothing impedance
curves; Altec A7; Ampexes Nagras and ribbon mikes;
Triophoni, a 6CK4 amp; audio at the 1939 World's Fair;
books for collectors and builders; V.T. vs. R.M.A. cross
reference; FM tuner tube substitutions; Big Mac attack -
the MI200; 6L6 shootout; a vintage "audessey"; more FM
tuner mods; vintage radio mods; Heathkit rectifiers; PAS
heater mod.

Volume 2 - 1995 issues - $20
Rectifier shootout, tube vs. solid; FM 1000 recap and
meters; single ended 10 amp; triode output W-4; Optimus
990 - speaker for SE?; star grounds; tuner shootout;
Living Stereo, vinyl or CD?; World Audio SE integrated;
firin' up - smoke checking; Brook 12A schematic; 6C33 vs.
3C33; Heathkit power transformers; 6B4's + MagneQuest
= SEcstasy; W5 mods; triode operating points; Dyna
restorations; Marantz 7,8 and Scott LK150 impressions;
hackable vintage gear; Quasimodo - PP 805 amp; restor-
ing a Scott 340 in 75 minutes; a dream system for 78's;
cartridges and styli for 78's; Restoring a Lowther, Part
1&2; easy tube CD output hack; 6ER5 phono preamp;
304TL & 450TH SE operating points; hypothetical DC ESL
amps.

Volume 3 - 1996  - $25:
Single Watt, Single Tube, Single Ended, an amp for
Lowthers; the Vintage Speaker Shootout of 1996, QUAD
vs. Lowther, vs. A7; the Voigt Loudspeaker, the Single
Ended eXperimenter's kit; cathode coupled SE 6AS7
amp; how to build the Superwhamodyne; refoaming AR
woofers; mesh plate tubes; rebuilding QUADS; QUAD
amp filter surgery; single gain stage amps; the Brooklet,
and Brookson, choke loaded PP 6080 amps; transformer
coupled PP 6DN7 amp; the Iron Maiden; Building the
Lowther Club Medallion; the TQWT, a tapered pipe enclo-
sure; IT 300B amp.

Volume 4 - 1997  - $25:
the Whampipe/Hyperwhamodyne; weird interconnects;
winding your own SE output transformer; Tapered Quarter
Wave Tubes; battery bias; onetuber 417A and 437A amps;
DAC attack; 6BL7/211 SE amp; pro sound speakers at
AES; 46 plate curves; what’s all this about parallel feed?;
parafeed line stage; C.W. horn divided by two; Svetlana
meets Brooklyn; parallel feed SE 811A amp; parafeed 2A3
amp; Lowther fixes; Altec vs. the competition; VSAC 97
program guide; VSAC 97 photos; Andy Bartha’s cool
speaker cables; Paul Joppa’s 6DN7 driver stage; S.E.X. kit
schematic revealed; an Edgarhorn builder’s story; direct
coupled active loaded parafeed 45 amp;  Brainiac’s S.E.X.
changes; VSAC 97 seminar notes; tweaking the one tube
6DN7 amp, Lowther drivers, and the Wright preamp; 300B
S.E.X. amp conversion; mini monitor for 300B amps,
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Load
impedance

and operating
points

for single
ended triode

amplifier
stages

Part One
What’s eall

oing On
ere

by Paul Joppa

As long-time readers might remember, I wrote
on this subject some time ago (VALVE v2 n5).
This series of articles is the result of some
further thinking and analyses, which I
presented in somewhat rougher form at the
VSAC 97 seminars. In Part 1, I will outline the
approach and make some observations on how
load lines relate to tube voltages and currents.
In Part 2 I will present an analysis of highly
linear triodes, including my rules of thumb for
a pretty good starting point design for most
triode amplifiers. Finally in Part 3 I will discuss
the more difficult problem of nonlinear
triodes, including a proposed new nonlinearity
parameter and some tables and graphs that
provide a good estimate of performance.

The first order of business is to look at
operating points and load lines. I will do this
graphically, mostly because I’m more used to
looking at the pictures than reading the
articles. The plots shown here illustrate how
the tube operates into a resistive load, and are
the usual starting point for tube circuit design.
The object of this exercise is to understand
qualitatively the physics behind selection of
operating points. Numerical details will be
developed in Parts 2 and 3.
Figure 1
On a graph of plate voltage (Eb) and current

(Ib), suppose you choose some operating point
(Eo,Io). If you don't know anything except Eo
and Io, you can still make some estimate of the
performance. The smallest voltage you could
generate is zero, so the largest must be the
same amount in the positive direction, or 2Eo.
Similarly, the most current you can swing
must be 0 to 2Io. Think of this as a box that
defines the operating region. The resistive load
that gets the most power out of this box goes
from E = 0, I = 2Io to E = 2Eo, I = 0. So the
first guess for a plate load impedance is R0 =
2Eo/2Io = Eo/Io. In fact, you could stop here
and just use this load; it's often close enough to
the optimum anyhow. If you could actually
drive the tube to the ends of this line, you
would find a maximum sine-wave output of
0.5Eb*Ib. Since the plate dissipation PD is
Eb*Ib, the efficiency is 50%. This is the highest
efficiency you can theoretically get with Class
A operation.
Figure 2
Now a word about choosing that operating
point. The output power is proportional to the

Figure 1

Figure 2
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plate dissipation PD = Eo*Io. Therefore, to get
the most power out, you want to set the
operating point somewhere along the line of
maximum plate dissipation, Io = PD/Eo.
Figure 3
Usually there are some other constraints on
where you can place the operating point along

the PD line. There will be a maximum plate
current and/or voltage. The operating point
will have to be less than the maximum
continuous current or voltage, and if there are
also instantaneous limits then the operating
box will have to stay within them. This
confines the operating point to a certain
region of the max-dissipation line.
Figure 4

Usually, there is also a sort of triangular region
of high current and low plate voltage that you
want to avoid. Here are three possible reasons

for this:

• Triode operation in Class A1 is limited to
operation to the right of the zero-grid-voltage
line. This avoids grid current, allowing the
grid to be driven from a high impedance
source, plus since the grid is not acting as a
rectifier, it can also be driven through a
capacitor without shifting the operating point.
Figure 5
• Even for triodes in Class A2, grid current
can become excessive if the grid is more
positive than the plate. This marks off a similar
but narrower region on the left side of the plot.
(It is especially narrow for high-mu tubes,

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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which is why Class A2 tubes often have high mu
even though lower mu might allow lower plate
resistance.)
Figure 6
• Pentodes also have a region near the left edge
where operation is nonlinear and screen grid
current is excessive.
Figure 7
In all of these cases, the left edge of the operating
box  must be moved away from the axis so that

the top left corner is clear of the region. Since
undistorted output is symmetrical about the
operating point, the right side also moves in, so
the load resistance for maximum power is lower.

The maximum power is also lower for the same
operating point, so the efficiency is reduced. For
example, the most common operating point for
Class A1 triodes is from 0.5Eo to 1.5Eo with a
load impedance of 0.5Eo/Io=0.5R0 and an
efficiency around 25%.

Figure 8
To get the most efficiency with this constraint
you want a wide, short operating box, so the
optimum here is with Eo set at the maximum
continuous value. As will be shown later, there

Parallel Feeders,Get Busy!
For 45, 71A, 417A/5842, 6CK4, 6DN7
• Brooklyn BCP 15 40H 50mA plate load-

ing choke, $50
• MagneQuest EXO-45 (5K:8ohm) or

EXO-46 (5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer,  Permalloy version,
$135 (as used in last month’s 45 parallel
feed article)

• 2 watts maximum output

For 2A3, 6A3, 6B4
• MagneQuest EXO-03 30H 60mA plate

loading choke, $65
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• MagneQuest EXO-36 (2.5K:8 ohm) or

EXO-35 (2.5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer, Permalloy version $135

• 3 watts maximum output

For 300B, VV300B, VV32B
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• NEW - MagneQuest B.A.C. 50H 80mA

plate loading choke, $149
• MagneQuest TFA-2004 (3K:4,8,16

ohms) parallel feed output transformer,
M4 version $175, special edition Pin-
stripe M6/Permalloy/solid brass bell ends
version, $250, Permalloy/ solid brass
ends version $300

• 12 watts maximum output.

And don’t forget the Brooklyn B7 parallel feed
line stage transformer, now available in 5K,
8K, and 15K primary, to 500 ohm secondary
versions - $99 all Permalloy version, and
matching BCP 14 plate load choke, 100H,
10mA, $45.

Call 360-697-1936 and ask for Doc B. for
more info.

ELECTRONIC TONALITIES
THE PARALLEL FEED

AUTHORITY

P.O.Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370
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are some problems with going too high,
especially for the less linear triodes, but overall

the conclusions so far will be seen to hold up
pretty well - you get the best efficiency at high
voltage and low current, and the load resistance
depends on Eo/Io rather than plate resistance as
is often claimed.

Next issue:

• Paul continues his
examination of
operating points

• Alan Douglas
examines the
accuracy of some of
the more popular
tube testers

• Eric Barbour builds
a preamp based on
the Svetlana 572-10

• and lots more!

now available from
ELECTRONIC TONALITIES

Big Stud Binding Posts
Here’s the

story-
W h i l e
looking for a
q u a l i t y
binding post
for the
A f t e r g l o w

kit, we stumbled across a gorgeous
no-name binding post, distributed by a
major electronics house. These babies
are a beefy 9/16” thick, gold plated with
a knurled ‘set screw’ type clamping
action and they take spade lugs, BIG
wire, and banana plugs beautifully, far
better than the spendy posts we were
using on our prototypes. Unfortunately,
the mounting hardware that comes with
these big posts just plain won’t work, the
posts will just spin in the mounting
holes. So we redesigned the mounting
setup with some new parts, and made
these into the nicest posts we’ve ever
used. equires 1/2” mounting holes.

Big Studs - $16.00 the pair
Jena Hook-Up 18 ga.

Ultra-copper 127 strand ultra-high
purity linear crystal super annealed
wire. Low-loss polyethylene insulator
with excellent mechanical damping.
We sold out our stock of this neat wire
the first month, but more is on it’s way!
6 feet will completely redo a pair of
S.E.X. amps. Great for preamps,
speakers, even power cords.
Jena 18ga. wire - $6.00 per foot

360-697-1936 to order
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meatloaf

An ineXpensive,
simple

speaker recipe
that will get better

with time, the
perfect complement

to that leftover
Dyna amp

or Fisher receiver.
Add your own

special ingredients
and send us
your version
of the recipe!

front view

top view
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What’s that? Too much complicated amp stuff
and not enough other interesting, simple stuff
in VALVE lately?
OK, here’s an idea to try.
Note that this is another one of these crazy
projects I dream up on paper, but don’t have
time to build, so no guarantee what the result
will be! Let’s dream up a budget speaker, no
complicated cabinets, minimal materials, and
decent efficiency.You build it, tweak it, and
send us your improved recipe to publish in
VALVE.
After some plowing through the catalogs,
here’s what I came up with for a 94dB, 36Hz -
20kHz pair of speakers to fool with for around
$150:

Woofer

I started by looking at the amazing 10” el
cheapo woofer (MCM 55-945) we use in the
Hyperwhamodyne subwoofer.
Shoving the T-S parameters into a couple of
shareware speaker box design programs
yielded vented boxes that would give a 96 dB
efficiency down to about 28Hz.
But damn, that box needs to be around 5 cubic
feet! (with a 4.42” long, 4” i.d. vent, in case
you are inclined to try it) This thing would end
up being roughly the size of a Lowther Medal-
lion, not what I have in mind as a compact,
cost effective box.
A little more digging turned up MCM PN
55-1250, a 10”, 94 dB driver with a price of
$18.95.
The few Thiel-Small parameters listed are as
follows:
Fs 28Hz
Qts .58
Vas 3.7 cu.ft.

Plugging these numbers into the computer
gives a very flat vented box response down to
20Hz - zowie- into a 20 cubic foot box!
Luckily this driver has a fairly high Qts, so I
decided to give it a shot in a sealed configura-
tion, and got a very nice result, a 2.6 cubic foot
sealed box with a -3dB point of 36 Hz, system
Q, .9, alpha, 1.408, and resonant frequency,
43.4 Hz.
These box programs all squirt out arbitrary
cabinet dimensions too, usually based on
golden section ratios of one kind or another.
This particular program said to try 27.66”
high x 17.09”wide x 10.56” deep, which
leaves a little extra volume allowance for in-
ternal braces, Two cabinets in these dimen-
sions should come out of a single sheet of MDF
with some planning.
We’ll borrow a little design philosophy from
good bud Lynn Olson, and mount the drivers

very close to the floor, to aid coupling.

Midrange

My past experience tells me a 10” woofer is
not going to do a very good job up in the
midrange, so I’ll bite the bullet and figure to
make this design a three way.
While the general rules of diffraction loss im-
ply that we could run our woofer well above 1
kHz before beaming becomes a problem, the
other consideration to keep in mind is that we
don’t really want to hand the music over from
one driver to another in the critical 1kHz
region where our ears are so sensitive.
If we can find a smaller, lighter mass midrange
that will work down to 100-300 Hz, we
should be better off in this respect.
We also want this midrange driver to work
well above this critical 1KHz region, so that
we may cross it over to a tweeter at some point
above the dead center of the midband.
Finding an inexpensive driver that specs suit-
ably was a bit of a challenge. I decided to spec
MCM PN LSC120-F070, an odd 5” driver with
a whizzer, rated 94 dB, 90Hz-18kHz, that is
displayed in the catalog with a response curve
that looks fairly smooth from about 250Hz to
6 or 7 kHz, in spite of the whizzer cone. The
best part is that it only costs $5.66!
Lets cross this puppy over to the woofer at
around 300Hz. We can’t see the response of
the driver much below this point in the pub-
lished curve, so we’ll have to assume it’s fairly
OK down to the 90Hz -3dB point. Yes, more
shoddy assumptions by Doc B., but you guys
shouldn’t be shy about buying a $6 midrange
and testing its response for yourself now,
should you?

Tweeter

The tweeter that catches my eye is MCM PN
53-525, a 1” silk dome model rated 94dB, 2
Khz - 20 kHz, that claims very smooth re-
sponse, at a bargain price of $9.99. Let’s figure
to sort of split the difference of the 6kHz or so
upper rolloff of the midrange, and the 2kHz
lower limit of this tweeter and try crossing
them over at 4 kHz.

Crossovers

Now I’m not so daft as to think that I can
design a proper crossover without actually
building this thing.
But we can come up with a place to start. The
simplest place to start would be first order
crossovers at 300Hz and 4 kHz.
In choosing this type of setup I am not allow-
ing for dips and peaks these particular drivers
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may exhibit, odd rolloffs, diffraction loss, non
linear tweeter excursion, interaction between
the two crossovers, etc, etc.
For some insight into serious crossover design
check out Lynn Olson’s Ariel webpage - lots of
interesting concepts regarding crossover de-
sign, and how to compensate for various prob-
lems you may encounter when tweaking up a
new crossover.
For our simple crossover I’ll spec a 5 mfd cap
on the tweeter and 0.31mH choke on the
midrange for a 1st order 4 kHz crossover, and
a 66mfd  cap on the midrange and a 4.2 mH
choke on the woofer for a 300 Hz first order
crossover.
I’d prefer oily caps for the tweeter. Try All
Electronics (1-800-826-5432) for surplus oil
cap finds, or Mouser (1-800-346-6873) for
current production C-D oil and poly caps .
Finding a cheap and effective 66 mfd cap for
the midrange/woofer crossover I will leave to
you. The Axon caps in the MCM catalog look
like they might be a reasonable choice.
As for coils, the Solo or Goertz copper foil
inductors are great. If you want to go cheaper,
try an aircore choke on the mid and a bobbin
or bar core type on the woofer. Try to shoot for
low DCR, we are trying to build a relatively
efficient speaker, after all. No sense pissing
power away in the coil of our inductors.
Beyond this, you must listen before you decide
what changes to make. A Zobel may be effec-
tive on any of the drivers,  parallel resistors
may smooth impedance hiccups, and shifting
the cap values down (higher Fc) and choke
values up (lower Fc) may give a better sense of
integration and tonal balance.
Higher order crossovers may well be necessary
to get everything “just right”, Only building
and listening will tell.

Da’ Box

Let’s be a little unconventional, it’s way more
fun!
Our woofer box will be about 18.5” wide, 12”
deep, and 29” tall if we use the golden section
numbers from our box design software. We
could mount the driver on the 12” wide face,
but let’s put it on the 18.5” face instead, as
close to the bottom as possible, and centered
4/11 of the way, or 6.75” on center, in from
one side. Make the two boxes mirror images,
and brace them well internally at  staggered
positions. Line them with the damping mate-
rial of your choice, Dynamat, felt carpet
padding, real ($$!) wool felt, etc.
Set that driver flush with the front baffle, and
seal it tight!

Now for the midrange and tweeter, let’s go

crazy and mount them on a open baffle the
width of the bass bin.
We want our tweeter sitting about 38-42”
above the floor, and we want our midrange
very close beneath it.
We want both drivers off center, preferably by
our old friend the golden section proportions,
or maybe 4/11 of the baffle height down from
the top, and 4/11 of the baffle width in from
the side of the baffle.
We also want some kind of curved or angled
edges to our baffle to minimize diffraction
problems. Lets make the baffle 20.5 inches tall
(so the entire speaker will be 49.5 inches tall)
and 12.5 inches wide, with a nice 3” radius to
the two side edges made from a 20.5” length of
6” Sonotube cut in half lengthwise.
We’ll mount the drivers in from one side 6.75”
on centers, like the woofer, which puts them
in 3.75” on centers from the edge of the flat
panel. Do these panels in mirror image, left
and right, like the woofers.
The tweeter should sit 8.25 inches on center
down from the top.
The baffle should probably be made nice and
stiff, with good 1x2 on edge bracing behind it,
or use double 3/4” MDF, maybe even with
sand filling between the panels. Mount the
drivers flush with the baffle face.
Cover the back of the baffle with felt carpet
pad or real wool felt, and mount it rigidly, and
so that the front face sits even with the front
face of the woofer box.

Finishing up

This is a budget deal, so wire the tweeter with
22 ga. solid wire, the midrange with 18 ga.
solid wire, and the woofer with 16 ga. solid.
Or try unrolling a Solo inductor and using the
foil as driver wiring. Don’t ask me how to
attach it,  you figure it out!
Keep the crossover components out where you
can play with them - if somebody really builds
this thing they will undoubtedly have some
changes to suggest.
And for crying out loud, put a decent finish on
the project, even if it’s flat black paint. Try the
faux granite finishes- they hide a multitude of
sins.                  -B.
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souped up 3
 by Doc B. and Buddha

Man, it’s been a long time since we did one of
those “tweak a vintage classic” kinda articles.
See, I was talking to Buddha last month, and
saying how I had a few Dynaco FM-3s around
that my bud John Carey had left, for us to
develop a mod with, yes, yet another project I
might never get to before I die.
I always thought the fact that these are good, if
not great tube tuners, in plentiful (read cheap)
supply made them great candidates for a seri-
ous upgrade.
And then Buddha tells me he has this hotrod
FM-3 that he’s been playing with.
Now if you don’t know Buddha’s background,
he used to do electronics stuff of the kind he
can’t talk about to this day. Suffice it to say the
guy knows more than a little bit about build-
ing hypertweaked electronics stuff that has to
be dead nuts reliable whether it’s sitting in the
jungle or next to your homebuilt RFI spewing
PC.
So we get talking about the existing FM-3
articles, a few of which have appeared over
the years in TAA and GA. There are some
choice tweaks in there, most notably a recom-
mendation by James Lin to replace the “PECs”
with discrete components and a nice tweak to
a choke on the multiplex board by David Bern-
ing, but nothing of what I’d call the serious
kind of tweak.
We talked a bit about some really
serious hacks (which we’ll share
with you over the next few
months) and agreed that you
might as well start at the front end
and work your way right on out to
the output jacks.

Hack one - RF stage

The first problem with the FM-3 is
that its sensitivity sucks. Local sta-
tions come in fine, but you can
forget finding that puny ass little
college jazz station 30 miles across
the hills and valleys from your
house.
First thing to do (right after get-
ting as good an antenna as you can
find) is to replace the grungy an-
tenna input screws with some-
thing new and clean. You should
also clean the threaded terminal
pins, no sense loosing signal to
crappy connectors. If you are go-
ing to use 75 ohm cable exclu-

sively, you might want to junk the terminal
strip altogether and replace it with an F con-
nector.
After you do this, you will probably want to
clean the old flux off the circuit boards, too.
Mine looked like hell.
Now you are ready to work on the actual RF
stage. Here is what Buddha faxed me a couple
of days later :

Hi Dan,
Here is a first gouge at souping up the FM-3
front end. My VHF signal generator is down
for a $300 reference oscillator, so numbers are
pretty rough. Putting a 6DJ8 in the RF slot and
converting to cascode gives a 15-20 dB gain
over the 6AQ8. The stage appears stable so far,
however it is far from optimized since the
plate load is so low. Several trial low power
stations around here are now full quieting
whereas before they were pretty noisy on the
scope. Also my IF strip was marginally stable
and went into oscillation on strong stations. It
took four shields across each tube socket, eight
feedthru caps, and several dozen .01 caps to
make the IF stable. Lots of other IF mods so far,
but they are pretty elaborate. The front end
mod requires only two cuts on the circuit
board and a few parts. It may get you enough
gain to pick up those jazz stations.

John
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a little ourne  to
the home of
Brian So ter

by Paul Joppa

I was in England last year on business, and took
the opportunity to visit Brian Sowter in
Winchester. Sowter Transformers have had an
excellent reputation among the professional
audio crowd for many years, so I was pretty
excited. Much of the early work with nickel and
other exotic core materials was done by Brian’s
father, Dr. G. A. V. Sowter, in the late forties and
early fifties. They are still, along with Jensen,
among the premier suppliers of microphone and
other studio transformers. I arranged a pub
lunch with Brian. What follows are my notes on
our discussion.
The business started in the 30’s making fur
coats(!). As WWII approached, it was either
shells or transformers; they chose transformers,
partly because the sewing machines could be
modified to coil winding machines. Dr. Sowter
had been working with magnetic alloys in the
telephone business for some years; about this
time he joined the firm as a consultant to help
with transformer design. Several family
members have been involved over the years.
Today the firm is 3 directors (Brian, the factory
manager, and the artist widow of a cousin who
used to run the business) and 7 employees. The
factory is in Ipswitch and is managed by a
former winder who worked his way up.
Brian worked for IBM for many years doing
circuit design, including the well known 3279
color monitor, which was one of the very first.
He took early retirement 4 years ago and took
over the family business for his father, 93 years
old at the time. Dr. Sowter is now 97 but
remains active. In fact, he still keeps his original
design books; Brian and the factory have the
only copies. Many part numbers are based on
these books, e.g. part # 3575 is simply “book 35,
page 75.” Right now, Brian is trying to bring
some automation into the business, with
increased use of PC’s including a significant part
of the custom design work.
Much of the basic design is coded in Lotus
spreadsheets, though every design gets some
further tweaking and fine tuning after the initial
calculations are done. His father had a lot of
rules of thumb, such as “an air gap will reduce
the permeability to 1/4”; “over design by a
factor of 2 to 4 gives a reliable design”, etc.
Typical design for chokes and SE outputs uses
about half the B-H curve for the DC operating
point, i.e. 0.7 Tesla out for the 1.4 available

before saturation with M6 iron laminations.
Design is based on a nominal permeability
which is conservative by as much as 2-3 times
relative to that under ideal conditions.
Nickel cores have been a specialty since the early
work in the forties, primarily due to Dr. Sowter’s
expertise in magnetic alloys. Today they use a
great deal of mu-metal, an alloy composed of
around 80% nickel and 20% iron. It’s expensive,
but worth it for audio transformers.
Many of their transformers are a combination of
nickel and M6 silicon steel laminations. This
combination keeps the performance up at low
levels (nickel) while retaining  good high level
performance (M6). They have some empirical
designs that have worked well, but there’s a
need for more experimentation to refine the
design process. It is very difficult to punch the
laminations without burrs; the punch parts are
very expensive. This is important to prevent
premature saturation in the burr parts, which
increases distortion. They looked into laser
cutting recently, especially for nickel (mu metal)
sheets for larger sizes, but it has proved
impractical.
Almost all transformers they make currently are
E-I laminations (there are a few E-E and other
variants). C-cores and toriod cores are available
in the industry but have not been explored
extensively.
Air gaps are usually a single layer of 50 micron
(0.002) inch) tape over the ends of the
lamination stack which is then clamped and
tightened. Sometimes more than one layer of
tape is used. It is important to account for flux
fringing around the gap, especially when the
gap is small.
They generally split the windings with two
chamber bobbins, which reduces the stray
capacitance with little other effect. [I think this
is particularly relevant for balanced and push-
pull type designs.]
3/4 of their gross comes from the studio
business. One interesting recent example was a
split power supply choke for a major mixing
board - it handles 100A each leg (!) and uses a
24 layer winding. Their most popular single unit
is the 3575, a 10K:10K bridging/isolation
transformer widely used to solve grounding and
hum problems in studios, with instrument amps,
etc. Another popular unit, flexible and with
extremely good performance, is the 4656,
600:600:600:600 ohms quadrifilar wound.
There’s a lot of demand for choke input power
supply filters lately; those require a larger choke
than cap input filters to handle the substantial
AC as well as the DC. An advantage not widely
appreciated is that they eliminate the big startup
transients on the power line which capacitor
filters produce, which , though not much
enforced, are illegal in Britain.
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The 300B transformer was described as
“quite overdesigned”. The recently
introduced interstage transformers are very
conservative also, using only 15% of the
saturation flux at rated conditions. The Art
Audio amplifier I saw elsewhere in England
used Sowter 300B output with VV30s and
produced 13 watts. Brian noted that it is
extremely well-built, especially mechanically.
It sounded awfully good driving $40,000
worth of full range horn speakers!
Brian worked closely with Morgan Jones a
few years ago to develop their Ortofon phono
cartridge transformer (Jones is an ex-BBC
engineer, he has a book out). The design is
heavily optimized for uniform group delay
and waveform preservation for sharp
transients. A great deal of experimenting was
done to achieve this after the basic design was
worked out; he seemed quite proud of this
accomplishment.
He has also worked with Richard Salter at
Celtic Design (see the AES paper) on
transformers for electrostatic speakers. Salter
has developed a speaker that improves on the
QUAD-63 concentric ring approach. It is
designed for very low drive impedance
(Krells, not 300Bs!) to run at mid and high
frequencies. Brian thinks this guy really
understands the physics and electronics, more
than most in the field.

hey Doc, where’s the
parafeed kits?

Coming soon:

ParaS.E.X. - S.E.X. goes parafeed,
for the same price! That’s right, state
of the art design in the best deal in kit
amps - wider frequency response and
more power - 4+ watts into as low as
4 ohms. (Whamo owners, take note)
Sure, we’ll have retrofits for you
current S.E.X. owners.

Paraglow - a parallel feed version of
Afterglow, using MagneQuest
parafeed plate chokes and output
transformers.

Paradigm - You supply the 45’s,  we
supply everything else to build the
killer 45 amp published in Nov. 97
VALVE.

Paradox - No 45’s? Build a  6CK4 SE
with the same basic kit!

Parapotato - Paul Joppa’s oft imitated
417A “one tuber” goes parafeed!

Paramount - Hey, after designing the
Blues Master, you didn’t think we’d
forget to put out a 300B kit based on
the design, did ya? This one is so new
we don’t even have a power
transformer designed yet, but we hope
to have a prototype ready for VSAC
‘98.

Electronic Tonalities

VSAC 98
It’s official, we’re doing it again!
the Vacuum State of the Art Conference and
Show will happen August 21 thru 24 this
year, once again at the Silverdale Hotel.
Exhibitors, attendees, make your reservations
with us early this year, as we expect things to
fill up fast.
We’ll have lots of new exhibitors coming,
another great lineup of seminars, a special
day for manufacturers and the press, and I am
currently auditioning a few of the awesome
blues bands from the Northwest for a special
show.
Kickin’ yourself for missing VSAC 97?
Miss VSAC 98 and you’ll want to die!
Call us for more info - 360-697-1936.
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2) The driver operating point should have the
same analysis. Of course, with an active load,
the effective load impedance is very high, so
my rules of thumb are not quite appropriate.
But just to check, you have 200v and 10mA,
ratio is 20,000. The plate resistance of a 6BN4
is 5400 ohms at 9mA, for a ratio of slightly less
than 4. Personally, I'd drop the current to 8mA
to be sure of getting plenty of drive voltage,
though the high load impedance does provide
an extra margin so 10mA is probably OK.

3) Your cathode bypass formula is a little
conservative, in my opinion. For -3dB at fre-
quency F, I use 325,000/FRk. However, this is
relative to what Rk would be if the grid were
grounded.
In this case, grid bias is 80v at 80mA, so the
"normal" cathode resistor would be 1000
ohms and the bypass would be 65uF at 5Hz.
Not far from what you wound up with, but
from a different formula.

4) Coupling cap for parafeed value: I think
you have to use the reactance frequency chart
in a little more detailed way, though it also
gives very nearly the same result as you ob-
tained. First, find the frequency at which the
50H choke has a 3000 ohm impedance (the
load impedance). I get 9.55 Hz. Now you can
find the cap that resonates with 50H at
9.55Hz, which is about 5.6uF. As long as the
output transformer inductance is larger than
50H, this is a good minimum value.

5) I think you already know, you don't need a
grid resistor for a direct-coupled grid! (Cripes,
cut me some slack guys! - B.)

6) In the power supply, under “hooking it all
together”, you connected the VV32 filament
center tap to ground (wrong!), not to the
cathode resistor (right!) as on the schematic.

-Paul

In fact we have since found out (thanks to
Mike Connly) that the 5V winding of the
Hammond power trans mentioned does not
even have a center tap, so folks will need to use
a 50 ohm wirewound pot across the filaments,
with the center tap tied to the top of the
cathode resistor, as a hum balance adjustment.
I would add to these observations that it seems
we cannot necessarily eliminate the cathode
bypass capacitor at the cathode (filament) of
the VV32. John Carey and Jim Flowers have

confirmed that leaving it out  can cause some
tilting of low frequency square waves and
reduced low frequency response,  just as in a
conventional setup. I suggest eXperimenting
with this idea both ways before making a
decision to leave the cathode bypass cap out.
One reader was concerned about the use of the
Hammond power transformer into a full wave
bridge, as the secondary would see 1.2kV
peaks, and he was told the maximum rating of
Hammond power transformers is 800V. I
checked with (Hammond distributor) Ron
Welborne about this, to which he replied:

“Why would Hammond design a transformer
that couldn't be used full wave?  In fact in their
catalog they have application notes for all the
different rectification/filter configurations
and nowhere are there disclaimers for any
specific transformers.  All of their power tran-
nies are hipot tested to 2000V.”

Alan Douglas adds the following observations
in a recent letter:

“Now there’s a class act: every publisher gets
behind schedule at one point or another, and
every one gets out of it, if at all, by printing a
“combined issue” with perhaps an extra page
or two. But I’ve never seen a publisher print
two complete issues with full editorial content.
Wow.”

Alan then pointed out the same bad logic in my
determination of an operating point as Paul,
Ron, and a few others,  and then continues:

“The power supply in issue 2 has a serious
problem. the Hexfreds have a peak reverse
rating of 1200 volts, and have very little safety
margin. 850Vrms is about 1200V peak, and
one suspects that before the damper tube
warms up, and with a high line voltage (mine
is always 123V) the peak will be considerably
higher than 1200V. I would give the rectifiers
one or two turn on cycles before failure.”

This could be corrected by putting two
HexFreds in series on each leg of the bridge,
effectively increasing the PRV to 2400V. Older
ARRL Handbooks recommend paralleling
500K resistors with series rectifier diodes, to
equalize the voltage drop across each diode,
but the newer ARRL Handbook declares this
unnecessary due to the avalanche characteris-
tic of newer rectifiers. About John Wycoff’s
guest editorial Alan offers:

“Mr. Wycoff;’s ranting has no place in this
magazine... (snip)”

Out of respect I will leave rest of that para-

(Continued from page 5)
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graph out, as it may be perceived as a bit of a
rant itself!
On another topic, the VV52 operating point
article Paul wrote last issue, Ron Welborne
comments:

“The plate resistance of the KR tubes is typi-
cally down around 700 ohms so this lets you
use your rule of thumb (X3) for picking the
OPT input impedance.  700 x 3 = 2100.  So
really the best transformer to use from a power
standpoint is 2000 ohms.  I believe I am right
in saying that the lower primary impedance
results in a smaller transformer turns ratio and
so where you might only get 18 watts using a
VV52B/3k primary, a VV52B/2K primary
(using the same V/I) will easily yield 25
watts.... i.e. Vprimary divided by the turns ratio
equals Vsecondary.  Of course the distortion will
be higher with the lower primary resistance
but I think the low distortion KR tubes balance
this out.”

From John Tucker:
“What’s with the grid resistor on the output
tube?”, and “Your cathode bypass formula is
not conservative enough.” (remember, Paul

says it’s too conservative!)

From John Camille:
“P.S. Pull that 270K VV32BC grid resistor out
of your Blues Master. Will give you more drive
and thermal runaway is not a factor with
direct coupling.”

H E Y! -B.

(Continued from page 17)
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The heart of the Blues Master
◊ 3,000 ohm primary impedance, 4,8 and 16 ohm secondaries.
◊ the legendary midrange quality of the TFA-204, now with phenome-

nal bass and treble speed and texture
◊ measured frequency response of -1dB at 2 Hz and 26 kHz
◊ perfect for SE 2A3, SE 300B, PSE 50s, SE VV300B, SE VV32B,

even works with the VV52B!
◊ alternating laminations of M4 steel and nickel - pinstripes!
◊ stunning polished solid brass bell ends
◊ use with 2A3/300B and the new, larger EXO 04 60 mA 50H plate

loading choke and B.A.C. 50H  80 mA choke -VV32Bs!
Perhaps the most beautiful transformer ever made

special price - $250 each.
 All nickel TFA-2004 also available ,
$300 each with solid brass bell ends

Call Electronic Tonalities, 360-697-1936 to order
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(aw’-de-o-jen’-ik): Originating in sound.

Audiogenic
23785 Jennings-Delphos Road

Delphos, Ohio 45833
(419)692-6026
Chadd Moore
L. Dean Moore

$695

Introducin g T he  
A m plifier

 Igu an a

M on oblock P air

P u sh  P u ll D esign  - 

D C  C ou pled -

A ll Triod e, Z ero F eedback

Vacu u m  T u be R ectified

B rook lyn  Tran sform er U pgrade R eady

L aser C u t A lu m in u m  Top P lates

M on oblock  D esign

D rive “real” speakers.

E lim in ates cou plin g capacitors

Fully Assembled
at a Kit Price.
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ABA Whatchamacallits
Original  Whatchamacallits (shown above)
small - $10.00 - Make great feet for CD players, preamps, small amps.
medium- $14.50 - Use these on small transformers, under smaller speakers, and under turntables.
large- $40.00 - These are the ultimate for damping transformers, cabinets, turntable plinths and speakers.
Turntable weights
medium  $20.00 - for lightly suspended turntables, like late Thorens
large - $45.00 for big dog direct drive turntables and belt drive tables with beefy bearings and strong suspensions
Tonearm counterweight -  Put this on your tonearm instead of the stock weight -  $15.00
Also - tube dampers for everything from 12AX7s to VV52’s, and a ‘pancake’ version of the large Whatchamacallit for
those big cabinets..
Prices do not include shipping or sales tax.

Andy Bartha Audio
954-583-7866 EST

Did you know every CD/Laser Disc you purchase has a “filmy coating” that was used to keep the
polycarbonate disc from sticking to its metal mold during manufacture?

No matter how sophisticated your CD/Laser playback system is, it cannot
correctly read the music beneath this film.

This loss of focus is destroying the very heart and soul of your music-
it’s no wonder the purists have

preferred analog!
Only REVEAL removes this film, plus, it cleans and seals the surface, protecting against scratches,

smudges,
fingerprints, glare and magnetic dust.

Now your CD Laser Disc player will read the music correctly.

MARTIN DEWOLF,
Bound for Sound
“ Best sounding and easiest to use CD cleaner”

DOUG BLACKBURN,
Positive Feedback, Soundstage
“Cannot reproduce what REVEAL does on CD’s with anything else”

 Satisfaction 100% guaranteed.
An 18 oz. can is $34.95, plus shipping

(that’s about 4 cents per disc)
You’ll be hearing your music for the first time.
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WRIGHT Sound
Company

The WLA10 line amp with 4 inputs for
those who don’t need the phono section.
Dubbed by those that  have listened, as the
best sounding line amp they have ever
heard, tube or solid state. All this for
$365.00 plus $17.50 shipping and handling
in the continental U.S.,  WA  res. please

add 8.2% sales tax.

The WPP100A phono preamp, the most natural sounding unit on the market today, is
available at $529 plus $17.50 shipping and handling in the continental U.S., WA
residents please add 8.2% sales tax. The WPP100A has gold RCA connectors, and a
new WPS02 power supply with a power switch and plate and filament indicators. The
performance is better than the original version, which beat all the competition in

listening tests by members of
VALVE and other audiophiles
who have had the pleasure of
reviewing this product.

Now available to VALVE mem-
bers, and those who have tried
S.E.X. amps,  the WPL10V com-
plete line amp/ phono stage
component. This basic model has

the quality of the WPP100A, with the additions of a selector switch with phono plus
three other line inputs and volume controls to make this the center of that great new
S.E.Xy sound system. No longer do you need to wait for a great sounding addition  to
have great S.E.X., and at just $649 U.S. funds plus $17.50 shipping and handling, you
can get this fully assembled preamp/line amp delivered to your door in the continental
U.S., WA residents add 8.2%. The WPL10V is designed to be a cost effective basic
chassis type, constructed with all the great stuff that goes into the WPP100A. We made
it especially for you S.E.X. owners and VALVE members who want the most out of
your system for the least out of your pocket. I must add that this product will work with
almost any power amp you now have or may purchase, so with or without S.E.X. this is
a great addition to the WRIGHT line. Stay tuned for future models.

Please send your order and payment to:
WRIGHT Sound Company

3516 So. 262nd, Kent WA 98032-7047
For further information, please leave a message at (253) 859-3592
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Brainiac -
load impedance and operating
points - part II

Doc B. -
Soul Sister, a parafeed line stage

Alan Douglas -
when tube testers disagree

Eric Barbour -
SV572-10 line stage!

VALVE

volume 5      number 4       1998

If this line stage doesn’t have enough beans, you have a serious problem!
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For Sale: five pairs of amps for $1500
OK, here’s the plan:

You buy the basic SEX kit, with its new parallel feed output stage, and choke
filtered power supply for just $399. “Gee”, you think, “I’ve spent so little
money, I should take that class Tonalities offers and really learn how to build
cool tube stuff right.”
Total kit expenditure so far- $399

After a few months of enjoying SEX in it’s native form, you decide you’d like
to find out if the mystique of MagneQuest output transformers is really
deserved. You buy a pair of MagneQuest/Peerless TFA-204 transformers, for
just $198, and install them on the SEX amps. Now you understand the well
deserved reputation of MagneQuest, as you revel in liquid midrange and
clean sweet highs.
Total so far-about $600

In a few more months, you have a thirst for more knowledge. This time you
pick up a copy of VALVE, and see an article on converting your SEX amps to
300Bs. Cool! You decide to try scrounging up your own parts, pick up some
inexpensive 300Bs, some sockets and other parts, and with the detailed
schematic in front of you, build your first DIY project from scratch, right on
to the existing S.E.X. chassis!
Total so far, maybe $800

Well, a few more months go by, and you get intrigued with the direct
coupled, ultra simple circuit of the Afterglow amps. Besides, you want to
know if those guys who like 2A3s better than 300Bs are just blowing smoke.
So, for $300 you buy the Afterglow upgrade, with Vishay/Dale  and Ohmite
resistors, custom active load boards, tubes, beautiful new binding posts and
RCA jacks, and all new hardware.
Total so far $1100

By this time you know what you like, and how to get it. A few months later,
you order the Paraglow parallel feed conversion for your Afterglows, adding
plate loading chokes and nickel parafeed output transformers to your amps
for just $400.
Or maybe you scored some cool old 45’s and you get the 45 parafeed setup
for just $370. Either way you can’t lose - you are now dealing with the state
of the art in SE, comparable to SE amps sold at any price.
Total spent, about $1500

 For five different amplifiers!

ElectronicTonalities
P.O. Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370    360-697-1936

www.bottlehead.com
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Doc’s desert island album
If asked the classic audiophile question “You are sent to a desert island and
allowed only one album to listen to. What would it be?”, this CD would be
under my serious consideration. Arne Domnerus, of Jazz at the Pawnshop
fame, plays sax this time, with pipe organist Gustaf Sjokvist. Recorded in two
Swedish churches, this difficult to categorize album reveals an expression of
emotion second to none.- Doc B.

#189 16149 Redmond Way
Redmond, WA 98052
Tel: 425-868-5326
Fax: 425-836-9061
http://www.fimpression.com

ordering online? Gill Loring, The Cellaret, toring@gte.net (888-877-9192)

HDCD is a registered trandemark of Pacific Microsonic, Inc.



ed i tor ’s
thing
It’s finally here!
www.bottlehead.com
Thanks to the efforts of

fellow bottlehead Handsome Dave Stagner,
we now have a website.
At this writing the site is largely under con-
struction, but there is already some fairly
detailed information about VSAC 98 there.
Future plans for the website include improved
graphics, more detailed show info, an online
catalog for Electronic Tonalities products, and
a VALVE page, with subscription info, some of
our more notorious articles, and hopefully a
lot of cool photos of reader’s projects.
Keep checking out the site as it grows. We
have already been getting about 100 hits per
day, so we are stoked to get this baby up and
running!
On the show front, plans are going very
nicely, thank you. We have received tentative
plans for attendance from about 22 exhibitors
so far, up from about 12 at this time last year.
Most all of last year’s exhibitor’s will be back
with new surprises, some new folks who are
saying they will come include Tube Research
Labs, First Impression Music, Moth Audio,
Audience, ASUSA, Canary Audio, Glass Audio,
Definitive Sound Makers, Audio Artistry, and
John Wycoff, who will be showing a new
tube headphone amp.
We have also booked the Paul deLay Blues
Band for a show Sunday night, and it looks
like we will have bigger participation in the
Craftsman Room this year, with the newly
rekindled Oregon Triode Society offering to
lend a hand.
Seminars will include a lot of DIY speaker
topics this year, with Fi’s Dick Olsher, V&T
News’ Lynn Olson, and yours truly dealing
out info on our favorite public domain de-
signs, as well as a preamp tube tasting!.
Bottom line is, make your hotel reservations
NOW. The place will fill up this year, I sus-
pect. Silverdale Resort Hotel, 360-698-1000.
Be sure to tell them you will be attending the
conference, as we receive special accomoda-
tions based on the number of reservations,
and they will only know you are attending
VSAC if you tell them.

Doc B.

VALVE
the monthly magazine

of eXtreme audio

Editor and Publisher
Dan “Dr. Bottlehead” Schmalle
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“Queen Eileen” Schmalle
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VALVE in no way assumes responsibility  for
anyone harming themselves through exposure to

the contents of this magazine. We believe electrons
flow from minus to plus, and that they can kill you
along the way if you’re not careful. Vacuum tube

audio equipment operates at potentially lethal
voltages. Always treat it with respect.

Many ideas published in this magazine are untried,
and involve the use of potentially dangerous parts
and tools. In attempting any idea or project pub-
lished herein, you assume total responsibility for
your actions and any harm caused to yourself or

others.

No part of this publication may be repro-
duced in any form without permission of the
publisher. Copyright violators will be aggres-

sively pursued to the full extent of interna-
tional law.
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two new tubes of note
Over the last couple months we’ve had the
opportunity to audition a couple of tubes that
really got me excited.
The first tube was brought by Ed Fallon to our
May meeting, plugged into his new amp pro-
ject, built in the classic bottlehead style, on a
sheet of plywood, and heavy enough to re-
quire two guys to haul it into the listening
room...
The amp is a fairly conventional 6SN7 direct
coupled to 6SN7 driving cap coupled 300B
type amp, but with a high current handling
Hammond output trans. First thing we did
was cap couple a Pinstripe to the circuit,
letting the Hammond do duty as a 42 H plate
choke. This really opened up the sound! The
tube? A Valve Arts VA5300 - sort of a Chinese
VV52, but quite different, actually. 5V fila-
ment only, and a carbon anode. Well, at $88
each from Angela Instruments, these things
gave my VV52s a run for their money! Every-
one in the room preferred their lack of mi-
crophony and greater clarity to the slight
background “whooshing” the VV’s exhibit on
high efficiency speaks.
One caveat: others have said this tube does
not have a very good top end. This did not
seem to be the case in our experience, but I
thought this should be noted.
The next tube to knock me out was the
KR2A3, a new single plate 2A3 with an 18
watt plate dissipation, kindly sent to us by
Ron Welborne. This tube proves that Ron and
the Krons don’t just rest on their Laurels
(sorry Ron). We plugged a pair of these into
stock Afterglows at the June meeting and
went to sonic heaven. This tube hits a new
level of realism, speed, clarity, and back-
ground quiet, even above the other KR tubes.
It’s like a 45 in many ways, but with more
bass (though just as well controlled). Top end
extension is marvelous, and the image is so
well defined, without any etching, it defi-
nitely hits new highs in the “you are there”
department.
It is indeed a direct plug in for any 2A3 amp,
although we found the gain to be a bit lower
than a Chinese bi-plate. My guess would be
that the best will be had from the tube at its
maximum dissipation, maybe a 300V and 60
mA operating point.
The downside? $550 a pair, but Ron has a
special deal for VALVE subscribers, check out
page 14. They are killer in an Afterglow.
Soo, for great sound and good power (15W)
at a reasonable price, the VA5300 is a good
bet. For the ultimate 2A3, the KR2A3 is king!

Back Issues
Back issues are printed to order - please allow two weeks

for delivery - add $5 postage for orders outside the US

Volume 1 - 1994 issues - $20
a Williamson amp; Dyna Stereo 70 mod bakeoff; convert-
ing the Stereo 70 to 6GH8's; a QUAD system; triode input
Dyna MkIII; MkIII vertical tasting; smoothing impedance
curves; Altec A7; Ampexes Nagras and ribbon mikes;
Triophoni, a 6CK4 amp; audio at the 1939 World's Fair;
books for collectors and builders; V.T. vs. R.M.A. cross
reference; FM tuner tube substitutions; Big Mac attack -
the MI200; 6L6 shootout; a vintage "audessey"; more FM
tuner mods; vintage radio mods; Heathkit rectifiers; PAS
heater mod.

Volume 2 - 1995 issues - $20
Rectifier shootout, tube vs. solid; FM 1000 recap and
meters; single ended 10 amp; triode output W-4; Optimus
990 - speaker for SE?; star grounds; tuner shootout;
Living Stereo, vinyl or CD?; World Audio SE integrated;
firin' up - smoke checking; Brook 12A schematic; 6C33 vs.
3C33; Heathkit power transformers; 6B4's + MagneQuest
= SEcstasy; W5 mods; triode operating points; Dyna
restorations; Marantz 7,8 and Scott LK150 impressions;
hackable vintage gear; Quasimodo - PP 805 amp; restor-
ing a Scott 340 in 75 minutes; a dream system for 78's;
cartridges and styli for 78's; Restoring a Lowther, Part
1&2; easy tube CD output hack; 6ER5 phono preamp;
304TL & 450TH SE operating points; hypothetical DC ESL
amps.

Volume 3 - 1996  - $25:
Single Watt, Single Tube, Single Ended, an amp for
Lowthers; the Vintage Speaker Shootout of 1996, QUAD
vs. Lowther, vs. A7; the Voigt Loudspeaker, the Single
Ended eXperimenter's kit; cathode coupled SE 6AS7
amp; how to build the Superwhamodyne; refoaming AR
woofers; mesh plate tubes; rebuilding QUADS; QUAD
amp filter surgery; single gain stage amps; the Brooklet,
and Brookson, choke loaded PP 6080 amps; transformer
coupled PP 6DN7 amp; the Iron Maiden; Building the
Lowther Club Medallion; the TQWT, a tapered pipe enclo-
sure; IT 300B amp.

Volume 4 - 1997  - $25:
the Whampipe/Hyperwhamodyne; weird interconnects;
winding your own SE output transformer; Tapered Quarter
Wave Tubes; battery bias; onetuber 417A and 437A amps;
DAC attack; 6BL7/211 SE amp; pro sound speakers at
AES; 46 plate curves; what’s all this about parallel feed?;
parafeed line stage; C.W. horn divided by two; Svetlana
meets Brooklyn; parallel feed SE 811A amp; parafeed 2A3
amp; Lowther fixes; Altec vs. the competition; VSAC 97
program guide; VSAC 97 photos; Andy Bartha’s cool
speaker cables; Paul Joppa’s 6DN7 driver stage; S.E.X. kit
schematic revealed; an Edgarhorn builder’s story; direct
coupled active loaded parafeed 45 amp;  Brainiac’s S.E.X.
changes; VSAC 97 seminar notes; tweaking the one tube
6DN7 amp, Lowther drivers, and the Wright preamp; 300B
S.E.X. amp conversion; mini monitor for 300B amps,
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Load impedance andLoad impedance andLoad impedance andLoad impedance and
operating pointsoperating pointsoperating pointsoperating points

for single-ended triodefor single-ended triodefor single-ended triodefor single-ended triode
amplifier stagesamplifier stagesamplifier stagesamplifier stages

Part Two:Part Two:Part Two:Part Two:
Linear TriodesLinear TriodesLinear TriodesLinear Triodes

by Paul Joppa

In Part 1 of this series, I described how the
operating point (plate voltage Eo and current
Io) and load resistance RL are related. In this
part, I will use those observations to look at
single-ended amplifier performance for
triodes that follow closely the simplest
expression for plate current as a function of
plate and grid voltages, called "Child's Law". I
call these tubes linear because they are capable
of higher power output at lower distortion
than those that deviate significantly from this
behavior. Child’s Law states that:

Ib = K*(Eb + m*Ec)3/2

In this equation, Ib is plate current, Eb is
plate-to-cathode voltage (hereafter called
simply “plate voltage”), and Ec is the grid-to-
cathode voltage (hereafter called simply “grid
voltage”). This formula is based on a number
of simplifying assumptions, probably the most
important of which is that the cathode/grid/
plate geometry is geometrically simple. It has
been derived exactly for concentric cylinders
and for infinite flat plates. If you look closely at
a type 76 tube, you can see that it was
designed with a cylindrical structure.
Similarly a 300B was clearly designed with a
planar structure. Both of these tubes are
known for their high degree of linearity.

Based on this formula, I worked out the
performance on the computer for a variety of
operating conditions. I found that with two
non-dimensional ratios I could summarize
hundreds of computer analyses. Before
introducing them, let me mention the
operating resistance R0, which is the ratio
Eo/Io, as described in Part 1. I call it a
resistance because it has the dimensions of a
resistor - in fact, it is the value of a resistor that
would draw the same current as the tube if it
were substituted. Then the first non-
dimensional ratio I will use is R0/rp, where rp
is the tube’s plate resistance. The second ratio
is RL/R0, the ratio of load resistance to
operating resistance. In part 1, I said that a
load resistance equal to R0 was a good initial
guess; now we’ll examine some variations of

this and see the effect.

The ratio RO/rp should be at least 4 to give a
reasonable operating box without risking grid
current. Sometimes you are forced to use a
lower value, such as when the plate resistance
is very high, but the output power and voltage
become severely restricted in this case. I
evaluated operation for values of R0/rp from
2.5 to 10, which corresponds to a higher Eb
than most tubes are rated for.

I varied the load ratio RL/R0 from 0.25 to 1.0.
It is not completely impractical to operate as
low as 0.25 if R0/rp is small, although at
higher values of R0/rp this will result in cutoff
for a substantial portion of the cycle and
therefore high distortion.

Shown below are contour plots of power
(normalized to the plate dissipation PD) and
second harmonic distortion at full output. As
you can see, low R0 and high RL produce the
lowest distortion, but also the lowest power.
The best tradeoff is with high RL (for lower
distortion) and high R0 (for more power
output).

This study has led to a set of "rules of thumb"
that approximately summarize these results,
and work reasonably well for linear triodes
(for nonlinearities, see Part 3.)  These give a
good starting point, but each tube and circuit
is unique. I don't pretend these are the very
best operating points, only that they are a
pretty good starting point.

R0/rp = 5 RL/R0 = 0.7

actually, as long as R0/rp is greater
than 4,  RL/R0 = (R0/rp - 1.5)/
(R0/rp) is pretty good.

The minimum value of RL/R0 to
avoid cutoff is (R0/rp - 3)/(R0/rp)

Incidentally, for a plate dissipation
of PD watts, it’s handy to know that
Eb = sqrt(R0 PD)

Ec = 0.7 Eb/m for R0/rp = 5

actually, Ec =(Eb/m) (1 - 1.5 rp/
R0) in general

Hence Rk = 3.5 rp/m
Rk is the cathode resistor

actually, Rk = (R0-1.5 rp)/m  in
general. If RL/R0 = (R0/rp - 1.5)/
(R0/rp) as recommended above,
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then Rk = RL/m.

To complete the circuit for a single stage, we
need the values for coupling and bypass
capacitors, and for transformer or choke
loaded stages, the load inductance. Assuming
that the capacitors have a -3dB frequency of 5
Hz, we can estimate:

Bypass capacitor Ck = 65,000/Rk
microfarads,

coupling cap Cc = 30,000/Rg
microfarads (Rg is the grid resistor)

Now it is not so easy to make large inductors,
so I generally assume that the minimum
inductance value is that for which the
impedance equals RL at 40 Hz. This will give a
small-signal frequency response down less
than 1 dB at 40 Hz and less than 3 dB at 20 Hz,
with a power bandwidth down 3 dB at 40 Hz.
This value is:

Minimum choke or transformer
primary inductance = RL/250
henries

For a simple example, consider a 2A3
amplifier. The plate resistance rp is 800 ohms
according to the RCA manual. If we choose R0
= 5, then Eb/Ib = 4000. For RL/R0 = 0.7, we
get a load impedance of 2800 ohms. Plate
voltage is sqrt(15 R0) at 15 watts, or 245
volts, and since PD = 15, Ib = 15/245 = 61

mA. Grid voltage should be about -41 volts, if
m is 4.2. The cathode resistor would be 667
ohms with a bypass of 97.5 microfarads. These
values are pretty close to the RCA
recommended operating point of 250 volts at
60 mA into a 2500 ohm load with 45 volts
grid bias through a 750 ohm cathode resistor.
With a maximum grid resistor of 500k ohms,
a coupling cap of 0.06 microfarads would be
big enough. Finally, a transformer of at least
10 henry inductance is needed for acceptable
bass.

I have found these simple rules of thumb to be
very useful when first developing a new
design, or examining the possibilities for a
particular transformer, tube, or power supply.
Often there are reasons for varying these
values (for instance, in my 300B amp the
power supply and output transformer could
not handle the estimated current of 80mA; I
dropped it to 55mA which gave me more
distortion but was still acceptable), but it’s
always nice to know where you are to start
with. I hope you will find these rules as helpful
as I have.
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random thoughts
Amp Building Blues

Mike Connly is the first reader to report on
his newly completed Blues Master.
After a week long struggle to kill a buzzing
sound coming from the amp, Mike found that
installing a 30 mfd bypass cap to the cathode
resistor of the VV32 solved the problem.
We hope to have pictures of the finished amp
soon...

Coming soon, new Whamo crossover

I finally figured out how to get the nice elec-
tret mic Dave Dintenfass loaned me with his
HP dynamic signal analyzer to work.
And so I’ve been running around with hear-
ing protectors on, madly sweeping every set
of speaks in the house (about 6 pairs right
now).
The first major find was that I have been
giving a bad recommendation on modifying
the MCM 53-325 titanium dome tweeter
used in the Whamos.
I had been suggesting putting a 1/2” dot of
felt on the pole piece, and then gluing a 3/8”
square, 1-16” thick piece of acoustic foam on
top of that.
Turns out the felt is all you want to put in
there. It does a nice job of smoothing re-
sponse, but the foam kills the response from
about 9 kHz - 18kHz.
Both the 53-325 tweeter and the 55-1270 5”
drivers are showing broad peaks in the 4-8
kHz range, creating quite an overlap peak
with the current .39mH choke and 6 mfd cap.
I’ve been working with slightly different
drivers at a lower efficiency, which calls for a
somewhat different crossover setup, so I
haven’t had a chance to work out the details
for the Whamos yet.
But here’s one interesting result:
A 3 mfd cap tilts things from about 6600 Hz
down such that the tweeter’s response comes
up from the low frequencies at roughly a 24
dB slope to a bit above 2 kHz. From 2kHz up
to 20kHz the sucker is flat as a pancake.
If one could come up with a fourth order
rolloff for the mids, one might have a neat
setup, although I remain a bit skeptical about
the sound of the tweeter below 3kHz.
A more successful approach might be to use a
much bigger choke, about 1.25 mH, and a
smaller cap, maybe 2mfd. Stay tuned for more
results. Doc B.

Parallel Feeders,Get Busy!
For 45, 71A, 417A/5842, 6CK4, 6DN7
• Brooklyn BCP 15 40H 50mA plate load-

ing choke, $50
• MagneQuest EXO-45 (5K:8ohm) or

EXO-46 (5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer,  Permalloy version,
$135 (as used in Nov ‘97 45 parallel feed
article)

• 2 watts maximum output

For 2A3, 6A3, 6B4
• MagneQuest EXO-03 30H 60mA plate

loading choke, $65
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• MagneQuest EXO-36 (2.5K:8 ohm) or

EXO-35 (2.5K:16 ohm) parallel feed out-
put transformer, Permalloy version $135

• 3 watts maximum output

For 300B, VV300B, VV32B
• MagneQuest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• NEW - MagneQuest B.A.C. 50H 80mA

plate loading choke, $149
• MagneQuest TFA-2004 (3K:4,8,16

ohms) parallel feed output transformer,
M4 version $175, special edition Pin-
stripe M6/Permalloy/solid brass bell ends
version, $250, Permalloy/ solid brass
ends version $300

• 12 watts maximum output.

Line level
• Brooklyn B7 parallel feed line stage

transformer, now available in 5K, 8K,
and 15K primary, to 500 ohm secondary
versions - $99 all Permalloy version, (see
page 18 for a new application!) and
matching BCP 14 plate load choke,
100H, 10mA, $45.

Call 360-697-1936 and ask for Doc B. for
more info.

ELECTRONIC TONALITIES
THE PARALLEL FEED

AUTHORITY

P.O.Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370
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wanted: a few good
bottleheads

It’s time to plan your trip to VSAC 98, and to
consider working as a volunteer this year. The
help from friends who stepped in on a moment’s
notice was admirable last year, but we’d like to
be more organized this year.
Also, you will receive a reward this year for your
efforts. Volunteers get in free, and will be invited
to partcipate in the trade and press only day,
Monday, August 24. This will be the day when it
really gets cool, with equipment from various
rooms getting mixed and matched, and the ex-
hibitors getting a chance to hang out with each
other without having to do their “show” thing.
This day was requested by many of the exhibitors
last year, and promises to have a real party
atmosphere.Here’s some areas where we need
volunteer help:
Hard work, short hours-
• Job 1 - Load in - we need four or five

strong backs to load the exhibitor’s gear
from my warehouse into a truck, and from
the truck to the exhibit rooms, on Friday.
Load out - ditto, only in reverse, on Mon-
day night and Tuesday morning.

• JOB 2 - VERY CRITICAL - we need an
experienced person to supervise setup of
the PA for the blues show Sunday night.
I’m guessing a crew of four to six will be
necessary.

Easy work, longer hours-
• JOB 3 - We need a person or two who can

watch exhibit rooms for exhibitors when
they need a break.

• JOB 4 - Paul Joppa deserves an assistant
this year, don’t you think?  Help Paul keep
the seminars running smoothly.

• JOB 5 - We need about four volunteers to
man the craftsman’s room, and four more
to man the vintage room. Our volunteers
pulled long shifts in these rooms last year,
so we need more folks in each room work-
ing shorter shifts.

Hard work, long hours, but fun
• JOB 6 - As much as Eileen and I like to be

in the middle of everything, we really owe
it to everyone else to have an assistant this
year, someone who can attend to ex-
hibitor’s needs, talk to the hotel staff, run
to the store when we need supplies,
scrounge equipment, put up signs, etc.,
etc.

So, do your bottlehead duty, call us and volun-
teer. We’ll keep a list of who volunteers for
what, so the sooner you volunteer the more
choices you’ll have. THANKS!

now available from
ELECTRONIC TONALITIES

Big Stud Binding Posts
Here’s the

story-
W h i l e
looking for a
q u a l i t y
binding post
for the
A f t e r g l o w

kit, we stumbled across a gorgeous
no-name binding post, distributed by a
major electronics house. These babies
are a beefy 9/16” thick, gold plated with
a knurled ‘set screw’ type clamping
action and they take spade lugs, BIG
wire, and banana plugs beautifully, far
better than the spendy posts we were
using on our prototypes. Unfortunately,
the mounting hardware that comes with
these big posts just plain won’t work, the
posts will just spin in the mounting
holes. So we redesigned the mounting
setup with some new parts, and made
these into the nicest posts we’ve ever
used. Requires 1/2” mounting holes.

Big Studs - $16.00 the pair
Jena Hook-Up 18 ga.

Ultra-copper 127 strand ultra-high
purity linear crystal super annealed
wire. Low-loss polyethylene insulator
with excellent mechanical damping.
We sold out our stock of this neat wire
the first month, but more is on it’s way!
6 feet will completely redo a pair of
S.E.X. amps. Great for preamps,
speakers, even power cords.
Jena 18ga. wire - $6.00 per foot

360-697-1936 to order
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the clearest line
stage of all
by Eric Barbour

Ever compared a really good tubed line stage
to a passive preamp? Even the best possible
design, using tubes with the lowest distortion
plus some negative feedback, tends to cause a
distinctive "soft" coloration in the sound.
Unless you really crank in the feedback, a tube
preamp using common indirectly-heated tubes
will  have at least a little of that "softness".
Many tube equipment users feel that this effect
is a major component of tube sound. You can
get very close to real transparency, but at some
cost. Probably, most VALVE readers agree that
piling on negative feedback is not the best
policy!

In my previous tests of small-signal tubes,
some experiments with UX-201A and 01A
radio triodes showed me something
interesting. The original UX-201A had a
thoriated tungsten filament, while the later
01A had an oxide-coated filament. Otherwise,
these tubes are supposed to be exact plug-in
replacements for each other. And although my
distortion tests showed comparable levels of
THD for both types, and both types had similar
"tubey" distortion, the older version seemed to
have much clearer treble and greater detail
than the 01A. Subsequent listening
comparisons of the SV811 and SV572 triodes
versus oxide-filament triodes (such as the
300B) seemed to support the impression that a
thoriated filament is more detailed in apparent
sound than an oxided filament. Little or no
serious comparative listening had been
previously given to this difference, especially
when the tubes are used as small-signal
amplifiers. So there is not much in the way of
previous "design art" to follow. (As one
dedicated DIYer bluntly put it, "only the truly
desperate would use directly-heated tubes in a
preamp!" And he has a point. DH tubes are
VERY microphonic.)

Small thoriated-filament triodes suitable for
low-power use are no longer in production
and are becoming difficult to obtain. The
recent arrival of Svetlana's SV572 series,
however, gives us some interesting
experimental possibilities.
These triodes, although power types rated for
125 watts dissipation, are extremely linear.
They also come in four different values of mu,
allowing some leeway for the requirements of
preamp design as well as power-amp design.

Although not really intended for small-signal
use, my experiments showed that the SV572-
10 would make an excellent line-level
amplifier at low plate voltages, provided that
power-supply noise and microphony issues
were addressed.

An interstage transformer would give the best
possible performance. Unfortunately, such
transformers are usually very expensive or
inferior in quality. Electra-Print Audio's recent
introduction of a high-quality interstage
transformer for SE circuits was perfectly
timed. Their 3533-2 tranny has a 1:1 ratio and
is rated for a 10k ohm primary load. And
unlike many interstages, it was designed for SE
operation using a single driver tube, with up
to 20 mA DC idle current in the primary.
Electra-Print's Jack Elliano was kind enough to
loan me a pair of 3533-2s for use in an
experimental line stage. Since they would be a
perfect load for an SV572-10, I decided to try
building the simplest circuit possible, while
staying within reasonable parameters for
electrical performance.

An important thing about this preamp has to
be made very clear. The plate, filament and
bias supplies MUST be as low in AC hum and
noise as possible. The plate power is only
200v, which turns out to be more than enough
for a line stage of this type. The "open-frame"
power supply shown is a common industrial
part, readily available in surplus or from
Mouser Electronics. It is more than enough for
this stereo preamp. One issue: the
manufacturer rates the AC ripple voltage of
the supply at 1% of the DC output, even
though it is electronically regulated. This is
equivalent to 2v RMS, an unacceptably high
value for audio circuits. If the builder prefers,
a more conventional source of plate supply
can be fabricated from a 215v plate
transformer, rectifier and filter. Regardless of
its source, heavy-duty filtering of the 200v DC
is called for. One RC filter (R1 and C10) gets
the ripple from about 1.5v RMS down to less
than 20 mV. Then, in the preamp chassis, we
go through a pair of large Hammond chokes
into C2 and C4, further reducing the ripple to
much less than 100 uV. Remember, any AC
ripple on the plate power will appear on the
output at the same level.

Even greater filtering is needed for the
filaments of the SV572-10s. ANY noise riding
on the filament supply will be amplified by the
mu of the tube, because it will act as a
grounded-grid amplifier. We have to provide
VERY clean DC, and several amps of it. This is
very difficult using only a simple transformer-
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rectifier-filter circuit, so I would prefer a
switching power supply. But the 572's
filament needs 6.3 volts and such supplies are
scarce and expensive. What to do?

Relax, there is a very low-cost shortcut. In
Sash Ohtsuka's MJ article about the SV572
triodes, we find that Sash tested the emission of
the filament with less than 6.3v applied to the
filament for heating. Sash commonly does this
with tubes he tests for MJ, and has found that
it is a good measure of the quality of a new
tube. As it turned out, operating at 5.04 volts
DC caused the plate current to drop only 10%.
The decline would be much more if this were a
conventional oxide-filament tube or an
indirectly-heated tube, often 20-30%. It
appears that thoriated filaments are much
more tolerant of low filament voltage than
oxide emitters. A 10% decrease might be an
issue if we were attempting to get maximum
power from the triode. However, since we are
only going to operate this tube at 200v and 15
mA, such a small decrease will be hardly
noticeable. The plate resistance will rise
slightly; again, hardly enough to notice. And a
major bonus is an enormous lifetime from the
SV572-10. In normal operation, a life of 5000
to 10,000 hours can be reasonably expected
from the filament of an SV572. In this circuit,
with the filament running at well below its
normal temperature and emission, life should
be comparable to any super-premium preamp
tube, or even solid-state devices.

We're in luck! Now we can use a cheap 5-volt
personal-computer power supply. I went to a
local surplus dealer and bought a used Epson
286 PC for all of $10. The hard drive had
already been removed, yet the unit appeared to
be in like-new condition. (Maybe it was never
used at all--simply junked as obsolete before
its time, a common occurrence here in
Silicon Valley.) By removing the motherboard
and floppy drive, plenty of space was made for

the 200v supply
and other
c o m p o n e n t s .
Unlike more recent
PCs, this one had a
case that was
almost entirely
heavy-gauge steel.
And already
mounted inside

was a like-new power supply, capable of +5v
at 12 amps, +12v at 2 amps and -5v at 100
mA. With suitable filtering, this unit makes an
excellent remote power supply for the line
stage.
On the main preamp chassis are the tubes,

Listening Impressions of the SV572 Preamp

Equipment used:  Dynaco CDV-Pro CD
player (stock), Dave Wolze custom SV572 SE

amps, B&W DM 110 speakers.
Comparison based on CD player going

straight into amps vs CD player to pre-amp
to amps.

by John Atwood,,One Electron Co.:

Effect on tonal balance: very neutral. Subtle
expansion of soundstage, more "depth" to

sound.  A more dynamic sound.
Little noticeable hum, although hum and

buzz from the Wolze amps may have masked
pre-amp noise. Fan noise from power supply
is objectionable. Microphonics from tubes is
significant when chassis is tapped, or while

pre-amp is warming-up. They did not cause
problems when listening at normal listening

levels. Conclusion:  Very good tonal
characteristics, very clean.  Microphonics

and power-supply fan noise keeps this from
being a must-have preamp.

by Charles Kittleson, Editor
Vacuum Tube Valley Magazine:

Over the last several months, Vacuum Tube
Valley has had the opportunity to audition
Eric Barbour's SV572 single-ended line

stage. Most listeners, including myself were
impressed with the detail and clarity of

sound.  This preamp outclasses the "baby
tube" 12AX7 and 6DJ8 line stages we have

heard by the dozen.  The soundstage is huge
with great depth of field. Eric's SV572 line
stage, using the Electra-Print interstage

transformers, brings a whole new meaning to
detailed, clean sound.  I nicknamed this
preamp "Big Clear" because of these

qualities.  The only downside of this design is
the SV572's sensitivity to vibration that can

generate microphonics and instability if if the
tube is not carefully isolated from any type of
movement or vibration.  Through the correct

use of tube dampers, chassis layout and
rubber mounting of the sockets, this

characteristic can be minimized.
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interstage transformers, chokes L1-L4, and
some filter capacitors, plus a stereo volume
control, input and output jacks and other
small components. Chokes L3 and L4 are
special Electra-Print models, designed to clean
up the 4-amp DC used on filaments like those
in the SV572 series. Combined with C8 and
C9, the resulting hum and noise appearing
across the filament of each tube is so low that

my test equipment has trouble reading it
consistently.

Microphonics in the SV572 are a serious
matter, so we took serious steps to reduce its
influence. The tube sockets were mounted on
rubber shock mounts, with extra-long wiring
connections to allow the sockets to "float"
somewhat. The whole preamp chassis was put
on shock mounts. We found that remoting the
power supply was the best policy. Not only did
its heavy steel box help to cut induced hum to
the preamp stages, there was also some
mechanical vibration from the power supply
and its (very quiet) cooling fan, which could
reach the tubes if the fan was in the same
enclosure. Finally, putting large Pearl tube
coolers on the SV572-10s made the tubes very
resistant to airborne vibrations.

The controls on noise and microphony were so
successful that another problem cropped up.
Even with all these extreme measures, 2 mV of
60 Hz AC hum still appeared in the output.
Some experimentation revealed the source:
environmental hum was being picked up by
the cores of the 3533-2 transformers! Jack
Elliano was very helpful, and offered to pot the
3533-2s in massive welded steel cans. Once
these heavily-shielded versions were installed,
residual hum dropped greatly.  The prototype
preamp, when completed, showed about 200
microvolts of noise on the audio output jack;
comparable to many commercial preamps I've
seen in the past. Most of this noise is above 20
kHz, being switching noise from the filament
supply. Even a sensitive power amp, such as a
vintage Heathkit or Harmon-Kardon, should
be compatible with this circuit.

There you have it: a preamp that practically

screams "audiophile extremist". It is an
excellent test bed for tweaks of the acoustical
variety. More important, it demonstrates the
amazingly clear, clean sound of the thoriated
filament triode at its best, and with not a trace
of feedback. This is the kind of DIY project that
you will want to show off to friends and
family, it's both sonically remarkable and
physically attractive.

ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE SV572-
10 LINE STAGE

Voltage gain at maximum volume setting into
1-megohm load: 9.2
Distortion at 1 kHz, 10v RMS output (28.2
volts peak-to-peak), with 1 megohm load:
THD--0.075% left channel, 0.10% right
channel
IMD--0.42% left channel, 0.38% right
channel with 10k ohm load: THD 0.39%
Frequency response, 1 megohm load, volume
control at maximum:
-1 dB 46 Hz 34 kHz
-3 dB 16.5 Hz 85 kHz
Frequency response, 10 k ohm load, volume
control at maximum:
-1 dB  30 Hz 53 kHz
-3 dB 11.4 Hz 190 kHz
Available dynamic range above 1 v RMS  at 1
kHz, 1 megohm load: 42 dB

REFERENCES

Hisashi Ohtsuka, "SV572 Test Report:
Modernized 211--New DH Audio Power
Triode", MJ AUDIO TECHNOLOGY magazine,
September 1997, page 108. (English
translation available from Svetlana Electron
Devices--ask for Technical Bulletin No. 28.)

Eric Barbour, "Audio Preamp Tubes: A Survey",
GLASS AUDIO magazine, 6/97 issue, p. 1.
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when tube testers
disagree

by Alan Douglas

Opinions tend to extremes: there are those
who don't believe anything a tube tester tells
them, and those who expect all calibrated
testers to give the same Gm reading, no matter
what.  Mutual conductance however is very
dependent on operating conditions, and no
two tube testers are quite alike.  Furthermore,
most of them have inherent flaws, especially in
dealing with high-mu tubes running at low
plate current such as the 12AX7.

Figure 1 is a point-by-point plot of a
randomly-selected 12AX7 on a Weston ana-
lyzer, model 686 10A, along with the Gm
readings at  various positions along the curve.
This "transfer" characteristic, though not usu-
ally given in tube manuals, shows clearly the
nonlinear operating area. The mutual conduc-
tance at any point is readily determined graph-
ically by the slope of a tangent line (delta plate
current divided by delta grid voltage): it goes
higher as the curve gets progressively steeper.
Evidently a tube tester could give any value
from 1000 to 3000 micromhos, depending on

the applied grid bias and resulting plate cur-
rent.  And a very small change in the tester's
bias setting--one volt is only 10 on a crowded
0--100 bias-pot scale--makes a huge differ-
ence in the meter reading.

The inherent flaw mentioned earlier is the grid
signal voltage.  In the better laboratory models
this can be a tenth of a volt or even less, but in
a typical Hickok is much higher.  5 VAC is
usual for the older models, down to 1 V for the
later ones, but even 1 VAC is 2.8V peak-to-
peak, way too much for low-bias tubes.  A 2.8
volt swing will drive them from cutoff to grid
current; any Gm reading under those condi-
tions is only a crude average.

Figure 2 demonstrates the problem with vari-
ous Hickoks. Superimposed on the original
transfer curve are the actual (measured) oper-
ating points for the different models, along
with the grid-signal swing and the Gm read-
out on each tester.  Models with a 5 V signal
are  not shown since the operating points are
way off the top of the chart, at 6 mA; this
includes the popular I-177, TV3, TV7, TV10,
and the pre-1950 commercial models such as
the 533. The only testers that come even close
to reality are the TV2, 539C, and the lab model
700 (but only on the 6000 range).  Even on
the 700, you can see the plate current jump

upward when the grid signal is
switched on, from .7 to .9 mA,
indicating nonlinear operation.
Note that the TV2 will not read out
directly in Gm unless you calibrate
the shunt pot.

A 12AX7 is perhaps a worst-case
example, but it could very well be
the reason why Hickok abandoned
the laboratory-model 700 in 1958
just after updating it with regu-
lated power supplies: its Gm meter
had only 3 mA sensitivity which
could not be increased by further
tricks.

The best plan is to get to know your
tester, see how it handles weak
tubes, and don't put too much stock
in the exact numbers.  A plate mil-
liammeter is also helpful in setting
the operating point, rather than
depending on the grid-bias dial.

figure 1
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Afterglow:

While checking my 12AX7 curve
against the RCA manual, I realized
that it didn't match very well, and
in fact I had picked an odd sample
tube (it looks like a 1960-ish RCA
but is stamped Hewlett Packard).  I
plotted another RCA and that
didn't match the manual too well
either. Both are shown in fig.3: the
dashed line is a "tube manual"
curve, plotted by transferring
points from the plate-family
curves. Evidently tubes aren't as
consistent as we have been told.

Fig. 2 notes

A. Model 6000A,  2.5 VAC signal

B. KS15750 L1, a 539 variant made for
Western Electric, 1 VAC signal

C. 700, 1 VAC signal (3000 Gm scale)

D. TV7, 1 VAC, "D" range (15,000 mi-
cromhos full scale).  B and C ranges
     (3000 and 6000) use a 5 VAC signal.

E. 700, .5 VAC signal (6000 Gm scale)

F. TV2, .25 VAC signal.  The roll chart
calls for 225V on the plate but I set it to
155V to match the other models being
tested.  A transfer curve plotted with the
TV2 agrees well with the Weston above .5
mA Ip but is displaced about .2 V to the
left.   By the way, the TV2 was not actu-
ally made by Hickok, but uses the stan-
dard Hickok circuit with the addition of a
DC  screen supply.

G. 539C, .5 VAC signal.  A transfer curve
plotted with the 539C agrees fairly well
with the Weston above 1 mA Ip except
that the Gm reads a  little high.  Reading
the 2" bias meter this closely however
takes some  imagination.  Note also that
both the 539C and TV2 require an exter-
nal plate milliammeter (I used a Simpson
260 and a 9-pin socket extender).

The Weston 686 10A uses a .1 VAC sig-
nal.   For the record, Cardmatics are .22figure 2

figure 3
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R2 - 3 series
50K ohm Xicon

MF 1/2W

MagneQuest/Brooklyn B7nickel
 parafeed output transformer,

15 K primary version for
 5670/396A/2C51,

 5K pri. version for 417A/5842

1/2 5670/2C51/WE396A,
or 417A/5842

Camille Cascode Constant
Current Source (C4S)
R1 = 0.95V/Iplate
R2 = Vtop of load/.002mA
use tightly matched LED's
(supplied in C4S kit)

150V

3.2V,9.5mA
5670

1.5V,25mA
5842

2mA

300V in

"dot"

"dot"
500 ohms out

Try using series 0D3 gaseous regulators for an
easy shunt regulated supply.

One series reg will do for both halves of 5670,
two discrete regs are best for 5842s, due to

higher current draw. Set the regs up to dump
about 20-25mA.

R1
100 ohm Holco

for 5670,
38.3 ohm Holco

for 5842

332 ohm 1/4W
Holco MF

5670,
60.4 ohm  1/4W

Holco MF
5842

100K attenuator for 5670,
50K atten. for 5842

2N2907

MJE350
w/

heatsink

A stepped attenuator,
or better yet, a ladder,
will bring out the best

in this circuit

1mfd @ 200V
high quality capacitor

Try a foil in oil cap,
or a high quality film

like Hovland

copyright Electronic Tonalities/VALVE, 1998
permission to build a single stereo pair for

hobby purposes is granted.
Theft for commercial use will be answered with

lethal force

soul sistersoul sister
a no compromise line stage to match the performance of the Blues Master,

in your choice of flavors - 5670 or 5842

input

eXperiment:
try tying the

"bottom" end of
the cap to the

top of the
triode's cathode
resistor, instead

of ground
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The heart of the Blues Master
◊ 3,000 ohm primary impedance, 4,8 and 16 ohm secondaries.
◊ the legendary midrange quality of the TFA-204, now with phenome-

nal bass and treble speed and texture
◊ measured frequency response of -1dB at 2 Hz and 26 kHz
◊ perfect for SE 2A3, SE 300B, PSE 50s, SE VV300B, SE VV32B,

even works with the VV52B!
◊ alternating laminations of M4 steel and nickel - pinstripes!
◊ stunning polished solid brass bell ends
◊ use with 2A3/300B and the new, larger EXO 04 60 mA 50H plate

loading choke and B.A.C. 50H  80 mA choke -VV32Bs!
Perhaps the most beautiful transformer ever made

special price - $250 each.
 All nickel TFA-2004 also available ,
$300 each with solid brass bell ends

Call Electronic Tonalities, 360-697-1936 to order
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(aw’-de-o-jen’-ik): Originating in sound.

Audiogenic
23785 Jennings-Delphos Road

Delphos, Ohio 45833
(419)692-6026
Chadd Moore
L. Dean Moore

$695

Introducin g T he  
A m plifier

 Igu an a

M on oblock P air

P u sh  P u ll D esign  - 

D C  C ou pled -

A ll Triod e, Z ero F eedback

Vacu u m  T u be R ectified

B rook lyn  Tran sform er U pgrade R eady

L aser C u t A lu m in u m  Top P lates

M on oblock  D esign

D rive “real” speakers.

E lim in ates cou plin g capacitors

Fully Assembled
at a Kit Price.
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ABA Whatchamacallits
Original  Whatchamacallits (shown above)
small - $10.00 - Make great feet for CD players, preamps, small amps.
medium- $14.50 - Use these on small transformers, under smaller speakers, and under turntables.
large- $40.00 - These are the ultimate for damping transformers, cabinets, turntable plinths and speakers.
Turntable weights
medium  $20.00 - for lightly suspended turntables, like late Thorens
large - $45.00 for big dog direct drive turntables and belt drive tables with beefy bearings and strong suspensions
Tonearm counterweight -  Put this on your tonearm instead of the stock weight -  $15.00
Also - tube dampers for everything from 12AX7s to VV52’s, and a ‘pancake’ version of the large Whatchamacallit for
those big cabinets..
Prices do not include shipping or sales tax.

Andy Bartha Audio
954-583-7866 EST

Did you know every CD/Laser Disc you purchase has a “filmy coating” that was used to keep the
polycarbonate disc from sticking to its metal mold during manufacture?

No matter how sophisticated your CD/Laser playback system is, it cannot
correctly read the music beneath this film.

This loss of focus is destroying the very heart and soul of your music-
it’s no wonder the purists have

preferred analog!
Only REVEAL removes this film, plus, it cleans and seals the surface, protecting against scratches,

smudges,
fingerprints, glare and magnetic dust.

Now your CD Laser Disc player will read the music correctly.

MARTIN DEWOLF,
Bound for Sound
“ Best sounding and easiest to use CD cleaner”

DOUG BLACKBURN,
Positive Feedback, Soundstage
“Cannot reproduce what REVEAL does on CD’s with anything else”

 Satisfaction 100% guaranteed.
An 18 oz. can is $34.95, plus shipping

(that’s about 4 cents per disc)
You’ll be hearing your music for the first time.
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WRIGHT Sound
Company

The WLA10 line amp with 4 inputs for
those who don’t need the phono section.
Dubbed by those that  have listened, as the
best sounding line amp they have ever
heard, tube or solid state. All this for
$365.00 plus $17.50 shipping and handling
in the continental U.S.,  WA  res. please

add 8.2% sales tax.

The WPP100A phono preamp, the most natural sounding unit on the market today, is
available at $529 plus $17.50 shipping and handling in the continental U.S., WA
residents please add 8.2% sales tax. The WPP100A has gold RCA connectors, and a
new WPS02 power supply with a power switch and plate and filament indicators. The
performance is better than the original version, which beat all the competition in

listening tests by members of
VALVE and other audiophiles
who have had the pleasure of
reviewing this product.

Now available to VALVE mem-
bers, and those who have tried
S.E.X. amps,  the WPL10V com-
plete line amp/ phono stage
component. This basic model has

the quality of the WPP100A, with the additions of a selector switch with phono plus
three other line inputs and volume controls to make this the center of that great new
S.E.Xy sound system. No longer do you need to wait for a great sounding addition  to
have great S.E.X., and at just $649 U.S. funds plus $17.50 shipping and handling, you
can get this fully assembled preamp/line amp delivered to your door in the continental
U.S., WA residents add 8.2%. The WPL10V is designed to be a cost effective basic
chassis type, constructed with all the great stuff that goes into the WPP100A. We made
it especially for you S.E.X. owners and VALVE members who want the most out of
your system for the least out of your pocket. I must add that this product will work with
almost any power amp you now have or may purchase, so with or without S.E.X. this is
a great addition to the WRIGHT line. Stay tuned for future models.

Please send your order and payment to:
WRIGHT Sound Company

3516 So. 262nd, Kent WA 98032-7047
For further information, please leave a message at (253) 859-3592
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Brainiac -
load impedance and operating points -

part III

ene Boulders -
a turntable od sse , part one

Doc B -
a phono pre liminar , D treatments

im Dowd  -
112-A parafeed line stage

VSA  98 photos!

VALVE

volume 5            number 5                1998

Scott Divers’ fabulous green and beige leather covered 56 preamp sets a new standard of cool at the
VSAC 98 Craftsman Competition. Photo by Hank Murrow
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Did we mention that Foreplay is shipping?

Doc B.

First, let me thank you for the prompt and timely shipping of my
Foreplay preamp kit. It arrived with all pieces intact and accounted
for, exactly as I had the time necessary to begin the building process.
Second, I would like to say that the instruction manual is
EXTREMEL  thorough, and flows from start to finish very well. I did
find one minor omission, and that is to solder both connections of the
resistor from A3 to the left hand terminal of the left volume pot.
Another recommendation I might add is to specify the exclusive use
of 22 gauge hookup wire, as the ground buss (terminal 14) gets
crowded very quickly.

Other than the above comments, the final check-out went well and I
was finally able to place the Foreplay in my system this morning. I've
only got three words to say about the sound, "OH M  GOD!". I will
highly recommend this kit to anyone who is looking for a simple line
stage. I would say it is nearly every bit as good as the Audible Illusion
L-1 I had here last summer for demo, and at 1/10th the price.
Thanks very much for the wonderful product. It's helped me greatly
with my soldering, as well as my follow-through (I'm notorious for
half-finishing projects). I'll probably be ready to tackle the S.E.X. kits
for our anniversary.

Thanks very much and regards,

Thomas Martin

Foreplay is the perfect preamplifier  complement to a S.E.X. kit or Afterglow.
It’s also a great first kit, with the most explicit instructions yet in an

Electronic Tonalities kit. You even get a soldering lesson!
Foreplay line preamp kit, based on a design by George Wright - $99

contains everything but wire and solder
Optional wood base kit - $15

Shipping in the U.S. - $10

ElectronicTonalities
P.O. Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370    360-697-1936

www.bottlehead.com
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http://www.fimpression.com

Five new issues fromFive new issues fromFive new issues fromFive new issues from
First Impression Music:First Impression Music:First Impression Music:First Impression Music:

bestseller at VSAC 98
The Audiophile Reference

1,2 and 3

Feelings, Jerome Etnom

Percussion Fantasia



ed i tor ’s
thing
Another VSAC has come
and gone. This one was
even better than VSAC 97

- slicker offerings from the exhibitors, waaay
more cool projects in the craftsman’s room,  a
killer blues show, and more esteemed
members of the press covering it all.
For the record, we drank the hotel out of three
different brands of beer this year.
I have put some of my personal highlights up
on the vsac e-mail list (to subscribe, send an
e-mail to vsac-request@bottlehead.com), as
have some of the cool bottleheads in
attendance. We will have a lot of cool
pictures up on the VSAC section of
Bottlehead.com soon, as well as links to the
sites of our friends who have put up photos.
Look for much better coverage of the show in
other publications this year, most notably
V&T News, Positive Feedback, Listener and
hopefully, Fi.
There will be a videotape of show highlights
available soon, too. The tentative price will be
$25 for standard VHS NTSC tapes, and other
formats may be available as well. Send us an
e-mail at bottlehead@bottlehead.com if you’d
like a copy, and we’ll let you know when they
are ready.
As the show has become more involved and
expensive, I have requested some help in the
future production of VSAC. To this end a
committee was formed after the show to help
with promotion and production of future
VSACs. Look for even fancier, bigger shows in
the future, at a bigger, better venue closer to
Seattle, that will always have a special place
for the DIYer. Thanks to those of you who
have volunteered to help with all of the
tremendous effort involved in putting
something like this on. You’ll get your
assignments soon!
Also I would like to thank several folks who
went above and beyond the call of duty in
their assistance this year. Gill Loring did a
superb job of handling the Electronic
Tonalities/First Impression Music room,
supplying his own Well Tempered turntable,
and a killer Theta Jade CD transport, courtesy
of Nuts About Hi Fi. My main man John
Tucker burned some serious midnight oil
getting our eXtreme Audio room up and
running (and sounding totally eXtreme).
Gary Dahl did a yeoman’s job of handling all
sorts of show business, like getting the
awesome Craftsman Room together,
supplying two great pairs of speakers for that

VALVE
the monthly magazine

of eXtreme audio

Editor and Publisher
Dan “Dr. Bottlehead” Schmalle

Chief Administrator
“Queen Eileen” Schmalle

Resident Smart Guy and Technical Editor
Paul “Braniac” Joppa

Resident Hot Iron and Dr. B’s Bodyguard
John “Smoothplate” Tucker

Big gun OEM advisor
Michael “Airgap” LaFevre

Contributing Editors
David “Full Track” Dintenfass

“Crazy Eric” Lenius

Our mailing address:
VALVE

P.O. Box 2786
Poulsbo, WA 98370

by phone: 360-697-1936
business hours: 9-4:30 PST, Mon -Fri
technical queries: Thurs. 12-4:30 PST

fax: 360-697-3348
e-mail - bottlehead@bottlehead.com

Membership/Subscriptions:
$25.00 per year (12 issues)

Foreign Subscriptions:
$35.00 per year (12 issues)

Please make checks payable to VALVE
MC/VISA/AMEX/DISC accepted

VALVE in no way assumes responsibility  for
anyone harming themselves through exposure to

the contents of this magazine. We believe electrons
flow from minus to plus, and that they can kill you
along the way if you’re not careful. Vacuum tube

audio equipment operates at potentially lethal
voltages. Always treat it with respect.

Many ideas published in this magazine are untried,
and involve the use of potentially dangerous parts

and tools. In attempting any idea or project
published herein, you assume total responsibility
for your actions and any harm caused to yourself

or others.

In the light of our recent education regarding
the impotence of copyright laws,  go ahead

and distribute as many copies of this
magazine as you like. By copying you’ll

proudly show your friends that you have no
creativity of your own, and we’ll save money

on free sample advertising. Thanks.
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room and the seminar room, and single
handedly loading all the exhibitor’s boxes
into our delivery truck on the Friday before
the show. Paul Joppa did his usual superb job
of running the VSAC seminars, giving a
couple of the sessions himself. And how cool
was it for the best mastering engineer on the
planet to be the sound engineer for the Paul
deLay show? Thanks Paul Stubblebine.
Thanks also to Winston Ma for supplying all
the nice room treatment for the ET/FIM room,
and the one of a kind Rogers CD transport
used in the eXtreme Audio room. Thanks also
to Jeannie Hopkins, Adrienne Ericsson, and
Bruce Borley for their help with registration.
And thanks to all the other great volunteers
this year, both VALVE members and OTS
members. We couldn’t have done it without
you, folks.
And now to a different subject. Before you
pick up your phone and call to ask why we
haven’t gotten very many issues out this year,
let me say that we will make up for it the next
few months. We will continue with VALVE in
its current format through the end of 98, and
then in January we will offer an exciting new
alternative, making VALVE available in Adobe
Acrobat format by subscription through
bottlehead.com, for a reduced price. We will
also offer VALVE in hardcopy for the two or
three of you who refuse to buy computers
(c’mon folks, it’s almost the 21st century, and
they are cheap), but we will be forced to
increase the hardcopy subscription rate a bit,
as we find we can no longer do all of the
bindery and mailing by ourselves here at
Rancho Tonalities, and will be forced to job
this work out.
And hey, where are the cool projects you guys
are doing? We need to see photos of your
projects, with some brief notes or detailed
explanation,  your choice. With the
expansion of VALVE to the Web, we will be
able to put up nice high resolution color
images and schematics in the .pdf files, so
send ‘em in!
Now that we’re back on track, hop on for a
fun ride in the rest of this year’s issues. This
month starts a series on turntable mods that
can be applied to most tables, and next month
we start an awesome series by Buddha on
supertweaking the Dyna FM-3. I’ll be writing
a few notes about a new phono stage too.
Thanks again to all the folks who exhibited,
attended and volunteered at VSAC 98. Doc B.

Back Issues
Back issues are printed to order - please allow two weeks

for delivery - add $5 postage for orders outside the US

Volume 1 - 1994 issues - $20
a Williamson amp; Dyna Stereo 70 mod bakeoff; convert-
ing the Stereo 70 to 6GH8's; a QUAD system; triode input
Dyna MkIII; MkIII vertical tasting; smoothing impedance
curves; Altec A7; Ampexes Nagras and ribbon mikes;
Triophoni, a 6CK4 amp; audio at the 1939 World's Fair;
books for collectors and builders; V.T. vs. R.M.A. cross
reference; FM tuner tube substitutions; Big Mac attack -
the MI200; 6L6 shootout; a vintage "audessey"; more FM
tuner mods; vintage radio mods; Heathkit rectifiers; PAS
heater mod.

Volume 2 - 1995 issues - $20
Rectifier shootout, tube vs. solid; FM 1000 recap and
meters; single ended 10 amp; triode output W-4; Optimus
990 - speaker for SE?; star grounds; tuner shootout;
Living Stereo, vinyl or CD?; World Audio SE integrated;
firin' up - smoke checking; Brook 12A schematic; 6C33 vs.
3C33; Heathkit power transformers; 6B4's + MagneQuest
= SEcstasy; W5 mods; triode operating points; Dyna
restorations; Marantz 7,8 and Scott LK150 impressions;
hackable vintage gear; Quasimodo - PP 805 amp; restor-
ing a Scott 340 in 75 minutes; a dream system for 78's;
cartridges and styli for 78's; Restoring a Lowther, Part
1&2; easy tube CD output hack; 6ER5 phono preamp;
304TL & 450TH SE operating points; hypothetical DC ESL
amps.

Volume 3 - 1996  - $25:
Single Watt, Single Tube, Single Ended, an amp for
Lowthers; the Vintage Speaker Shootout of 1996, QUAD
vs. Lowther, vs. A7; the Voigt Loudspeaker, the Single
Ended eXperimenter's kit; cathode coupled SE 6AS7
amp; how to build the Superwhamodyne; refoaming AR
woofers; mesh plate tubes; rebuilding QUADS; QUAD
amp filter surgery; single gain stage amps; the Brooklet,
and Brookson, choke loaded PP 6080 amps; transformer
coupled PP 6DN7 amp; the Iron Maiden; Building the
Lowther Club Medallion; the TQWT, a tapered pipe enclo-
sure; IT 300B amp.

Volume 4 - 1997  - $25:
the Whampipe/Hyperwhamodyne; weird interconnects;
winding your own SE output transformer; Tapered Quarter
Wave Tubes; battery bias; onetuber 417A and 437A amps;
DAC attack; 6BL7/211 SE amp; pro sound speakers at
AES; 46 plate curves; what’s all this about parallel feed?;
parafeed line stage; C.W. horn divided by two; Svetlana
meets Brooklyn; parallel feed SE 811A amp; parafeed 2A3
amp; Lowther fixes; Altec vs. the competition; VSAC 97
program guide; VSAC 97 photos; Andy Bartha’s cool
speaker cables; Paul Joppa’s 6DN7 driver stage; S.E.X. kit
schematic revealed; an Edgarhorn builder’s story; direct
coupled active loaded parafeed 45 amp;  Brainiac’s S.E.X.
changes; VSAC 97 seminar notes; tweaking the one tube
6DN7 amp, Lowther drivers, and the Wright preamp; 300B
S.E.X. amp conversion; mini monitor for 300B amps,
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Check out www.bottlehead.com
MagneQuest

Parallel Feeders,Get Busy!
For 45, 71A, 417A/5842, 6CK4, 6D 7 (as in the

ov. 97 45 amp article)
• Brooklyn BCP 15 40H 50mA plate loading

choke, $50
• Magne uest EXO-45 (5K:8ohm) or EXO-

46 (5K:16 ohm) parallel feed output trans-
former,  Permalloy version, $135 (as used
in ov ‘97 45 parallel feed article)

• 2 watts maximum output

For 2A3, 6A3, 6B4 (as in Paraglow)
• Magne uest EXO-03 30H 60mA plate

loading choke, $65
• Magne uest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• Magne uest EXO-36 (2.5K:8 ohm) or

EXO-35 (2.5K:16 ohm) parallel feed output
transformer, Permalloy version $135

• 3 watts maximum output

For 300B, VV300B, VV32B (as in the Blues
Master amp series)
• Magne uest EXO-04 50H 60mA plate

loading choke, $99
• EW - Magne uest B.A.C. 50H 80mA

plate loading choke, $149
• Magne uest TFA-2004 (3K:4,8,16 ohms)

parallel feed output transformer, M4 ver-
sion $175, special edition Pinstripe
M6/Permalloy/solid brass bell ends ver-
sion, $250, Permalloy/ solid brass ends
version $300

• 12 watts maximum output.

Line level (as in the Soul Sister line stage)
• Brooklyn B7 parallel feed line stage trans-

former, now available in 5K, 8K, and 15K
primary, to 500 ohm secondary versions -
$99 all Permalloy version,  and matching
BCP 14 plate load choke, 100H, 10mA, $45.

Electronic Tonalities
The Parallel Feed

Authority
P.O.Box 2786, Poulsbo, WA 98370

Electronic Tonalities

Big
Stud

Binding
Posts

These babies are a beefy 9/16” thick, gold
plated with a knurled ‘set screw’ type clamping
action and they take spade lugs, BIG wire,
and banana plugs beautifully, far better than
the spendy posts we were using on our
prototypes. The nicest posts we’ve ever used.
Requires 1/2” mounting holes.

Big Studs - $16.00 the pair

C4S Active Load kit
Buddha Camille’s big cascode CCS load on a
tiny board. 5  megs impedance, giving your
voltage gain and driver stages full mu, low
distortion, and quiet background. Use ’em
everywhere, preamps, drivers, cathode
followers, even diff amps!
Pair of boards, transistors, LEDS

and 30 pg. manual - $25

Jena Hook-Up 18 ga.
Ultra-copper 127 strand ultra-high purity
linear crystal super annealed wire. Low-loss
polyethylene insulator with excellent mechanical
damping.
Jena 18ga. wire - $7.00 per foot
( 10-12 ft. needed for amp kits)

 Jena Hook-up 22 ga.
Same construction, perfect for Foreplay
Jena 22ga. wire - $ 6.50 per foot

EW -
Jena Labs Cable Kits

call us! 360-697-1936
email us! bottlehead bottlehead.com
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Load impedance andLoad impedance andLoad impedance andLoad impedance and
operating pointsoperating pointsoperating pointsoperating points

for single-ended triodefor single-ended triodefor single-ended triodefor single-ended triode
amplifier stagesamplifier stagesamplifier stagesamplifier stages

Part Three: onlinearPart Three: onlinearPart Three: onlinearPart Three: onlinear
TriodesTriodesTriodesTriodes
by Paul Joppa

The first part of this series discussed the
general features of operating point analysis for
single ended tube amplifiers, and the second
gave specific results and rules of thumb for
designing such amplifiers with highly linear
triodes. I’m not going to talk about multi-grid
tubes (I don’t like ‘em!) but we can’t always
have the best tubes so it seemed to me
necessary to explore the consequences of using
tubes that do not follow Child’s Law very
closely. That is the subject of this third and
final part of the series.

The basic feature of nonlinear triodes is that
the plate curves get scrunched up at low
currents and high voltages. This means that
along a load line, the low-current portion of a
signal is attenuated, resulting in increased
distortion. There have been a number of
attempts to describe this feature
mathematically, especially with reference to
using the models in circuit simulation
software. My approach here is based more on
the geometry and physics of the tube, and is
also a result of looking for a single parameter
by which a tube’s linearity can be described.

This model is based on the observation that no
tube is perfectly symmetrical, so each electron
flow path will have a slightly different gain,
i.e. a tube will perform as if it were composed
of many smaller tubes in parallel, each with
slightly different m or gm. Over most of the
operating region there will be an average
value which is fairly stable and the tube looks
fine. But near cutoff, some portions of the tube
will be cut off while other portions are not,
leading to a wide variation in equivalent
average gain. To make a low-distortion
amplifier, operation in this region should be
avoided. Some triodes are much more strongly
affected by this than others, so the thickness of
this low-current region of nonlinear behavior
can vary widely and depends on the tube's
nonlinearity factor (and on your tolerance for
distortion).

My model for the variation in amplification
factor is a Gaussian probability distribution.

This means that the amplification factor is
characterized by a mean value and a standard
deviation. I call the standard deviation,
normalized by the mean value, the
“nonlinearity factor” or NLF. The analysis
consists of simply calculating the weighted
integral of Child’s Law over all possible values
of the amplification factor to evaluate the
current as a function of plate and grid
voltages.

To test this analysis, I calculated the plate
curves for a 6AS7 (a fairly nonlinear triode)
and compared them with the published
curves. As you can see, the results are fairly
similar. I evaluated the nonlinearity factor by
taking several points off the published curves
and using them to compute a least-squares fit
to my model with m and NLF as the variables.

Here are some common tubes and their NLFs,
to give you a feel for this parameter: These
values are based on published curves rather
than actual measurement, though I do plan to
set up a measurement scheme someday.
The following plot shows the effect of NLF on
power and distortion at a given value of
voltage and plate loading - in this case, the
usual rule-of-thumb values (R0/rp=5, RL/
R0=.6). Power is the solid line, distortion is the

T pe L

300B 0.071

45 0.093

76 0.13

6922 0.143

6S 7 0.186

6AS7 0.205
6B 5
triode
con-

nected

0.272
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dotted one. Notice how increased NLF slowly reduces power but rapidly increases distortion. In this
case, an NLF below 0.1 is needed to obtain less than 10% distortion.

Here are some contour plots similar to the ones in Part 2, showing power and distortion as

functions of R0/rp and RL/R0. The first one is for an NLF of 0.1. This is about as low as you can get
in the real world - only 300Bs and 45s are better, of the few I have looked at. Overall they are
similar to the NLF=0 plots shown in Part 2, with just a bit more distortion especially at high values
of R0.

Now here are some power and distortion plots for NLF = 0.2. As you can see, the only way to get
low distortion from a tube with a high NLF is to run it at low voltage (and hence high current).
j.c.morrison among others has advocated this kind of operation; presumably this is the reason. Note
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that it will not be very efficient. However, a wide variety of load impedances give essentially the same
performance, which is an advantage.

Finally, here’s a set of plots for NLF = 0.4. This would be a pretty high-distortion tube, maybe like the
big Russian 6C33C-B. There’s just no way to get much power out of it at any reasonable distortion

level, at least without massive injections of negative feedback. In fact, a 2A3 at 15 watts plate power
will put out more audio watts at 5% distortion than a 6C33C-B at 65 watts plate power.
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e periments
with a turntable

part one
By Rene Bolders

Sometime in 1992 I began to realize that
my turntable setup, a Thorens with a
Grado cartridge, was quite nice but still
far away from a real high end turntable.

One Sunday morning I found an ad in a local
newspaper (back then I lived in Berlin,
Germany) under Turntables For Sale, one
Thorens 124 and a “Le Tallec”. I didn’t know
what a le Tallec was, so I called the fellow to
see what it was all about, and the same night I
traveled down to meet him.

There it was, a big heavy black box, sitting on
4 chrome
plated coil
springs, 2 glass
platters with
s o m e t h i n g
black between,
and a tonearm
which looked
like a
m i n i a t u r e
crane of the
type used on
oil well
d r i l l i n g
platforms in
the North Sea.
The tonearm
turned out to
be a Grado Signature.

The owner played a couple of records and I
became fascinated because the sound was
really good. Something in the back of my mind
said, “Buy it and music will come to you.” I
hardly looked at the Thorens.

That night we settled for DM 1750-, about
$1000 US back then, for the turntable, Grado
Signature tonearm, Grado cartridge, Grado
interconnect, and a record clamp as a bonus.

I still use this turntable almost daily and it has
been a great joy. Although modified, the basic
idea is still the same. The following report
describes the turntable and all the
modifications I did and how they affected the
sound.
I have never seen a factory standard le Tallec,
so when I describe a le Tallec I can only report

about my turntable as I bought it,  it may have
been modified by former owners.

Photo 1 shows the le Tallec as purchased. This
turntable is named after Monsieur Jean-
Francois le Tallec of France, who constructed
and manufactured this model, called Stad.

The base is a beautiful black lacquered box
approximately 18” x 14” x 3”. The top of the
wooden box consistes of several layers of
different materials to damp unwanted
resonances. The sides are made of plywood
approximately 1” thick. The bottom looks like
a sheet of 1/4” marine grade plywood,
covered with a sheet of Teroson, a damping
material made in Sweden, used largely on the
inside of car doors and roofs. The whole unit is
filled with concrete, yes high density concrete,
it must weigh about 60 lbs. or so.

Integrated into
the concrete
are two
a l u m i n u m
tubes, one
approximately
1-1/4” for
routing a
tonearm cable
with a straight
5-pole plug,
located under
the tonearm
base, and the
other one
approximately
3” diameter,
located behind

the spindle bearing housing to locate the
motor.

The base sits on four chrome plated coil
springs which are attached to an adjustable
felt covered metal base plate. Thus the
turntable sits on springs, but it barely moves
because the springs are very stiff. I understand
that Monsier le Tallec wanted to decouple the
base from its environment through these
springs.

The platter (definitely an eye catcher) consists
of two glass plates (green tinted) and a 5mm
thick felt mat between them for decoupling
and or asbsorption of unwanted vibrations.
Although the unit came with a 3mm thick top
felt mat and a record clamp, some folks put the
record straight on to the glass with or without
the clamp and it works great, without
scratching the record. The spindle has inside
M6 threads so different kinds of clamps can be

Photo 1
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used.

I think that there was a variety of tonearm
boards back then, for instance, SME 3009,
Fidelity Research FR-64, Ortofon, Alphason
HR-100, and so on.

On the left front side is the on/off switch,
which is the nicest clicking switch I have ever
come across.

The bearing/spindle motor assembly is not
visible because it all sits under the platter.
Drawing 1 shows how it works.
The motor is a small synchromotor, not very
powerful, it barely starts the platter stack and
it just keeps the platter running.  For more

detailed information about this see SP #10 and
#11.

A small belt runs from the pulley of the motor
(a two step pully, so 45s can be played) to an
aluminum disc which itself is pressed on the
spindle. This aluminum disc is also the base
platform for the first glass disc.

The spindle sits in a teflon bushing which is
glued into the wood/concrete base and rests
on a small hardened steel ball which forms the
actual bearing.

Nothing magical or spectacular so far, this is
pure and simple how a turntable should be
built. Remember, this turntable was
constructed in the 70’s, no one had heard

about spikes, felt mats, acrylic platters, $5000
cartridges, and so on. More than that, this
turntable was developed by someone who used
his ears and worked by trial and error. Just as
today’s Forsell turntable was developed by Dr.
Forsell through a lot of experimenting.
Dr. Forsell tried just about anything that
entered his mind, to see if it was sonically
better or worse. It is said he listened to more
than 20 different armtubes to find what would
work best.

Anyway, to evaluate the spindle/bearing
construction, I will say that my turntable has
run almost daily for approximately 20 years
and hasn’t given any trouble at all. I recently
cleaned the bearing/spindle assembly and

inspected all parts carefully, but there was no
sign of wear or damage - it will probably run
another 20 years without problem.

But of course, after a while I found a few
things I didn’t like much, so the tweaking
began.

First the chrome plated springs had to go, they
are very ugly indeed. It took me a while to
come up with a modification which would be
cosmetically acceptable and would improve
the sound (or at least not make it worse), and
it wasn’t until I read an article in a German
magazine about the Forsell turntable that I had
an idea.

In the spirit of the Forsell I began to modify the

Drawing 1
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base as you can see in drawing 2 . First I cut a
piece of MDF 18”x14”x3/4” (same size as
turntable outside dimensions). Then I drilled
four 1” holes, approximately 1”x1” away from
the corner, not quite all the way through, to a
depth of 7/16”.

Inside the hole I inserted a little lead disc, 7/8”
dia. and 1/4” thick. I glued four felt discs on
the underside of the board. Next, I machined
adjustable spikes and glued them under the
turntable chassis. The adjusability of the spikes
means I can level out the turntable exactly. The
baseboard was painted in gloss black, so the
whole unit looks like it really belongs together.

Now my quest for cosmetic improvement was

fulfilled, but I prayed that it hadn’t altered the
sound too much, so one quiet evening I
installed everything and played a well known
record. From the first tones I stared at my
turntable in great disbelief. The music came
out of the speakers in a totally different way, so
much  clearer and with deeper bass and wider
soundstage.

I played a few records to see if the magic
would last and then decided to do the A/B/A
test. I took the baseboard away, unscrewed the
spikes and installed the turntable back on the
coil springs, played the same records and the
magic was gone.

Then I screwed the spikes back on, but left the
baseboard out - somewhat better. Last, I

installed the baseboard back under the spikes
and there it was again, great sound
improvement. I wondered why.

After studying several articles about turntables
I came to the conclusion that it is of the utmost
importance to decouple the turntable from its
environment. Several options are available,
such as a steel wall-mounted shelf, a block of
concrete; slate, (which is very popular in
Germany because it is absolutely dead), air
tables, heavy equipment racks with heavy
marble top plates and so on.

In the spirit of this I constructed an equipment
rack out of MDF with a heavy marble top
plate. The whole rack rests on six big

adjustable spikes, and is filled with equipment
and about 200 records. Trust me, everything is
dead quiet, nothing moves.

Next month, a new platter and speed control.

Drawing 2

Drawing 2
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this month’s
tweaks

by Doc B.

Vinyl in da’ house again

I’ve been playing with a new phono stage. The
results aren’t perfection, so I won’t publish a
schematic yet, but the basic idea shows a great
deal of promise.
I started with the passive RIAA network
published in the RCA tube manual for use with
a 12AX7/7025. This EQ is also used by George
Wright in the WPP100A, and makes for an
easy starting point.
Also, like George, I decided to give the frame
grid VHF triodes a try, in my case the current
setup uses a 6ER5 for the first (input) stage,
and a very similar 6GK5 for the second stage,
after the passive EQ.
I used the C4S active loads on each stage,
which buys me great power supply isolation,
and gets the full gain from the tubes (78-80) a
nice option, because I like to use low output
moving coil cartridges, and hoped to maybe be
able to get enough gain to eliminate the need
for a MC step up.
The tubes run in the 10 mA range, with about
135V on the plates. The power supply is an old
S.E.X. kit power trans running into ultra fast
diodes, which feed a 47 mfd/15H/470 mfd
C-L-C filter, which feeds a VR tube shunt
regulator.
The sound is pretty damned nice, very
dynamic, super fast, plenty of bass control.
Unfortunately the tubes are rather noisy, so I
have been using an MC step up transformer so
I can keep the attenuator turned down on the
following parafeed line stage. The idea of
running the tubes low and hot creates a bit of
a problem, in that the more current the tube
sees, the more electrons are rushing through,
and the more noise that is likely to be
generated. Too bad, because more current
sounds mo betta. I will continue with this
project, adjusting current and searching for
quieter tube samples, and report in more detail
when I feel I have conquered the noise issue.
As an interesting aside, Stan Webb found me a
Fidelity Research FR-1mk3F moving coil
cartridge, circa 1979. I’m loving this
cartridge, not as rich in the bass as the Koetsu
Black I’ve been using, but oh so clean, sweet
and extended on the top end. If you can find
one of these “antiques” give it a try.
Even though this cartridge/phono pre setup is
not fully optimized, it’s good enough to have
me listening to my old faves all over again,

saying, “gee I never heard that before”.

CD treatments

Smoothplate and I spent an evening playing
with a  collection of CD treatments we’ve
acquired over the last year or so.
Now this sounds like snake oil at it’s finest, but
dadburn it, these treatments work! In fact it
wasn’t snake oil that won out, it was shark oil.
We took two copies of the same CD, and ran
them with no treatment. They sounded
identical. We then used the black marker
supplied in the Audience Auric Illuminator CD
treament kit, and applied it to both CDs, as we
had convinced ourselves in the past that this
smooths the sound out nicely. By the way, in
my humble opinion, these markers and almost
everything thing else we used in all of these
CD treatments are just a marked up relabel of
something you can buy at Safeway. I won’t
offer opinions of what was really under the
labels, suffice it to say that close scrutiny of the
packaging, a sensitive nose, and a trip to the
grocery store may gain you a lifetime supply of
CD tweaks for a couple of bucks.
Anyway, the next step was to use the Auric
polishing compound with the nice lint free
wipes supplied on one CD, Andy Bartha’s
Reveal CD cleaner on the other CD. The Reveal
treated CD was then covered with an
interesting product, Yamamura Q-151, which
is made from shark’s liver oil.
The effect of these treatments is surprising.
They apparently change the index of refraction
of the surface of the CD, and reduce a certain
amount of light diffusion as well. The sharper
the reflection we saw in the CD, the better it
sounded. Both treatments were a worthwhile
improvement, taking away some level of
bloating and smearing, tightening bass and
transients, and reducing the dreaded “big
head” vocalist sound so common on pop
recordings, quite audibly. We only tried four
or five CDs, but they all benefitted from the
treatment. The Reveal/ shark oil treatment
seemed to work a bit better than the Auric
Illuminator, but it took an extra step, and
remember, we thought the pen from the Auric
setup was necessary, even with the other
treatment regimen.
So hit the plastic cleaner aisle, the marking
pen counter, and the health food store for
some supplies, and try this for yourself.
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VSA  98  - raftsman oom
photos b  ank urrow

Scott Divers walked away with a pair of KRVV52Bs courtesy of Welborne Labs for his preamp
shown on the cover and the SE KT88 amp shown here.

Robert Root brought a car full of cool stuff, including his gorgeous brass chassis Loesch style 211
amps, and came away with a prize of $200 of his choice of MagneQuest iron, courtesy of

MagneQuest
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craftsman room, continued

Ed Billeci was back, with a Sato horn and this wild 250TL amp. Ed came away with a big box full
of Auricaps and CD treatment courtesy of Audience.

Here’s a cool project, built by Dave MacDonald. It’s a Lundahl IT coupled SE EL34 triode conver-
sion to a Stereo 70,  with restacked, airgapped Dyna OTs. We hope to see more about this amp in a

future issue.
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VSA  98
the ltra i Dream Team

photo b  L nn lson

My seminar on Superwhamodyne history was briefly delayed by the
announcement of a very exciting new joint venture,  the UltraFi Dream

Team.
The team will consist (from left to right) of John Tucker (production circuit

prototyping/project manager), Mike LaFevre (inductor design and
manufacture), John “Buddha” Camille (design development/circuit
designer), Doc B., (new product development/marketing, and well,

somebody had to be boss, and I wasn’t qualified for the other jobs), hiding
behind Garber, Don Garber (product styling/chassis prototyping) and

Winston Ma (marketing and business advisor)
Watch for some no-holds-barred products in the next year or two. First will
be a Garberized version of the eXception parafeed preamp premiered in the
eXtreme Audio and ET rooms at VSAC. Soon to follow should be a parafeed
300B amp. Beyond that, we hope to work with Triode No. 1, the handmade
Japanese triode called the best in the world by Stereo Sound magazine. Here

LaFevre holds one up for inspection.
How wild will this stuff be?

Things like tubes cooled in blown glass oil baths, active loaded output stages,
constrained layer chassis plates, and superpermendur parafeed C-cores have

been discussed in early brainstorming sessions amongst various team
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more VSA  98 photos
photos b  L nn lson

Decisions, decisions. Here the Paraglow 2A3 kit is compared with its little brother, the eXcite 45
parafeed amp from eXtreme Audio, playing with the eXception preamp, modified ACG X-DAC, one

of a kind Rogers CD transport, and eXemplar horns. eXtreme indeed!

The ElectronicTonalities/First Impression Music/ MagneQuest/Jena Labs room. The new FIM Model
4 loudspeaker prototypes got a great reception, and after using the set of reference cables generously
loaned by Jena Labs, and the Theta Jade transport loaned by Nuts About Hi fi, it was hard to go back

to my own listening room!
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im dowd ’s 112-A parafeed line stage
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ABA Whatchamacallits
Original  Whatchamacallits (shown above)
small - $10.00 - Make great feet for CD players, preamps, small amps.
medium- $14.50 - Use these on small transformers, under smaller speakers, and under turntables.
large- $40.00 - These are the ultimate for damping transformers, cabinets, turntable plinths and speakers.
Turntable weights
medium  $20.00 - for lightly suspended turntables, like late Thorens
large - $45.00 for big dog direct drive turntables and belt drive tables with beefy bearings and strong suspensions
Tonearm counterweight -  Put this on your tonearm instead of the stock weight -  $15.00
Also - tube dampers for everything from 12AX7s to VV52’s, and a ‘pancake’ version of the large Whatchamacallit for
those big cabinets..
Prices do not include shipping or sales tax.

Andy Bartha Audio
954-583-7866 EST

Did you know every CD/Laser Disc you purchase has a “filmy coating” that was used to keep the
polycarbonate disc from sticking to its metal mold during manufacture?

No matter how sophisticated your CD/Laser playback system is, it cannot
correctly read the music beneath this film.

This loss of focus is destroying the very heart and soul of your music-
it’s no wonder the purists have

preferred analog!
Only REVEAL removes this film, plus, it cleans and seals the surface, protecting against scratches,

smudges,
fingerprints, glare and magnetic dust.

Now your CD Laser Disc player will read the music correctly.

MARTIN DEWOLF,
Bound for Sound
“ Best sounding and easiest to use CD cleaner”

DOUG BLACKBURN,
Positive Feedback, Soundstage
“Cannot reproduce what REVEAL does on CD’s with anything else”

 Satisfaction 100% guaranteed.
An 18 oz. can is $34.95, plus shipping

(that’s about 4 cents per disc)
You’ll be hearing your music for the first time.
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WRIGHT Sound
Company

The WLA10 line amp with 4 inputs for
those who don’t need the phono section.
Dubbed by those that  have listened, as the
best sounding line amp they have ever
heard, tube or solid state. All this for
$365.00 plus $17.50 shipping and handling
in the continental U.S.,  WA  res. please

add 8.2% sales tax.

The WPP100A phono preamp, the most natural sounding unit on the market today, is
available at $529 plus $17.50 shipping and handling in the continental U.S., WA
residents please add 8.2% sales tax. The WPP100A has gold RCA connectors, and a
new WPS02 power supply with a power switch and plate and filament indicators. The
performance is better than the original version, which beat all the competition in

listening tests by members of
VALVE and other audiophiles
who have had the pleasure of
reviewing this product.

Now available to VALVE mem-
bers, and those who have tried
S.E.X. amps,  the WPL10V com-
plete line amp/ phono stage
component. This basic model has

the quality of the WPP100A, with the additions of a selector switch with phono plus
three other line inputs and volume controls to make this the center of that great new
S.E.Xy sound system. No longer do you need to wait for a great sounding addition  to
have great S.E.X., and at just $649 U.S. funds plus $17.50 shipping and handling, you
can get this fully assembled preamp/line amp delivered to your door in the continental
U.S., WA residents add 8.2%. The WPL10V is designed to be a cost effective basic
chassis type, constructed with all the great stuff that goes into the WPP100A. We made
it especially for you S.E.X. owners and VALVE members who want the most out of
your system for the least out of your pocket. I must add that this product will work with
almost any power amp you now have or may purchase, so with or without S.E.X. this is
a great addition to the WRIGHT line. Stay tuned for future models.

Please send your order and payment to:
WRIGHT Sound Company

3516 So. 262nd, Kent WA 98032-7047
For further information, please leave a message at (253) 859-3592
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